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une porte plombée de 1'équipement de bord du véhicule,
mais on pourrait prévoir également que les informations

recueillies par l'équipement de bord du véhicule, quant

é l'importance et au nombre des infractions commises,

sont enregistrées sur carte magnétique, ce qui permet

un traitement commode, par moyens in£ormatiques,desdites
informations.

Dans ce cas, on peut traiter trés facilement les

informations recueillies sur la carte magnétique par

tous moyens informatiques appropriés, et on pourra sup-

primer 1e-bouton de remiss é zéro mentionné plus haut en

contrélant la mise en servioeréguliére de laflite carte

magnétique.

A cet effet, on pourra prévoir par exemple que les-

dits circuits logiques d‘équipemen£ de bord des véhicules

comprennent un circuit propre é permettre 1'enregistre—

ment, 5 intervalles ae temps déterminés (par exemple

toutes les 10 minutes), d'une information analogue é

celle qui est fournie lors d'une infraction grave si la-

dite carte magnétique n'est pas mise en service 4volon-

tairement ou involontairement— par le conducteur, ce dé—

faut de mise en service étant par ailleurs rappelé é

celui—ci par un signal lumineux ou sonore.

Pour éviter d'autres fraudes, une installation con-

forme é 1‘invention pourra encore étre caractérisée en ;

ce que lesdits circuits logiques comprennent un circuit

propre é permettre 1'enregistrement, é intervalles de

temps déterminés (par exemple toutes les 10 minutes),

d'une information analogue é celle qui est fournie lors

d'une-infraction grave, hotamment dans le casofi]Jutili—

sateur aurait tenté de blinder l‘organe capteur ou aurait

tenté de frauder par débranchement de la batterie, 1'ins—

tallation pouvant dans ce dernier cas continuer é fonc-

tionner grace é une batterie interne de l'équipement de

lbord.
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Un mode d'exécution de l‘inVention va maintenant

étre décrit é titre d'exemple nullement limitatif, avec.

référence aux figures du dessin annexé dans lequel
— la figure 1 represents schématiquement, en plan,

Vune section d'équipement fixe d'infrastructure, installée

sur une chaussée pour la surveillance des dépassements de
vitesse autorisée des véhicules ; I

— la figure 2 représente schématiquement, en plan,

une section d'équipefient fixe d'1fifrastructure pour la

surveillance des franchissements des bahdes de marqdhge
continues par les véhicules 7 K 7

i — la fieure 3 représente schématiquement, en plan,
une section d'équipement fixe d'in£rastructure pour la

surveillance des franchissements d'un signal "stop" par
les véhicules ;

— la figure 4 montre schématiquement,‘en plan, quel

peut étre 1'emp1acement, sur un Véhicule, de l'crgane
capteur d'un équipement de bord ; _ ‘ I

7 la figure 5 représente schématiquement, en pers-

pective, le "boitier d'interprétation", é sauoir l'en—
semble &'un équipement de bord, é 1'exc1usion de l'organe

capteur auquel ce boitier est relié par un cable de liai-
son blindé 7

- la figure 6 est 1e-schéma synoptifiue d'un poste

d'alimentation d'une section d'équipement fixe_d'infra—
structure 7

-lafigure 7représente schématiquement, en plan, en-

core un autre type de section d'équipement £ixe.d'infra~

structure avec, aux extrémités, des séquences d“identifi—
cation ; \

— les figures 8-1 a 8-VI montrent schématiquement,

différentes phases et formes de signsux fournis par des
organes capteurs de type magnétique ;

— la figure 9 montre le schéma électrique synoptique
d'un boitier d'interprétation ; et

— la figure 10 montre le schéma électrique symxfljque
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d’un circuit d'alimentation de sécurité d'un tel boitier.

Pour ce qui est tout d'abord de 1'infrastruCture, on

pourra prévoir, noyée dans la chaussée 1 cu collée sur

celle—ci, comme certaines signalisations horizontales,

une ligne 2 de transmission dite de type "B2" (voir fi-

gure 1), qui sera parcourue par un courant.alternatif de

basse puissance at d'une fréquenee de liordre de 50 a

100 kHz (a aéfinir), fourpi par un générateur 3.

Les croisements 4 de cette ligne 2 définissent des

séquences dont la longueur L est representative de la vi-

tesse que l'on veut imposer en ce point.

Si un véhicule muni d‘un capteur apprdprié (de'

faibles dimensions) bassersur cette ligne de transmission

l'équipement de contréle (de la taille maximum d'une

petite autoeradio) reqevra autant d'impulsions qu'il y a

de croisements 4 sur la ligne, donc de séquences.

Si fin véhicule parcourt une séquence en un temps

inférieur a un temps de base To, il va trop Vite. Le

tem s réel Tr de arcours d'une sé uence ar ra ort auP q

_temps de base To permet de déterminer la survitesse par

rapport a la vitesse qu'impoSe'la séquence.

En effet, si 1'on veut controler une vitesse de 90

km/h, soit de 25m/s, le temps de base étant 0,2 seconde,

les séquences auront une longueur L égale a 2§ = 5 métres_

Si un véhicule parcourt une séquence de 55 m en 180

milli—secon&es, sa survitesse sera de gg :';gg soit 11 %
d'ofi un vitesse fie 100 km/hp Tr 180'

On voit qu'il est facile de mesurer et par consé—

I

quent de prendre en mémoire tout excés de vitesse, et

d'en connaitre l'écart en pourcentage par rapport a la

vitesse affichée au sol. ,

En pratique, la ligne de transmission 2 installée

au sol ne comporterait que cinq séquences pour cheque

point que l'on souhaite controler. Trois séquences sur

cette ligne parcourues en survitesse pénaliseraient 1e

conducteur d'une faute (par exemple).

Deux niveaux de faute pourraient étre considérés,

done pris en mémoire :
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1° - survitesse comprise entre 5 % et 25 % de la

vitesse affichée

2° ~ Survitesse supérieure 3 25 %.

Pour l'exemple choisi, 90 km/h, la longueur é ins-

taller serait de : cinq séquences x 5 m = 25 m +'eI41viron

deux fois 2 metres avant le premier cfoisement et aprés

.le dernier, soit en tout environ 29 e 30 metres.

Un générateur 3 de feible puissance (de l'ordre de

1 watt), donc de cofit relativement faiblér alimenterait

le point de controle.

Cet équipement ponctuel et permanent de controle

pourrait étre installé partout oh nécessaire. '

Meme si les points de contréle ne sont pas aussi

nombreux que souhaités au départ, il est probable que

l'attitude de conduixe s‘en trouverait profondément modi-

fiée. En effet, les conducteurs ne connaissent pas la po-

sition des points de controle, sauf peut~étre aans la

zone immediate de leur domicile ; mais évehtuellement des

points mobiles installés pour quelques jours peuvent

étre une dissuasion efficace dans ce cas.

Pour controler les signaux de "Stop" et les bandes

continues, une ligne de transmission identique serait.'
utilisée mais avec des séquences courtes correspondent

par example 5 une vitesse ae 10 km/h, soit 2,77 m/s_}

lohgueur de séquence = 0,55 m. Cette ligne de transmis-
sion 5, étroite dans le cas des bandes continues 6, se-

rait disposée telle que représentée figure 2. Tout véhi—

cule dont le capteur parcourrait ces séquences serait,

pour des vitesses normales de cdhduite,en survitesse ap-

parente tres élevée etiainsi pénalisé par un compteur

spécial.

Le contréle des signaux de "Stop" tels que 7 reléve

du méme pfincipe, la disposition de la ligne de transmis-

tion 8 étant représentée figure 3.

Pour la surveillance des franchissefients de feux

rouges, ie meme principe pourrait étre mis en oeuvre,

mais lesdites séquences courtes (de 0,55 m par exemple)

pourraient'alors étre posées derpiére la ligne d‘arrét
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imposée par le feu, et non pas en avant, comme c‘est le

cas pour les "Stop". Bien entendu, en outre, l'équipement
fixe ne devra étre actif, dans le cas d'un feu, que pen—

dant les phases de £onctionnement,de ces feux, qui inter-
disent leur franchissement.

Pour ce qui est maintenant de l'équipement de bord,

on pourra prévoir qu'il compreno essentiellement deux
organes : ‘ =

— un capteur de lecture, encore appelé "organe cap-
teur" ; et

— un boitier d‘interprétation (avec mémoire et vi»

sualisation).

Le capteur de lecture pourra étre essentiellement

constitué de deux bobines détectrices destinées a lire

les séquences au sol ; ce capteur aura de préférence de

faibles dimensions, au maximum environ 200 x 100 x 60nmn7
Surmoulé dans une résine époxy, d'un poids faible (maxi-

mum 2 kg si possible), le capteur, référenté'en 10 sur

la figure 4, pourrait étre situé sous le véhicule ll,

approximativement au tiers gauche latéral et environ au

niveau du siege du.conducteur dans le sens longitudinal.

Cette &isposition.pernettrait de ne pénaliser les franchis-
senents des bandes continues qu‘apres engaenent notable du véhieule,
tout en réduisant la largeur des points de contréle de

vitesse, en évitant que ceux—ci n'aillent jusqu'a la li-

mite latérale de la chaussée.

_ Enfin, il serait souhaitable que le capteur soit
constitué de bobines détectrices a air, plus facilement

reproductibles. La fréquence préconisée (50 a 100 kHz)

devrait permettre facilement d'atteindre cet objectif.

La liaison capteur-boitier d'interprétation étant rela-
tivement courte, la capacité du cable de liaison sera

faible, ce qui permettra de disposer d'un capteur passif.

I1 sera peut-étre nécessaire de réaliser deli-lx modéles fie cap-

‘teur, en fonction de la hauteur de captation : l'un pour

des hauteurs comprises entre 150 et 300 mm, l‘autre pour

une hauteur allant de 300 a 500 mm (a titre indicatif).

Afin d'éviter les fraudes , l'organe capteur 10, si
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jugé nécessaire, pourrait comporter un circuit accordé
oscillant qui fofirnirait en permanence (lorsque le véhi—

cule roule) un signal alternatif au boitier d'interpré—

tation 12. Si l5on voulait masquer l'brgane capteur 10
avec un blindage magnétique quelconque, ce circuit os-

cillant s'arréterait jet ne pourrait plus inhiber le
dispositif special de pénelisation décrit plus bas avec
référence e la figure 9.‘ I 1

Si cette disposition était retenue,l'organe capteur

10 10 ne serait probablement plus exclusivement passif. /

Quant an boitier d'interpré£ation 12, représenté
schématiquement e la figure 5, il sera aussi de faibles

dimensions, an maximum si possible de la taille dlune

petite auto—radio.» i -

15 .Avec un micro—processeur, la fiabilité de ce boitier
sera exoellente, et avec une production en série, rler cofit
en sera trés faible.

Les fonctions demandées au boitier d”£nterprétation

12 sont simples, et comprennent pour l'essentiel :
20 — une interface d'entrée "capteur logiqfie",

— des chaines ae comptage,

~ une base de temps,

— une logique fie sélection,

— des prises en mémoire,

— qustre visualisations (en principe 5 cristaux
liquides)

. une, référencée 13, pour les survitesses comprises
entre 5 et 25 %, -

une, référencée 14, pour les survitesses supérieures
é25 %,

une, référencée 15, pour les fautes graves (step et

bandes continues), ' ' 7

une, référencée 16, pour le compteur horaine du temps
de marche, '

— un circuit d*a1imentation avec batterie rechar-

geable,

— un poussoir 17 de remise é zéro, dispose derriere

une porte plombée 18.’ , A
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Ce petit équipement serait normalement alimenté par

la batterie du véhicule, par les prises 19, mais afin

d'éviter les fraudes, une petite batterie spéciale pourra

étre prévue, par.exemple dans le logement fermé par la-

dite porte 18. _ '7 7
Enfin, on a référencé en 20, sur cette figure 5, un

cable bl-Lndé de liaison entre oe boitier :1 'interprétation 12 et

l'orgahe capteur 10. ‘
Pour ce qui est maintenant des équipements fixes

d'infrastructure, ils seront constitués pour 1'essentiel:

— d'une ligne de transmission ; et
— d'un coffret d'alimentation de cette ligne. ‘

La ligne de transmission pourra étre de type dit B2

et constituée d'un cable unifilaire multibrins classique

de'1,5 ou 2,5 mmz. T j
Sur la figure 7, on a représente schématiquement une

configuration possible de ligne 21, avec aux extrémités—

des séquences d'identification 22 et 23. Ces séquences

d'identification permettront une certaine liberalisation

des limitations de vitesse pour les véhicules trés per-

formants. On prévoit alors une-séquence d'identification,

22 dans un sens, 23 dans l'autre, avant les cinq prévues

a la ligne de transmission 21. Cette séquence d‘identifi—

cation 22 cu 23 aurait une longueur telle que des véhi—

cules la parcourraient ennn temps supérieur a0,5 seconde.
La logique du boitier d'interprétation 12 affecterait

dans ces conditions ieAcompteur de lecture des séquences

d'un coefficient approprié. Le point de controle étant

franchi, a la perte d‘information, par absence d'énergie,

la logique retrouverait son état initial. Dans ces condi-

tions, il est facile de maintenir le controledesvitesses

affichées a leurs valeurs propres, et d'affecter d'un

coefficient approprié seulement les autres.

Dans la pratique, cela reviendrait par exemple, pour

,les véhicules particuliers, a autoriser 100 km/h sur'

route, et 140 km/h sur autoroute. La séquence d'identifi-

cation ne pouvant étre interprétée que par les poids

lourds afin d‘introduire un coefficient abaisseur, par—
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exemple de 0,8 pour leur limitation de vitesse (-20 %),

et par les véhicules de hautes performances, afin d'in—
troduire pour eux, au contraire, un coefficient, par

exemple 1,1, multiplicateur de leur limitation de vitesse

("libéralisation" de + 10 %).

‘La ligne 21, collée sur la chaussée 1 comme le sont

_certaines signalisations horizontaleslou légérement en-

fouie dans celle-Ci, est‘bouclée sur son impédance ca-

ractéristique Zc. Elle est alimentée par une fréquence

pure sous faible puissance (environ 1 W) par le généra—

tau: 3 déja mentionné. Le rayonnement d'une telle ligne

est faible ; la fréquenco choisie (entre 50 et 100 KHZ, a

définir) permet de garantir qu'aucune perturbation radio-
électrique n'est a craindre. '

Ces lignes 21,ou ayant toute autre configuration

appropriée, seront disposées partout on oela sera jugé néoess
saire au respect des vitesses,'ainsi qu'aux"pointsnoirs"

ou points particuliérement dangereux, te1s‘que certains

"Stop" tels que 8 ou certaines bandes continues de signa-

lisation horizontale telles que 6.

‘Le coffret d'a1imentation,de dimensions raisonnables
référencé en 24 sur la figure 6, sera de faible volume,

et pourra étre fixé sur un petit socle cimenté a proximi-

té de la ou des lignes de transmission 21 a alimenter;
Une alimentation électrique basse tension est bien

entendu nécessaire a l'alimentation de ce coffret 24 (au
maximum 10 VA). Cette alimentation électrique ne devrait

pas étre un obstacle majeur. En effet, dans les villes,

les villages, a priori il n'y a pas de problems. En cam-

pagne, les carrefours dangereux sont trés souvent éclai—'

rés et tres souvent,ailleurs, le réseau EDF basse tension
est facilement ou relativement facilement accessible.

Le coffret d'a1imentation 24, destiné par consequent

é constituer ledit_générateur 3, comprendrait pour l'es—
_sentie1 :

— un transformateur d'entrée 25 avec protection

électrique par fusibles 26,

~ un pont redresseur 27 et cellule de filtrage 28,
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— un oscillateur 29 de bonne stabilité, et

— un amplificateur de sortie 30 avec transformateur

31 a prise d'adaptation d'impédance.

Cet ensemble ne uécessite qu‘une électronique simple,

qui pourra facilement avoir une excellente fiabilité. Les
variations de temperature extremes de fonctionnement,de\

_l'ordre de -20 e +60 degrés centigrades,ne présentent pas
de difficulté., ‘

On a représenté e la figure 8—I la ligne 21, et, par

les signes conventionnels habituels, le sens du champ

magnétique produit par ies boucles que constituent les
croisements 4 successifs des conducteurs 21; et 213:

L'organe capteur 10 est constitué de deux bobines

_détectrices A et B (figure 8—II) dont le plan des spires
est horizontal. Ces bobines détectent le champ vertical

de la ligne de transmission 21. Ce1le—ci émet un champ
vertical inversé d'une boucle a la suivante, comme cela

ressort de 1'examen de la figure 8-1. Lors'du déplacement

des bobines A et B au—dessus de cette ligne 21, comme

_représenté sur la figure 8-II, 1e signal recueilli par
induction aux bornes de chaque bobine est en phase, puis

en opposition de phase lorsque chaque bobine est sur une

boucle différente, puis a nouveau en phase etc., comme

cela est représenté sur la figure 8—III,

Si l'on couple en phase ces deux bobines A et B

entre elles, comme représenté sur la figure 8—IV, le si-

gnal recueilli a la sortie S aura la forme représentée a
la figure 8—V.

Aprés mise en forme par un circuit électronique de

ces signaux seront transformés en impulsions 36,

représenté e la figure 8—VI. Le temps entre deux impul-
sions 36 est caractéristique de la vitesse de déplacement

du véhicule sur la ligne de transmission 21.

Pour la commodité, on peut appeler ces impulsions

36 “impulsions d'espace”.

Une seule bobine pourrait sembler nécessaire e la
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réalisation du circuit de captation décrit. Il est cepene

dant nécessaire de disposer de deux bobines, afin d'évi—

ter que ce soit le niveau capté qui produise les impul-

sions q'espace 36. _7
En pratique, le circuit de mise en forme 35 délivreg

ra des impulsions d'espace«36 en fonction de la rotatibn

_de phase entre les bobines A et B; Ce traitementestdéjé

couramment réalisé pour dfautres systemes. I1 offne l'a—

vantage d'immuniser la captation des variations de hau-

teur, des parasitages éventuels, et de l'intensité du

champ émis par la ligne de transmission 21. Par ailleurs,

i1 ameliore 1a'précision de la captation.

La figure 9 représente un schéma synoptique possflfle

du boitier d'interprétation 12,hors alimentation.

7 Le fonctionnement du circuit tel que représenté est
le suivant. -

A l'entrée d'un compteur d'impulsions 40, une base

de temps 41 constituée d'un oscillateur stable délivre

des impulsions. Le compteur 40 et sa base de temps 41

sont réalisés de maniere telle qu'aprés 500 nfilli—sedxdes,

la sortie O du compteur 40 passe 5 1. Les sorties du

compteur 100 ms — 150 ms — K 150 — 200 ms — et K 200

sont au niveau logique 1 quand le compteur est e 0.

Lorsqu‘une impulsion diespace 36 est délivrée par

le circuit de mise en forme 35, elle met le compteur 40
e 0.

A l'apparition de l'impulsion d'espace 36 suivante,

si le temps de parcours est supérieur é 200 ms, aucun

transfert ne se fera dans la logique d'intefprétation.
En effet, l'ensemble des sorties est passe de 1-é 0; car

lorsque le compteur 40 progresse; il change l'état lo-

gique des sorties. Si, au contraire, 1'im§ulsion dflespaoe

apparait avant par exemple 200 ms mais aprés 150 ms, la

porte ET 42 aura é son entrée_é_1a fois Is 1 de 200 ms
et le 1 de l'impulsion d'espace 36. A sa sortie, une im—

pulsion apparaitra et sera abpliquée é l'entree de la

porte 0U 47. Ce1le—ci appliquera son impulsion de sortie

é l'entrée d'un diviseur par 3 référencé en 50. Ce cir~
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cuit 50 délivre une impulsion a sa sortie lorsqu‘il re-

goit sur son entrée trois impulsions venant de la porte
0U 47.

Si trois comptages consécutifis sont inférieurs a

290 ms et supérieurs a 150 ms, le diviseur par 3 refe-
rencé en 50 appliquera son impulsion de sortieaa1'entrée

de la mémoire 54. Les informations de cette mémoire,

aprés décodage, sont visqaliséespar l'affichage 13 a

cristaux liquides ou é diodes é1ectro—1uminescentes,

dont il a déja été question plus haut.

Dans le cas qui vient d'étre décrit, la visualisa—'

tioh_affiche une faute supplémentaire de survitesse'com—
prise entre 5 et 25 %. Les mémoires ne peuvent étre re-

mises a O que gréce au poussoir 17 situé derriére la

petite porte plombée 18 du boitier d'interprétation 12.

Afin d'éviter que l'impulsion d'espace 36 ne se

trouve simultanément appliquée a 1'entrée de la remise A

O du compteur 40 et des cinq portes ET 42,‘43, 44, 45 et

46, un petit retard pur 6,(0,l a 0,2 us) est situé uni-

quement a 1'entrée a O (RAZ) du compteur 40, afin que la

prise en mémoire sfeffectue avant celle-ci. Le principe

_de fonctionnement est le méme pour toutes les sorties du

compteur 40 (Porte OU 48,diviseur par trois 51, mémoire

55, etc.).

La porte ET 60 fait changer d’état une bascule 61

lorsqu‘une séquence d'identifieation est parcourue. Ce

changement d‘état inhibe dens ces conditions les sorties

des portes ET 42 et 44 et rend actives les sorties des

portes ET 43 et 45.

Les deux chaines K 200 et K 150 de sortie du comp-

teur 40 permettent au systéme de libéraliser ou de mi-

norer les limitations de vitesse apres identification

d'une séquence d'entrée parcourue en un temps supérieur
a 500 ms.

Les diviseurs par trois 50,51.et52 smmzremis 5 O a

la sortie de la ligne de transmission 21 par perte d'é~

' nergie aux bornes des deux bobines A et B. Le circuit de

mise en forme 35 délivre un niveau logiqué 1 permanent
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tant que les bobines A—et B sont soumises au champ de la

ligne. Lorsque ce niveau logique passe e 0, un circuit

monostable 63 délivre une impulsion qui remet s O l‘en—

semble des diviseurs partrois 50,5l.et52,ainsi que la

bascule 61, ayant pour effet d'inhiber les sorties aes

portes ET 43 et 45 et de rendre é nouveau actives les

sorties des portes ET 42 et 44. K

. Il est propose ici sur les chaines de survitesse
de confirmer trois fois avant la prise en mémoire, ceci

simplement é titre d‘exemple, La ligne de transmission

21 ne possédant que cinq séquences de mesure de vitesse,

un seul des deux registres (en cas de survitesse é fron-
tiére 150 ms) pourra étre pris en mémoire, assurant

ainsi la levée de doute. .
La chaine 100 ms, quant é elle, est destinée é lire

les séquences courtes (O,55 metre) des lignes de trans-

mission 21 disposées en protection de "stop"<n1de bandes

continues. Le choix des chiffres qui a étéafait ici pour

illustrer le fqnctionnement permettrait-dans ce cas de

pénaliser les Stop franchis é + de 20 km/h par une faute

grave, é + de 14 km/h par une faute de survitesse supé—

rieure e 25 %, et 5 + de 10 km/h par une faute de survi;

tesse comprise entre 5 et 25 %, toujours é titre d'emaqfle.

Un circuit inhibiteur 64 est prévu au niveau des

entrées d'impulsions “espace" des quatre portes ET 42 s

45, 1orsqu'il y a un temps de parcours des séquences in-

férieur s 100 ms, Cette disposition permet de ne pas

faire progresser les compteurs de survitesse lors de la

mémorisation de fautes graves.

Le diviseur par trois 52 de cette chaine par la

troisiéme entrée de la porte ET 46 se verrouille aprés

la premiere faute grave commise sur un point de controls.

11 faudra attendre la remiss 6 0 par le circuit perte

d'énergie captée, pour, aprés trois autres impulsions,

mémoriser une faute grave. Cette disposition permet de

ne compter qu'une faute grave par franchissement<kabande

continue. Les séquences dens 1'exemple choisi étant de

0,55 metre, il suffit donc de parcourir 1,65 metre sur
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la bande continue pour étre pénalisé d'une faute grave;

C'est donc le franchissement de la bande qui est pénali-

sé et non la flistance de parcours sur celle—ci.

Entre le éiviseur par trois 52 et la mémoire 56 de

' la chains 100 ms est inséréeune porte 0U 49 qui par sa

seconds entree peut faire progresser le compteur de

fautes graves.

En effet, la base de temps 41 est appliqu&, par 1'intermé—-

diaire de la porte El‘ 68, :31 1 'entréed ‘un oompteur special 65 (ccmpteur

l0ninutes), qui délimneuneinpulsiondesortietoutesleslondnutes.

De ce fait, si la tension de la batteriezmnvéhicule

n'inhibe pas le signal de la base de temps appliquéé é

ce compteur, une faute grave sera mémorisée toutes les

10 minutes, pénalisant ainsi ceux qui essaieraient de

frauder. I1 sera expliqué plus has commentl'alimentation

électrique de l'ensemble est proposée. La tension<k2bat-

terie du véhicule inhibe le circuit de pénalisation 16

minutes grace é. une Kporte ET 66 dont 1a seconde entrée 69

recoit l'information permanente (lorsque le véhicule

roule), délivrée par le circuit oscillant de contrale

de l'organe capteur 10.

De cette maniére, il faut avoir e la fois latension

de batterie et l'inf0rmation "capteur actif" pour inhi—

her 1e circuit de pénalisation 10 minutes, par l'inter—

médiaire de 1'inhibiteur 67. Ce circuit 65, au lieu de

pénaliser toutes les 10 minutes d'une faute grave,

pourrait disposer d'une visualisation spéciale. Un troi-

siéme compteur 70 regoit les signaux de la base de temps

41 - c'est le compteur de temps de marche. Ce compteur,
1

classique, est suivi d‘un décodeur 71 et de la visuali-

sation 16 mentionnée plus haut.’ I

Cette chains permet de connaitre le temps d'uti1i—

sation du véhicule, car l'alimentation électrique de ce

compteur est fournie par la batterie du véhicule. La re-

mise e 0 du temps de marche se fait par le poussoir 17

situé derriére la porte plombée 18.

La figure 10 représente ce qfie pourrait étre l'ali—

mentation électrique du boitier d'interprétation . Afin
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d'éviter les fraudes, la tension fournie par la batterie

72 an véhicule transite par le cable blindé 20 de liai-

son entre le boitier d'interprétation 12 et l'organe

'capteur 10 . évitaht aifisi toute interruption de cette
liaiéoh. Par ailleurs, cette alimentation maintient la

charge de la petite batterie ihtérieure 73. Cel1e—ci

alimente la logique, référencée globalement en 74, et,

par l*intermédiaire des qémoires 75, la visualisation 76

grace é un contact inertiel 77. A l'arrét du véhicule}

cette disposition permet de déconnecter la batterie in-

terne 73 afin d'éViter qu'elle ne se décharge.

D'autre part, véhicule é l'arrét, contact 78 du vé—

hicule établi, le compteur de temps de marche 70 ne peut

progresser, car l‘a1imentatioh de la base de temps 41
est fournie par la batterie interne 73.

Ceci pefit étre intéressant si l'on exploite le dis-

positif en affectant un quota de fautes par heure de

conduite. , O - g -
Le contact inertiel 77 aura une sensibilité suffi-

sante pour assure: 1"alimentation drfice afix trépidations

du vehicule. Une petite temporisation de maintien 79

peut étre envisagée afin.de pellier les mini—coupures
d'a1imentation.

I1 est qonc possible, avec un tel principe d'alimen—

tstion , de décohnecter la batterie 72 du véhicule pour
travaux, puisque celui—ci est alors é l'arrét. Un pro-

bléme peut étre posé lors d'un remorquage en-cascmspanne
ou d'accident, le cohtact inertial 77 établissant l!ali—

mentation; et la batterie 72 du véhicule n'étant pas

raccordée. Dans ce cas, i1 sera.de.la responsabilité du
conducteur ou du remorqueur de maintenir l'alimentation.

De toute maniefe, un remorquage est rarissime et de

faible durée, Quoi qu‘il en soit, des solutions sont pos-

sibles pour pallier cette difficulté, mais elles alour-

diraient un peu la logique du systéme; _
La batterie interne 73, du type de celles alimen-

tant les calculateurs scientifiques de poche, aura dans

ces conditions one capacité trés largement suffisante.
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REVENDICAT IONS

1. Installation pour le contréle individuel de la

conduite des véhicules automobiles, caractérisée en ce

qu'elle comporte essentiellement, d'une part des équipe-
ments de bord (lO,l2) comprenant des organes capteurs

(10), de calcul et enregistreurs, montés sur lesdits

' véhicules (11), et d'autre part des équipements fixes

d'infrastructure (3,2l),‘destinés a fournir ponctuelle—

ment des signaux particuliers aux équipefients de tord

(l0,l2), en fonction de leur emplacement sur la chaussée

(1), du genre de véhicule(l1) ‘concerné, et de l'in:Eraction
visée.

2. Installation selon la revendication 1, caracté—

riséeeuuce qu'un équipement fixe d'infrastructure com-

prend, a l'emplacement de la chaussée (1) auquel on dé;
sire effectuer une surveillance, essentiellement une

ligne de transmission (21) divisée en séqqences pat les
croisements successifs (4), espacés de fagon appropriée

en fonction de la vitesse limite imposée audit emplace-

ment, des deux conducteurs (2l§,2l§) qui la constituent

cette ligne (21) étant alimentée en courant alternatif

de fréquence déterminée par un poste d'alimentation in-

dividual (24) et étant avantageusement bouclée sur son

impédance caractéristique (Zc), et en ce que lesdits or-

ganes capteurs (10), qui font partie de l'équipement de

bord des véhicules (11), comprennent chacun deux bobines

détectrices (A,B) branchées de maniére a fournir a-leur

sortie, lors du francnissement de ladite ligne de trans-
mission par le véhicule, des signaux ponctuels qui,
aprés mise en forms par un circuit approprié (35),four—
niront aux organes de calcul et enregistreurs du véhi—

cule (boitier d'interprétation 12) des impulsions

d'espace (36) dont l’espacement dans le temps sera re-

présentatif, au moins, de la vitesse moyenne dudit Vé-
hicule entre les deux croisements correspondants (4) de

ladite ligne de transmission (21) et pourra étre comparé

a un temps de base (To).

3. Installation selon la revendication 2, caracté—
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risée en ce que,pour un controls de vitesse proprement

dit, ladite ligne de transmission (21) s'étend sur la
chaussée (1) (en étant éventuellement incluse dans le
revétement) en chevauchant deux Voies de roulement ad-

jacentes , de sorte que tout en ayant une largeur nota-

blement inférieure a celle de la chaussée (l), elle

puisse permettre un contréle de la vitesse des véhicules

passant sur l'une ou l'autre desdites voies, dans un

ssul sens ou dans les deux sens. _

4. Installation selon l'une quelconque des revendi—

cations précédentes, caractérisée en ce que, sur chaque
véhicule (ll) équipé, ledit organs capteur (10) sera

éisyosé sous ls véhicule fie sorts & étre 5 une distance relative-

ment faible de la surface de roulement, et (pour les ‘Vehi-

cules ayant le volant a gauche) approximativement au

tiers latéral gauche de la largeur du véhicule.

5. Installation selon la revendication 3 cu 4, ca-

ractérisée en ce que la ligne de transmission (21) est

divisée en séquences de longueurs égales (croisements

(4) aes conduoteurs (2l§,2lQ) équidistants), a l'excep—

tion de deux séquences d'identification (22,23) de lon-

gueur notablement plus grands, placées aux extrémités
de la ligne (21) et permettant de différencier les limi-

tations de vitesse imposées en fohction du type de.vé—

hicule_concerné (véhicules a hautes performances, véhi-
cules a performances moyennes, poids lourds).

6. Installation selon l’une quelconque des reven-

dications 1 a 4; caractérisée en ce que, pour le controls

du franchissement des bandes continues (6)(d'interdic—

tion de dépassement ou analogues), la ligne de transmis-

sion (5) est disposée au—dessus de ladite bands (6f, en
dépassement de chaque c6té, mais en étant notablement

moins large qu'une ligne de transmission de controle de

vitesse, et en ce que les séquences ont une longueur

réduite, correspondant é une vitesse maximale autorisée

trés faible (de 1'orc‘ire de 10.km/h).

7. Installation selon 1'une quelconque des revendi-

cations l a 4. caractérisée en ce que,hpour le contréle
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des franchissements interdits sans arrét, tels due si-

gnaux de "stop" ou feux rouges, ou encore pour le con-

tréle d"interdiction d'emprunter certaines parties de

la chaussée (telles que voies de gauche des chaussées a

plusieurs voies pour les poids lourds ou voies d'urgence

d‘autoroutes pour tous les véhicules sauf les véhicules

autorisés) la ligne de transmission (8) s'étend sur au

moins une partie notable_de la largeur de la zone a

surveiller et est constituée de séquences relativement

courtes correspondant a une limitation de vitesse maxi-

male trés faible (de l‘ordre fie 10 km/h).

8. Installation selon la revendication 7, cafac—

térisée en ce que,pour le contrale du franchissement des

signaux de "Stopfi, ladite ligne de transmission (8) est
située en amont du signal, tandis que pour le controls

du franchissement des feux rouges (de carrefours et

analogues), ladite ligne de transmission est située en
aval du feu et est contrélée par l'état dudit feu.

9. Installation selon la revendication 7 on 8, ca-

ractérisée en ce que la longueur des séquences succes-

sives de la ligne.de transmission (8) suit, Vue dans le
sens de la circulation, un decrément calculé pour per—V

mettre de controler la décélération des véhicules.

10. Installation selon l'une quelconque des reven-

dications 2 a 9, caractérisée en ce que la ligne de

transmission (21) présente une configuration qui lui

est propre, par exemple quant a la longueur variable et
a la répartition_des séquences successives qui la com-

posent, ce qui permet de coder les signaux qu'el1e
fournit et de l'identifier.

11. Installation selon l'une quelconque des reven-

dications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que lesdits

moyens de Calcul et enregistreurs des équipements de
bord (12) des véhicules sont du type a circuits logiques

en faismfi;ayantmxmsenent appel a la technique des micro-

processeurs, et sont associés a des moyens d‘affichage,
notamment digitaux, permettant au conducteur, ainsi

qu'aux autorités concernées, de constater 1e nombre des
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pénalités encourues, et éventuellement le temps total
de marche du véhicule entre deux contrales.

12. Installation selon la_revendication 11, carac—

térisée en ce qfie les informations recueillies par 1'é—

quipement de bord du véhicule, quant a l'importance et

au nqmbre des infractions commises, sont enregistrées

Surlnfiicarte émémOire,ce qui permet un traitement com-

mode, par moyens informatiques, desdites informations.

13. Installation scion la revendication 12, Carac-

térisée en ce que lesdits circuits logiques d'équipe—
ment de bord des Véhicules comprennent un circuit propre

a permettre-l'enregistrement, a intervalies de temps

déterminés, (par exemple toutes les 10 minutes), d'une

information analogue—a celle qui.est fodrnie lors d'une

infraction grave si ladite carte a mémoire n'est pas

mise en service -volontairement ou involontairement—

par le conducteur, ce défaut de mise en service étant

par ailleursarappelé a celui—ci par un signal lumineux
ou sonore.

14. Installation selon l'une quelconque des reven-

dications 11 a 13, caractérisée en ce que iesdits cir-

cuits logiques comprennent un circuit propre a permettre

l'enregistrement, a intervalles de temps déterminés

(par exemple toutes les 10 minutes» d'une information

analogue a celle qui est fournie lors d'une infraction
grave, notamment dans le cas ofi 1'uti1isateur aurait

tenté de blinder l'organe capteur (10) cu aurait tenté

de frauder par débranchement ae la batterie, 1‘instal~

lation pouvant dans ce dernier cas continuer de fonc—

30 tiohner grace a une batterie interne (73) de l'équipeé
ment de bord, ou encore aurait tenté de supfirimer la

liaison entre l'organe capteur et le boitier d'inter— 7.
prétation. '
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(54) Vehicle safety device

(57) A vehicle safety device comprises a switch (18) controlled sensor (10) operable to detect the
movement due to fatigue, illness or the like of a vehicle driver from a normal driving position, and to
activate a warning device (11,12,13) either audible (11)and/or visual (12,13). If the normal position
is restored within a predetermined time the sensor (10) detects this and deactivates the warning device
(11,12,13). If not the clutch (22) may be disengaged, vehicle brakes (15,17) applied, and/or engine
stopped by interruption of fuel supply (27) or electrical supply (24). A programmable activating device
(48) for the solenoid operated locks (47) of the vehicle (43) may immobilise the vehicle (43) and/or
activate the warning device (1 1,12,13), the activating device (48) being operable in response to
selection of predetermined digits stored in a memory of the activating device (48)
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SPECIFICATION

Vehicle safety device

This invention relates to vehicle safety de-
vices.

Many accidents occur as a result of a driver
of a vehicle losing control of that vehicle due
to a personal disability such as a heart attack,
dizziness, fainting, sleep or the like or due to
a vehicle disability such as brake or steering
failure. In many instances of personal disabil-
ity, and in most cases of vehicle disability,
there is little or no warning of the onset of the
trouble, which can occur at any time. It is an
object of the present invention to provide
means whereby the repercussions usually as-
sociated with the occurrence of any of the
abovementioned disabilities are avoided or at

least substantially mitigated.
The invention provides a vehicle safety de-

vice comprising a warning device, and a sen-
sor operable to detect the movement of a
vehicle driver from a normal driving position
and to initiate operation of said warning de-
vice.

The warning device may comprise an audi-
ble and/or a visual warning device. in the
former case it may comprise a horn of the
vehicle or an independent audible device. In
the latter case it may include hazard warning
flashing lights and/or rear braking indicator
lights.

The sensor may also be operable to inter-
rupt the normal driving operation of the
vehicle, and may be operable to apply braking
to the vehicle and/or interruption of the
vehicle driving system. in the former case the
braking may be effected by a normally driver
operated braking system or by braking means
independent of the normally driver operated
system. In the latter case the interruption of
the vehicle driving system may be by disen-
gagement of a clutch and also by stopping the
engine, for example, by interruption of fuel
flow to the engine or by interruption of the
ignition circuit.

The sensor may be operable to interrupt the
normal driving operation of the vehicle a
predetermined period after initiating operation
of the warning device. The sensor may also
be operable to detect the movement of the
vehicle driver back into a normal driving posi-
tion and to cause cessation of operation of the
warning device and non-interruption of the
normal driving operation of the vehicle.

A plurality of sensors may be provided,
each operable to detect the movement of a
respective part of the vehicle driver from its
normal position during driving different from
that part of the vehicle driver whose position
is sensed by the or each other sensor. In this
case operation of the warning device may be
effected only in response to signals from all of
the sensors.
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Switch means may be provided whereby
said sensor or sensors may be in an opera-
tional or non-operational condition. The switch
means may be operable by an ignition circuit
of the vehicle, or by movement of a hand-
brake lever to brake-off position.

By means of the invention it is believed that
loss of life, serious injury and damage to
vehicles and other property as a result of the
occurrence of a personal or vehicle disability
can be prevented or substantially mitigated.
However, another cause for concern is that of
the number of vehicles stolen or otherwise
taken without the owner's consent. It is

another object of the present invention to
provide means whereby such theft or unau-
thorised removal may be prevented or the risk
thereof substantially reduced.

The invention provides a vehicle safety de-
vice comprising vehicle locking means and
actuating means therefor, said actuating
means being operable to activate said vehicle
locking means and to interrupt the normal
driving operation of the vehicle. The normal
driving operation of the vehicle may be inter-
rupted by engagement of brakes to the
vehicle and/or interruption of the vehicle driv-
ing system. Interruption of the vehicle driving
system may be by disengagement of a clutch
of the vehicle and/or by prevention of fuel
and/or ignition supply to the engine. The
vehicle safety device may also include a warn-
ing device and a second actuating means
operable to activate said warning device,
which may be an audible and/or visual warn-
ing device. Said second actuating means may
be operable in response to opening of said
vehicle whilst said vehicle locking means is
actuated.

Preferably said actuating means is operable
in response to the selection of a predeter-
mined plurality of digits, and said actuating
means may include a programmable device
having memory means in which said predeter-
mined plurality of digits may be stored.

Embodiments of safety device in accordance
with the invention will now be described with

reference to the accompanying drawings in
which:—

Figure 1 is a schematic layout of a first
embodiment,

Figure 2 is a schematic layout of a second
embodiment,

Figure 3 is a schematic perspective view of
part of a vehicle inporating the safety device
of Fig. 1 or Fig. 2,

Figure 3a is a scrap section of the steering
wheel of Fig. 3, and

Figure 4 is a schematic perspective view of
a vehicle incorporating a third embodiment of
safety device.

Referring now to Fig. 1 there is shown a
sensor 10 which when activated causes oper-
ation of warning devices in the form of a horn
1 1, hazard warning flashing lights 12 and
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rear braking indicator lights 13 of a vehicle
(not shown). in order that there may not be
an undue drain of the vehicle's battery (not
shown) the sensor 10 provides a pulsed signal
to the warning devices 1 1, 12 and 13 so that
these devices operate intermittently. The sen-
sor 10 is operable to detect movement of a
driver of the vehicle from a normal driving
position but is only operable when a switch
18 is switched to an on-position by movement
of the hand-brake lever 14 to the brakes-off

position. In this way activation of the warning
devices 11, 12, 13 is prevented when the
driver gets out of the vehicle or simply moves
about whilst the vehicle is parked. As an
alternative the sensor 10 may be operable
only when the ignition circuit of the vehicle is
switched on, or for added security when both
handbrake lever 14 is in the brakes-off posi-
tion and the ignition circuit of the vehicle is
switched on.

If the movement of the driver from his
normal driving position is due to drowsiness,
he may be aroused by the operation of the
horn 11 and/or by an indicator light (not
shown) usually provided on the dashboard of
the vehicle to indicate operation of the hazard
warning lights. in such circumstances he will
probably return rapidly to the normal driving
position. in which case the sensor 10 will
sense the same and cease activation of the

warning devices 1 1, 12, 13. By this means
an accident as a consequence of the drowsi-
ness of the vehicle driver may be avoided.

If the driver does not return to the normal

driving position within a predetermined time
interval, for example 2 second, the sensor 10
is then operable to interrupt the normal driv-
ing operation of the vehicle. in this case the
sensor 10 causes activation of a stepping
motor 19 to apply the front and rear brakes
15, 17. The stepping motor 19 is connected
to the piston (not shown) of the master cylin-
der 20 and brake fluid reservoir by means of
a screwed and slotted shaft 26 whilst the

lever carrying the brake pedal 16 is slidable in
the slot of shaft 26. By this means rotation of
the shaft 26 by stepping motor 19 does not
affect the position of brake pedal 16 and
operation of the brake pedal 16 does not
affect the shaft 26 or stepping motor 19. A
brake servo unit 25 of conventional form and

having a vacuum inlet 23 may be provided as
shown if required.

At the same time the sensor 10 is operable
to open circuit a relay 24 in the ignition
circuit of the vehicle and/or close a valve 27
to interrupt the fuel supply to the engine in
the case of petrol driven engines, or close
valve 27 to interrupt the fuel supply to the
engine in the case of diesel engined vehicles.

in addition, the sensor 10 energises a sole-
noid 28 to open a valve 21 in a hydraulic
fluid supply line 29 from the master cylinder
20 to the clutch operating cylinder 22,
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thereby causing disengagement of the clutch.
Such disengagement of the clutch would not
occur on normal operation of the brake pedal
16 since valve 21 would be closed.

By means of the above, if the driver does
not return to his normal driving position a
predetermined time after actuation of the
warning devices 11, 12. 13, the vehicle is
brought to rest with the brakes 15, 17 on, the
engine stopped and clutch disengaged.

Referring now to Fig. 2 there is shown an
arrangement which is similar in many respects
to that shown in Fig. 1 and like parts are
indicated by the same reference numerals in
the two cases. In the case of the embodiment

of Fig. 2 the brakes 15, 17 are applied
normally by means of brake pedal 16 operat-
ing through brake servo unit 25 and master
cylinder 20 and the clutch disengaged nor-
mally by operation of the clutch cylinder 22
under pressure in the normal hydraulic fluid
supply line 31. However, in each hydraulic
fluid supply line 32 to the brakes 15, 17 and
line 31 to the clutch cylinder 22 is provided a
separator valve 30. Each valve 30 comprises
a cylinder having inlets at opposed ends
thereof and an outlet disposed centrally, and a
valve member slidable within the cylinder so
as to seal a low pressure inlet and provide a
fluid flow path between the outlet and a high
pressure inlet. One of the inlets is connected
to a normal supply line 32 or 31 whilst the
other inlet is connected to an auxiliary supply
line 33. The outlet is connected to a brake 15

or 17 or the clutch cylinder 22 as appropri-
ate. By this means operation of the normal
brake or clutch mechanisms does not affect

the fluid in the auxiliary supply system and
vice—versa. The auxiliary supply system com-
prises a second master cylinder and fluid
reservoir 34 to which the auxiliary supply line
33 is connected. The auxiliary supply system
is activated by the sensor 10 a predetermined
time interval after activation of the warning
devices 1 1, 12, 13 as in the previous em-
bodiment, and interruption of the fuel supply
to the engine and/or open circuiting of the
ignition circuit may occur as described in
respect of the previous embodiment.

Referring now to Figs. 3 and 3a there is
shown two sensors 10a and 10b. As previ-
ously mentioned the sensors 10a, 10b are
only operable when the switch 18 is switched
to the on position by means of handbrake
lever 14 being moved to the brake-off position
shown in Fig. 3. Sensor 10a is located in the
back of the driver's seat 35 and is responsive
to pressure thereon by the driver when he is
in a normal driving position. To avoid actua-
tion of the warning devices 11, 12, 13 by
sensor 10a in the event that a driver leans

forward deliberatly whilst driving, a second
sensor 10b is provided in the steering wheel
36. Only when both sensors 10a and 10b
detect movement of the driver from his nor-
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mal driving position are the warning devices
1 1, 12, 13 activated. The sensor 10b com-

prises sensor strip contacts 37, 38, contact
37 being secured to the core 39 of the wheel
36 whilst contact 38 is embedded in a resili-

ently flexible outer sheath 40.
So as to avoid either unduly harsh braking

when a vehicle is moving slowly or insufficient
braking when the vehicle is moving at high
speed the braking effort applied to the vehicle
may be dependent upon the vehicle's speed.
For this purpose a speed sensor 41 incorpor-
ated in the speed indicator 42 of the vehicle
is connected in circuit with the sensor 10. The

speed sensor 41 comprises a potentiometer
operable so that at high speed a relatively
large current output from sensors 10 and 41
is transmitted to the stepper motor 19 or
auxiliary master cylinder 34 to provide heavy
braking, whilst at low speed a relatively small
current output is transmitted to provide only
light braking.

Referring now to Fig. 4 there is shown a
vehicle 43 of conventional form having a
bonnet 44, doors 45 and boat 46, each of
which has a solenoid operated lock 47. All of
the locks 47 are operated by a programmable
controller 48 located within the vehicle 43,
for example under the bonnet 44 as shown in
Fig. 4. Mounted on the side of vehicle 43 is a
keyboard 49 connected with the controller 48
and the controller 48 is programmed so that
the input of a predetermined selection of
digits on the keyboard 49 causes unlocking of
locks 47 whilst the input of any other selec-
tion of digits activates one or more of the
warning devices 1 1, 12, 13, in particular the
horn 11 and hazard warning flashing lights
12. Such an arrangement is preferably addi-
tional to the conventional key-operated looks
so that the vehicle may be used by persons
other than the owner, for example at a garage
during servicing or repair, without revealing
the predetermined digit selection. To facilitate
such security a module, programmed by the
vehicle owner himself may be inserted in the
controller 48 after purchase of the vehicle so
that only the vehicle owner can known the
correct digit selection. By this means vehicle
theft may be prevented or the risk thereof
substantially reduced, possibly leading to
lower insurance premiums for the vehicleowner.

The solenoid operated locks 47 are prefera-
bly of the mechanically latched type so that
there is no undue loss of current to run down

the vehicle's battery.

CLAIMS

1. A vehicle safety device comprising a
warning device and a sensor operable to de-
tect the movement of a driver of a vehicle

from a normal driving position and to initiate
operation of said warning device in response
to such movement.

GB 2143 978A

2. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 1 wherein said warning device com-
prises audible warning means.

3. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 1 or claim 2 wherein said warning
device comprises visual warning means.

4. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 1 to 3 wherein said sensor
is operable to interrupt the normal driving
operation of a vehicle in response to such
movement.

5. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 4 wherein said sensor is operable to
interrupt the normal driving operation of a
vehicle a predetermined period after initiating
operation of said warning device.

6. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 5 wherein said sensor is operable to
detect the return movement of a driver of a

vehicle to a normal driving position and to
cause cessation of operation of said warning
device and non-interruption of the normal
driving operation of a vehicle in response to
said return movement.

7. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 4 to 6 comprising a plural-
ity of sensors, each operable to detect the
movement of a respective part of a driver of a
vehicle from its normal driving position differ-
ent from that part of said driver whose posi-
tion is sensed by the or each other sensor.

8. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 7 wherein operation of said warning
device is effected only in response to signals
from all of said sensors.

9. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 4 to 8 comprising switch
means operable to put said sensor or sensors
in an operational condition.

10. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 9 when fitted to a vehicle having an
ignition circuit wherein said switch means is
operable on activation of said ignition circuit.

1 1. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 9 or claim 10 when fitted to’a vehicle

having a hand operated brake means wherein
said switch means is operable on release of
said hand operated brake means.

12. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 1 to 1 1 comprising vehicle
locking means and actuating means therefor,
said actuating means being operable to actu-
ate said vehicle locking means and to inter-
rupt the normal driving operation of a vehicle.

13. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 12 wherein said locking means com-
prises a plurality of solenoid operated locks.

14. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 13 wherein each of said locks has a

mechanical latch operable to retain said lock
in a locked position after actuation of said
solenoid thereof.

15. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 12 to 14 comprising an
activating device operable to initiate operation
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of said warning device in response to opening
of said vehicle whilst said locking means is
actuated.

16. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 12 to 15 wherein said
actuating means is operablejn response to the
selection predetermined plurality of digits.

1 7. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 16 wherein said actuating means com-
prises a programmable device having memory
means in which said predetermined plurality
of digits may be stored.

18. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 4 to 17 when fitted to a
vehicle having brake means wherein said in-
terruption comprises activation of said brakemeans.

19. A vehicle safety device according to
claim 18 comprising a vehicle speed sensor
operable to detect the speed of said vehicle
and to adjust the activation of said brake
means in accordance with the detected speed.

20. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 4 to 19 when fitted to a
vehicle having a drive transmission operable
to drivingly engage drive wheels with an en-
gine of said vehicle wherein said interruption
comprises interruption of said drive transmis-
sion to disengage said drive wheels from said
engine.

21. A vehicle safety device according to‘
claim 20 wherein said drive transmission "'

means includes a clutch and said interruption
comprises disengagement of said clutch.

22. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 4 to 21 when fitted to a
vehicle having an engine and a fuel supply
therefor wherein said interruption comprises
interruption of said fuel supply to said -engine.

23. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 4 to 22 when fitted to a
vehicle having an engine and an electrical
supply therefor wherein said interruption com-
prises interruption of said electrical supply to
said engine.

24. A vehicle safety device according to
any one of claims 1 to 23 wherein said sensor
is operable to transmit a pulsed signal to said
warning device.

25. A vehicle safety device substantially
as hereinbefore described with reference to

and as illustrated in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2, Figs. 3
and 3a, or Fig. 4 of the accompanying draw-
mgs.

Printed in the United Kingdom for
Her Majesty‘s Stationery Office, Dd 8818935, 1985. 4235.
Published at The Patent Office, 25 Southampton Buildings.
London. WCZA 1AY. from which copies may be obtained.

GB 2143 978A
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Call up Look up Table I0 corresponding
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of data in Look up Table 10 sequentially
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Entered data = a piece on” data entered
in Look up Table 10 data.

No
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Display message on right side block 7 of
01‘ screen —— "Invalid data" subroutine

OTC Fig 4

Display all data in Look up Table
10 on right side 029 screen.

Move cursor to »first character

position on‘ data field N=><

Return to block 4-

07‘ subroutine 07‘ Fig 4.
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A method for programming a computer

The present invention relates to a method for

operating a computer, and in particular for operating

a computer to compute premiums of different types of

insurance policies for vehicle insurance in response

to data being entered into the computer in respect of

an individual and a vehicle. The invention also

relates to a computer programme operating according to

the method of the invention and to a computer

operating under the control of the computer programme.

Computers under the control of a computer programme

are used to compute premiums for insurance policies in

respect of motor vehicles and the like. In general,

data in respect of the motor vehicle and the

individual, the owner of the motor vehicle is entered

into the computer through a keyboard. The entered

data is displayed on a visual display screen, normally

in a predetermined format and is accordingly entered

in that format. Data fields are set aside for each

piece of data to be entered and each piece of data is

entered in the appropriate data field in response to a

cursor appearing at the beginning of the field on the

visual display screen. The premiums for different

types of insurance, for example, comprehensive, third

party fire and theft and the like, are then computed

and subsequently displayed on the screen.

Unfortunately. in all cases it has been necessary to
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use a number of pages of data to display all the

entered data and the premiums. Thus, one has to

switch from page to page on the visual display screen

to review the entered data and the premiums. This it

will be appreciated causes considerable inconvenience

for an individual operating the computer. If the

operator is dealing directly with a client while

entering the data, after having the premiums displayed

on the screen if the operator wishes to check a

particular piece of data which has been entered, it is

necessary to switch back to another page on the

computer screen. This is time consuming and in many

cases can lead to embarrassment.

There is therefore a need for a method for programming

a computer to compute premiums for vehicle insurance

which overcomes these problems. There is also a need

for a computer programme operating according to the

method of the invention which overcomes the problems

of the prior art. Further, there is a need for a

computer operating under the control of the computer

programme .

According to the invention. there is provided a method

for programming a computer for computing the premiums

of different types of vehicle insurance in response to

data being entered into the computer in a
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predetermined data entry format, and displaying the

entered data and premiums on a display means, wherein

the method comprises the step of displaying the

entered data and the premiums simultaneously on the

display means, the entered data being displayed in the

predetermined data entry format and the premiums also

being displayed in a predetermined format.

Preferably, the data to be entered comprises details

of an individual and of a vehicle to be insured.

Advantageously, the data displayed in respect of the

premiums includes a plurality of costs for each type

of premium based on certain predetermined loadings and

reductions.

In one embodiment of the invention, the data entry

format together with the entered data is displayed

substantially on one side of the display means, and

the premiums displayed substantially on the other side

of the display means. Preferably, the display means

is a visual display screen.

In a further embodiment of the invention, the data to

be entered is entered in fields of predetermined

lengths and positions in the data entry format.

In a further embodiment of the invention. the methoa

comprises the step of Validating at least some of tie
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data entered by comparing a piece of entered data with

corresponding data in a look up table and stored in

the computer, and if the entered data compares with

any of the data in the look up table, displaying the

valid status of the entered data on the display means,

and in the event of the entered data not comparing

with any of the data in the look up table, displaying

the invalid status of the entered data on the display

means. Advantageously, the method comprises the step

of displaying the data in the look up table

corresponding to the piece of entered data on the

display means in the event of the entered data not

comparing with any of the data in the look up table.

In a still further embodiment of the invention, the

method comprises the additional step of computing the

premiums from the entered data.

Advantageously, the method for computing the premiums

comprises the step of retrieving the appropriate

premiums from look up tables stored in the computer in

response to the entered data, and computing additional

loadings or reductions to be respectively added to or

deducted from the premiums by multiplying the premiums

by predetermined percentage points retrieved from look

up tables stored in the computer in respect of the

loadings or the reductions selected in response to the
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entered data.

Addtionally, the invention provides a computer

programme comprising the method of the invention.

Further, the invention provides a medium carrying the

computer programme of the invention.

Additionally, the invention provides a computer

comprising and operating under the control of the

computer programme of the invention.

The invention will be more clearly understood from the

following description of a preferred embodiment

thereof, given by way of example only, with reference

to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a

computer system according to the invention,

Fig. 2 is a representation of data displayed on a

screen of a visual display unit of the computer

system of Fig. 1,

Fig 3 is a representation of data displayed on

portion of a screen of a visual display of the

computer system of Fig. 1,
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Fig. 4 illustrates a flow chart of a sub routine of

a computer programme for use in the computer system

of Fig. 1,

Fig. 5 illustrates a flow chart of another sub

routine of the computer programme of the computer

system of Fig. 1,

Fig. 6 illustrates a flow chart of another sub

routine of the computer programme of the computer

system of Fig. 1, and

Fig. 7 is a representation of a typical look up

table stored in the computer system of Fig. 1.

Referring to the drawings, and initially to Fig. 1 a

computer system according to the invention which is

controlled by a computer programme of the invention is

illustrated and indicated generally by the reference

numeral 1. In this case, the computer system is

programmed to compute and display a range of insurance

premiums in response to data on a motor vehicle and

the individual owner of the vehicle being entered.

The computer system 1 comprises a main computer 2

having a plurality of teminals 3 connected thereto.

Needless to say, any number of terminals 3 may be

connected to the computer 2. Each terminal comprises
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a keyboard 5 through which the data is entered and a

cathode ray visual display screen 6 which displays the

entered data and premiums as is described below. The

computer 2 comprises a main central processing unit 7

and drivers 8, which drive the terminal 3 under the

control of the central processing unit 7. A computer

memory 9 stores a computer programme which will be

described below, which controls the operation of the

system 1.

Storage registers form a plurality of look up tables

10 only four of which are illustrated. Each look up

table 10 contains specific data which is described in

more detail below, however, briefly the look up tables

comprise rates of premiums for different types of

insurance cover, for example comprehensive cover,

third party cover and third party fire and theft

cover. These premiums are tabulated against various

cubic capacities of car engine. Various loadings, for

example, age loading for drivers based on the age of

the driver and the age of the car are also stored in

look up tables. These loadings are given as a

percentage. in other words, the percentage increase

which is to be added on to the basic premium.

Reductions relating to various aspects of the motor

vehicle or the owner of the vehicle are also stored in

look up tables 10. Look up tables 10 also store data
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for use in validating data entered on both the

individual and the vehicle through the keyboards 5 of

the terminals 3. Typical validating data stored in

the tables 10 comprises the valid names of the

counties of the country in which the insurance is to

be given, in this case the counties of Ireland. The

valid names of towns of particular counties are also

stored in look up tables 10 for validating a town of a

particular county. Valid street designators, such as,

for example, “street”, “park”, "avenue", "close" and

the like are stored in a look up table 10 so that the

designator used in a street address may be validated.

Names of other insurance companies and their valid

abbreviation are stored in a look up table 10. Thus,

where an individual gives the details of his or her

previous insurance company, the company name can be

validated.

All the operations carried out in the computer under

the control of the computer programme are carried out

in the central processing unit 7. Thus, where data

entered is validated by comparing the data entered

with the valid data in the appropriate look up table

10, the comparison is carried out in the central

processing unit 7. Similarly, the basic premiums

having been obtained from the appropriate look up

tables 10 the loadings and reductions are computed in
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the central processing unit 7 by operating on the

basic premium by the appropriate percentages obtained

from the appropriate look up tables 10.

The data entered on the individual and motor vehicle

through the keyboard 5 of each terminal 3 is displayed

on the screen. When the premium has been computed by

the central processing unit 7 of the computer 2, the

range of premiums is also simultaneously displayed on

the screen of the visual display unit 6. A typical

display on a screen 6 is illustrated in Fig. 2. As

can be seen, substantially all the data entered in

respect of the individual and the motor vehicle is

displayed on the left hand side of the screen while

the range of premiums is simultaneously displayed on

the right hand side of the screen. This has many

advantages and the principal advantage is that an

operator can immediately inspect both the entered data

and the premiums simultaneously without the need to

switch from page to page on the screen.

This display is achieved by setting aside a specific

data field for each piece of data to be entered and

each piece of premium data to be displayed. In the

present case, the left hand side of the screen is

formatted so that data titles are provided against the

data fields in which the data is to be entered.
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Prompts are provided to the operator to enter the data

in sequence by a cursor moving from one field to the

next as each field is completed. In each case, the

cursor is moved by the computer programme to the first

character position of each data field.

Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, the data fields will now

be described. The first data field, data field 1

receives the first name of the individual. Data field

1 commences on the fifth line at character position 14

and extends to character position 33. The words

“First Name” appear on the screen followed by a colon

at the beginning of the fifth line to identify data

field 1. The second data field, data field 2 is

provided on the sixth line and receives the surname,

and accordingly is preceded by the word "Surname"

followed by a colon. The data field 2 extends from

character position 14 to character position 33. Two

data fields 3 and 4 are provided on line seven. The

data field 3 extends from character positions 14 to 17

and receives the title of the individual, namely,

”MrI“, "Mrs.“, “Miss” or the like. The Word “Title”

identifying the data field is provided on the seventh

line in front of the data field 3. The data field

is provided at character position 33 to indicate the

sex of the individual by receiving the letters M or F

to indicate male or female. Lines 8, 9 and 10 from
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characters 14 to 43 form the address data fields 5, 6

and 7. Data fields 8, 9 and 10 provide for the date

of birth of the individual to be entered at line 11.

The data fields 8, 9 and 10 are provided at character

positions 14 to 15, 17 to 18 and 20 to 21 for the day,

month and year respectively. Data field 11 to receive

the marital status of the individual is provided on

line 11 at character position 32. A “Y” or an "N"

indicating “yes” or “no” respectively as to whether

the individual is married or not is entered in data

field 11. Data field 12 appears on line 11 and is

provided by character position 43 to receive a “Y” or

an “N” to indicate whether one is a licence holder or

‘otherwise.

Data field 13 on line 12 comprises one character at

character position 6 to receive an indication of the

employment status of the individual, “E” indicating

employed, “U” indicating unemployed. Data field 14 on

line 12 extends from character position 8 to character

position 37 to receive details of an individuals

employment. Data field 15 also in line 12 at

character position 43 receives a single digit

indicating the class of vehicle use required for

premium calculation purposes. A sub routine in the

computer programme displays the various categories and

types of employment together with the normal cl . of
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vehicle use which would be required on the right hand

side of the screen when data field 15 is being

completed. This provides the operator with assistance

when classifying the class of vehicle use required.

Data field 16 is provided to indicate the number of

years one has had a no—claims bonus on their own

insurance and data field 17 is provided to receive the

number of years one has had a no—c1aims bonus on

another insurance policy. Data fields 16 and 17 are

provided on line 13 at character positions 14 and 15,

and 23 and 24 respectively.

Data field 18 comprises three character positions,

namely character positions 14 to 16 in line 14 to

indicate the details of the previous insurer of the

individual. A three letter abbreviation of the

insurer is entered in data field 18. A look up table

10 comprising the valid names of insurers with their

corresponding three letter abbreviation is provided in

the computer and on the request of an operator, this

is displayed on the right hand side of the screen.

Data fields 19 to 21 are provided at line 14 character

positions 36 and 37. 39 and 40, and 42 and 43 for

entering the renewal date of the previous insurers

insurance policy.
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Data field 22 comprising character positions 14 to 28

at line 15 is provided to receive the make of the car.

Data field 23 at line 16 character positions 14 to 33

receives the model type of the car. The cubic

capacity of the engine is entered in data field 24

line 17 character positions 6 to 9. Data field 25

line 17 character positions 17 and 18 receives the

year of manufacture of the vehicle. Data field 26

line 17 character positions 40 to 43 receives the

value of the vehicle. Data fields 27 A to E, 28 A to

E and 29 A to E receive the age, type of licence and

name respectively of individual drivers who are to be

named on the policy. These data fields are provided

on lines 19 to 23 at character positions 2 and 3, 6,

and 9 to 38. The home telephone number and car

registration are entered in data fields 30 and 31.

Data fields 30 and 31 are provided at line 19

character positions 60 to 71 and line 21 character

positions 68 to 78. Data field 32 at line 23,
"H

character position 43 receives a “Y” or "1 indicating

Yes or No as to whether all data has been entered or

not.

In all cases. a title identifying the data to be

entered in each data field is provided in front of or

adjacent each data field.
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On all data being entered and a "Y" being entered in

data field 32, sub routines of the computer programme

compute the insurance premiums. On the insurance

premiums having been computed in the central

processing unit 7, the computer premiums are displayed

in the format illustrated on the right hand side of

the screen, illustrated in Fig. 2. As can be seen, a

tplurality of data fields are provided on the right

hand side of the screen to display this data.

Data field 33A gives the monetary value of the basic

premium for comprehensive insurance. Data field 33B

gives the monetary value of the basic premium for

third party fire and theft insurance, while data field

33C gives the monetary value of the basic premium for

third party insurance only. From here, the actual

positions of only some of the data fields will be

given, however, the remainder will be clear from Fig.

2. Data field 34A gives the monetary value of the

reduction if one bears the first £150 of a

comprehensive claim. There is no similar reduction

for third party fire and theft, and third party

insurances. Data field 35B and C and 36B and C

gives the monetary value of the additional premium to

be added to the third party fire and theft and third

party premiums respectively if one wishes to cover

damage to their windscreen. Since the windscreen is
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covered automatically in a comprehensive policy, there

is no need for a monetary value in respect of the

windscreen for the comprehensive premium. The term

windscreen 1 relates to cover up to a certain value of

windscreen, while the term windscreen 2 relates to

cover to a higher value. Data fields 37A to C gives

monetary values for the additional premiums if one

wishes to insure their no claims bonus. Data fields

38A to C indicate the additional premium if one wishes

to insure their personal effects, while data fields

39A to C gives the additional premiums if one wishes

to insure personal accident. Data fields 40A to C

indicate the additional premiums if the insured wishes

to be covered to drive other cars. In all cases, the

data fields A are provided from character positions 56

to character positions 63 on the appropriate line.

The data fields B extend from character positions 65

to character positions 72. The data fields C extend

from character positions 74 to character positions 80.

Data field 41 provides for the entry of three

characters Y, N or H to indicate respectively “Yes”

the individual wishes to go on cover immediately, “No”

does not wish to be covered, or “Hold” where the

individual wishes to hold the quotation open for a

period of time. In the event that the answer in data

field 41 is "Y", the type of cover selected is entered
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in data field 42. Data fields 43 to 45 indicate

respectively whether one wishes to take the reduction

of data field 34A by bearing the excess, which type of

windscreen cover is required, and whether no claims

bonus protection is required. The data field 43

receives a “Y” or "N" indicating "yes" or “no”, the

data field 44 receives a O, 1 or 2, "0" indicating no

windscreen protection is required and “1” and "2"

indicating the type of protection required. “Yes” or

“No” is entered in the data field 45 to indicate “Yes”

or “No as to whether or not "no claims bonus

protection" is required. Data fields 46 to 48 are

provided to receive a “Y” or an “N” indicating Yes or

No as to whether or not personal effects, personal

accident are required to be protected and whether or

not the insured wishes to drive other cars.

The gross premium is then computed and displayed in

data field 45. The form of payment is entered in data

field 50. The date of commencement of the insurance

policy is entered in data field 51. Data field 52 is

provided to receive a “Y” or an “N” indicating whether

or not everything in the right hand side has been

completed.

Referring now to Fig. 4. there is illustrated a flow

chart of a sub routine of the computer programme which
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controls the entry of data into the computer. Block 1

displays the format on the left hand side of the

screen in which the data is to be entered. Block 2

sets the data field number N = 1, in other words, the

first data field. Block 3 calls up the sub routine of

Fig. 5 which reads each character entered in the data

field N. This sub routine is described below. When

all characters in the data field N have been read, the

sub routine of Fig. 5 returns the programme to block 5

of the sub routine of Fig. 4. Block 5 checks if the

value of the field number N is equal to a value X. If

the value of N is equal to the value X, the sub

routine moves to block 6. Depending on the value of

X, block 6 calls up the appropriate sub routine to

validate the value of the data entered. This is

described below. When the validating sub routine has

validated the data in the appropriate field, the sub

routine moves on to block 7, which increments the

value of X to the value of the next data field in

which the entered data is to be validated. The sub

routine then moves on to block 8. Where the value of

N is not equal to X, the sub routine moves directly

from block 5 to block 8. Block 8 increments the value

of the data field N by 1. Block 9 checks if all the

data in all the data fields up to data field 32 has

been entered. in other words, if N is less than or

equal to in this case 32. Where N is less than or
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equal to 32, the sub routine moves to block 3 which

calls up the sub routine of Fig. 5 to read the

characters in the next data field. Where all data has

been entered when N is greater than 32 the sub routine

moves to block 10 which calls up the sub routine for

calculating the premium and data in fields A to C.

The sub routine then moves to block 11 which displays

this data. The computer programme then calls up a

further sub routine with steps substantially similar

to those of blocks 3 to 20 for inputting the data in

the data fields 41 to 48 and 50 to 52. A further sub

routine is then called up for calculating the gross

premium which‘is displayed in data field 49.

Referring now to Fig. 5, the flow chart of the sub

routine for reading the characters in each data field

is illustrated. In fact, this subroutine is used for

reading all entered characters and is a general sub

routine which may be called up by any part of the

computer programme or other sub routines for reading a

character or characters. However, since we are

dealing mainly with the entry of data into the data

fields, we will describe it particularly with

reference to reading such characters from the data

fields. The parameters which specify the screen

location, namely the line number and column number for
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the characters in each data field, as well as the

validation codes are passed to this sub routine. The

sub routine accepts the data from the screen and then

returns the accepted field number and value contents

which may be either numeric or alphanumeric to the

calling programme or sub routine.

Block 40 initialises the data field N in which the

data is to be entered and read. Block 41 checks if

data field N is to be skipped. If the data field N is

to be skipped, the sub routine moves on to block 42,

which increments the value of the data field by one.

If the data field is not to be skipped, the sub

routine moves on to block 43 which checks if the data

field is less than or equal to 32. If not, in other

Words, if the data field is greater than 32, the sub

routine moves to block 44, which returns control of

the computer to the next block in the calling

programme or sub routine which called up the sub

routine of Fig. 5, in this case the control of the

computer would be returned to block 5 of Fig. 4.

If the data field N is less than or equal to 32 the

sub routine of Fig. 5 moves on to block 45. Block 45

positions the cursor at the first character position

to be read in data field N. The sub routine then

moves on to block 46, which accepts the character.
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Block 47 checks if the character accepted by block 46

is a control character. If the character is a control

character, the sub routine moves on to block 48, which

is described below. If the character accepted by

block 46 is not a control character, the sub routine

moves on to block 49. Block 49 checks if the

character is a valid character and if it is not, the

sub routine moves back to block 46 to receive another

character. If the character is a valid character, the

sub routine moves on to block 50, which moves the

character to a work field in the memory of the

computer for storage until all characters in the data

field N have been read. The sub routine then moves on

to block 51, which increments the character position

by one. Block 52 checks if the character position is

greater than the last character position in the data

field N. If it is not, the cursor is moved to the

next character position in the data field N and the

sub routine returns to block 46 which accepts the next

character entered.

If the character position is greater than the last

character position in the data field, the sub routine

moves to block 53. On block 52 determining that the

character position is greater than the last character

position in the data field, all data to be entered

into the data field X will have been entered and read.
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and stored in the work field by block 50. Thus, block

53 moves all the characters stored in the work field

to the appropriate location in the computer memory for

subsequent operation. The sub routine then moves to

block 54, which displays the characters on the screen,

and block 55 returns control of the computer to the

next block in the calling computer programme or sub

routine which called up the sub routine of Fig. 5, In

this case, control of the computer is returned to

block 5 of Fig. 4. Returning now to block 48 of the

sub routine of Fig. 5, if block 48 determines that the

character entered is a carriage return, then the sub

routine moves on to the block 53 and as already

described the characters stored in the work field are

moved to the appropriate location in the computer

memory and the sub routine continues through block 54

and 55. Should block 48 determine that the control

character is not a carriage return, the computer

programme then moves to block 56 which interprets the

control character and repositions the cursor in the

appropriate position and then returns the sub routine

to block 46 to accept the next character.

Referring now to Fig. 6 the sub routine for validating

entered data in particular data fields is illustrated.

Block 20 of the flow chart calls up the look up table

10 which contains the valid data corresponding to the
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data in the field X. Block 21 compares the entered

data sequentially with each piece of valid data in the

look up table 10. If the entered data is similar to a

piece of data in the look up table 10, block 22 moves

the sub routine to block 23 which validates the data.

The sub routine then proceeds to block 24 which

returns the control of the computer to block 7 of the

sub routine of Fig. 4. Should the entered data not

compare with any piece of data on the look up table,

the sub routine moves to block 25. Block 25 displays

a message on the top portion of the screen that the

data entered is invalid data and the programme moves

to block 26. Block 26 displays all the data in the

look up table 10 on the right hand side of the screen

showing the operator the type of data which would be

accepted as valid data. Block 27 moves the cursor to

the first character in the data field X to enable the

operator to re—enter the data in data field X. The

programme then moves on to block 28 which returns the

sub routine to block 20 and the sub routine is

repeated until the sub routine finally gets to block

23 where the data is validated and moves on to block

24 which returns control of the computer to block 7 of

the sub routine of Fig. 4.

In this case, the data fields which are validated are

as follows. Data field 4 is validated to check if the
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sex entered corresponds with the title of the

individual in data field 3. The street designator in

data field 5 is validated. The town in data field 6

is validated. The previous insurer in data field 18

is validated. The car make and model in data fields

22 and 23 are validated. The cubic capacity of the

engine in data field 24 is validated.

A typical look up table 10 is illustrated in Fig. 7.

This look up table 10 contains valid street

designators. If the entered data contains a street

designator then the street designator is flagged so

that searches for valid street/town names will not be

conducted on the designator. In this way, the speed

of table lookup for valid street/town names is greatly

enhanced.

Additional loadings for particular areas of residence

of the individual seeking the insurance in the

territory are also stored in look up tables against

the particular areas. Thus, on all the data being

entered, when computing the insurance premium, the

appropriate sub routine applies the appropriate

loading, if any. depending on the address entered in

data’ fields 5, 6 and 7.

S

The sub routines for computing the values of insurance
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premiums will be known to those skilled in the art and

it is not intended to describe them here.

In use, when all the data has been entered and

validated in data fields 1 to 32 under the control of

the sub routines of Figs. 4, 5 and 6, the appropriate

sub routines are called up to compute the insurance

premiums, which are then displayed as already

described. The remaining sub routines are then called

up to enter the data in data fields 41 to 48 and 50 to

52 and the gross value of the premium is computed by a

further sub routine and displayed in data field 49.

While not illustrated, it will be appreciated that a

printer may also be networked to the computer 2 which

then issues the insurance policy and an appropriate

letter to the individual.

The advantages of the invention are many, however, the

main advantage of the invention is achieved by virtue

of the fact that the entered data and range of

premiums are displayed on one page of the screen

simultaneously, thereby permitting the operator to see

simultaneously the data entered and the premium. This

substantially facilitates the operator when dealing

with a client.
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A further advantage of the invention is that by virtue

of the fact that certain of the data is validated,

errors in computing the premium are reduced to a

minimum.

While particular data has been described as being

validated, only some of the data described may be

validated, indeed in certain cases, more of the data

may be validated. It will also be appreciated that

while a particular configuration of computer has been

described other suitable configurations may be used.

While the data fields have been described as being in

particular positions on the screen and being of

particular character lengths, data fields of other

character lengths could be provided, and needless to

say, it will be appreciated that the data fields may

be provided in any other suitable or desired position

on the screen without departing from the scope of the

invention.
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CLAIMS

1. A method for programming a computer for computing

the premiums of different types of vehicle insurance

in response to data being entered into the computer in

a predetermined data entry format, and displaying the

entered data and premiums on a display means, wherein

the method comprises the step of displaying the

entered data and the premiums simultaneously on the

display means, the entered data being displayed in the

predetermined data entry format and the premiums also

being displayed in a predetermined format.

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1 in which the data

to be entered comprises details of an individual and

of a vehicle to be insured.

3. A method as claimed in Claim 1 or 2 in which the

data displayed in respect of the premiums includes a

plurality of costs for each type of premium based on

certain predetermined loadings and reductions.

4. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in

which the data entry format together with the entered

data is displayed substantially on one side of the

display means, and the premiums are displayed

substantially on the other side of the display means.
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5. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in

which the display means is a visual display screen.

6. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in

which the data to be entered is entered in fields of

predetermined lengths and positions in the data entry

format.

7. A method as claimed in Claim 6 in which the method

includes providing a prompt means to the operator in

respect of the piece of data to be entered.

8. A method as claimed in Claim 7 in which the prompt

means comprises an illuminated cursor on the visual

display screen.

9. A method as claimed in Claim 8 in which the method

comprises the step of moving the cursor to the

beginning of the data field in respect of the piece of

data to be entered.

10. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in

which the method comprises the step of validating at

least some of the data entered by comparing a piece of

entered data with corresponding data in a look up

table and stored in the computer, and if the entered
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data compares with any of the data in the look up

table, displaying the valid status of the entered data

on the display means, and in the event of the entered

data not comparing with any of the data in the look up

table, displaying the invalid status of the entered

data on the display means.

11. A method as claimed in Claim 10 in which the

method comprises the step of displaying the data in

the look up table corresponding to the piece of

entered data on the display means in the event of the

entered data not comparing with any of the data in the

look up table.

12. A method as claimed in Claim 10 or 11 in which

the method comprises the validating of a street

designator.

13. A method as claimed in Claim 12 in which the

method comprises the step comparing the entered street

designator with street designators in a look up table

stored in the computer.

14. A method as claimed in any of Claims 10 to 13 in

which the Validity of a town of an address of the

individual is validated, the method comprising the

step of comparing the entered town with towns on a
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look up table of towns for the area of the address

stored in the computer.

15. A method as claimed in Claim 14 in which the

towns of specific counties are stored on respective

look up tables.

16. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in

which the method includes the step of validating the

details of a previous insurer of the individual

entered in the entered data.

17. A method as claimed in any of Claims 10 to 16 in

which the method comprises the step of validating the

car make and model, the entered car make and model

being compared to valid car makes and models in look

up tables stored in the computer.

18. A method as claimed in any of Claims 10 to 17 in

which the cubic capacity entered in respect of the

vehicle is validated by comparing the entered cubic

capacity with valid cubic capacities corresponding to

the particular make and model of the vehicle stored in

a look up table.

19. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in

which the method comprises the additional step of
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computing the premiums from the entered data.

20. A method as claimed in Claim 19 in which the

method for computing the premiums comprises the step

of retrieving the appropriate premiums from look up

tables stored in the computer in response to the

entered data, and computing additional loadings or

reductions to be respectively added to or deducted

from the premiums by multiplying the premiums by

predetermined percentage points retrieved from look up

tables stored in the computer in respect of the

loadings or the reductions selected in response to the

entered data.

21. A method substantially as described herein with

reference to and as illustrated in the accompanying

22. A computer programme comprising the method of any

of Claims 1 to 21 for programming a computer.

23. A computer programme substantially as described

herein with reference to and as illustrated in the

accompanying drawings.

24. A medium carrying the computer programme of Claim

22 or 23.
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25. A medium as claimed in Claim 24 in which the

medium is a magnetic tape or disc.

26. A medium as claimed in Claim 24 or 25 in which

the medium is a hard disc.

27. A computer comprising a computer programme as

claimed in Claim 22 or 23.

28. A computer substantially as described herein with

reference to and as illustrated in the accompanying

drawings.

92a‘. T35 Pa15«r.*. C‘.
. 5', Inf’:
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Abstract or JP 4182868 (A)
PURPOSEZTO obtain an accurate risk evaluated
value by providing a detection state for a risk
contribution state to be evaluated and a risk
evaluation part which employs fuzzy reason:ng.
CONST|TU'l‘lON:The state at the contribution of a
moving body or its driver to be evaluated to risk is
detected by a Doppler radar main body 30. a speed
detector 38. a main engine rotating speed detector
43. and a steering operation detection part 44
respectively. A risk evaluation unit 42 receives their
signals indicating the risk contribution state as fuzzy
input values and performs the fuzzy reasoning to
perform continuous risk evaluation. When the
evaluated value exceeds a constant value. an alarm
45 warns the driver.;Ti1us, the risk can be evaiuated
matching human empirical evaluation without
measuring the absolute value of an object distance.
so wrong risk evaruation based upon a false signai
is not performed.
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DATA COLLECTOR FOR ANALYZING VEHICLE ACCIDENT

Publication number: JP6004733 (A)
Publication date: 1994-01-14
Inventor(s): NISHITANI KATSUO +
Ann||cant(s)= YAZAKI CORP +
Classification:

- International: G01D21/00; B62D41/00; GOGF17/40; G07C5/00; G01 D21/00; B62D41I00;
G06F17I40; Go1C5I00; (IPC1-7): G07C5/00; GO1D21/00; G06F15/74

- European:
Application number: JP19920159369 19920618
P|'i°f“=Y |'||I|T|ber(S)= JP19920159369 19920618

Abstract of JP 6004733 (A)
PURPOSE:To collect data before and after an
accident and to easily analyze the accident by using
a storage means having small memory capacity.
CONSTlTUT|0N'Based on a distance signal (a) and
a car speed signal (b) from an inter-car distance
detecting means 11 and a car speed detecting
means 12, an approach alarm judging means 13
judges that a car approaches to close so that the
danger of a rear—end collision is generated, and
outputs an alarm signal (c.) Corresponding to an =
acceleration signal (d) from an acceleration signal
generating means 15, a collision detecting means ““*“'”"°‘""”’1

19 generates a collision signal (h.) A writing means 3% §_16c writes the data of (b) and (d) in a storage means 2-§%;§-"g
16b during first fixed time after the generation of (c) ’
and during second fixed time after the generation of l f‘
(h.) when car speed is turned to '0' while the signal \
(h) is generated, an erasing means 16d ' " "
automatically erases data after the data are
completely written.

Data supplied from the espacenet database -— Worldwide
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VEHICLE OPERATION CONDITION RECORDER

Publication number: JP6259632 (A)
Publication date: 1994-09-16
1"V€|“iDI'(5)= OZEt(l TADASHI 4-
APPliCB|'|iI(5}= YAZAKI CORP +
Classification‘.

- international: G07C5,’00; GGBGTIOO; G07C5.‘00; G08G'1i‘00; (IPC1-7): GUYC5/00: GO8G1:'00
- European:
Application number: JP19930049233 19930310
Priority number[$): JP19930049233 19930310

Abstract or JP 6259632 (A)
PURPOSE.To automatically record data without
requiring driver's input work by providing a signpost
at a pass or stop point of a vehicle and recording the
place name code and the time received there.
CONSTlTUTION:The ptace name code of a pass or
stop point of the vehicle is transmitted from a
transmission part 22 of the signpost provided at this
point. When the vehicle approaches the signpost, a
reception part 8 attached to the vehicle receives and
outputs the place name code transmitted from the
signpost A recording contrct part 5 records the
received place name code and the time on a
recording medium when the place name code is
received by the reception part 6. It is preferable that
the time to be recorded on the recording medium is
calibrated by the time added to the place nerve code
transmitted trim the signpost. Thus, driver's labor is
omitted,
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MOVING PROGRESS RECORDING DEVICE

Publication number: JP?1591Q2 (A)
Publication date: 1995-06-23
I"V€F\'~’0"(5)I NAKAMURA TAKESHIL MATSUMOTO SATOSHE +
fipnlicautts): KANSAE MEDICAL SERVICE KK +
Classification:

— international: G01C21.-’0G;G01S19/14;GO‘fS19/34;G07C5/00; GUJGT/123; G01C21lDD;
(30181 9100; G07C5I00; GOBG1i'12S; -{|PC1»'F): G01C21.’OD. G01S5H-4; GOTC5/00;GOBGU123

- European:
Application number: .lP1993034-3120 19931205
Priority number(s)= JP1993G34-D120 19931206

Abstract of JP 7159192 (A)
PURPOSE:To record positions of a moving body
such as a vehicle continuously at every specified
time or for every specified moving distance for
utilizing recorded information for operazion
management of the moving body such as a truck,
bus. or taxi effectively. CONSTlTUTlON:Th2's device
is provided with 3 GPS receiver 12 to output Current
position information based on electric waves from an
artificial sateilite in a GPS system. a control part 22
to generate position information recording
instructions at every specified time set based on
time information trom a timer, and a recording pan
18 to record the current position information
outputted from the GPS receiver 12 based on the
position information recording instruction from the
control part 22.
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(57) Abstract

A method and an apparatus for the registering of
the driving pattern of a motor vehicle are adjusted to en-
able an evaluation of the total driving behavior. The
speeds and the accelerations/retardations of the motor
vehicle are being converted into pulse signals (2) and
sorted into two different groups, one speed counter
group (3-16) and one acceleration/retardation counter
group (17-30), each being divided into sub-groups indi-
cating number of kilometers driven within a first, a sec-
0nd, at third, etc., speed interval and a first, a second, a
third, etc., accelerationlretardation interval, respectively.
The sum of the kilometer statements of the sub groups of
each group corresponds to the totally driven distance of
the motor vehicle measured in kilometers. The apparatus

comprises a pulse generator (1) adapted to be mountd to
the propulsion system of the motor vehicle, e.g. wheels
or gear box, and adapted to supply a pulse signal (2) si-
multaneously to all counters of both groups, each of
which is assigned a logic circuit (31, 31’) controlled by
comparators (33, 33’). The pulse generator (1) is connect-
ed to the comparators (33) of the speed counters via a
pulse frequency/voltage-converter (32) connected to the
comparators (33’) of the acceleration/retardation coun-
ters via a derivation circuit (33’) deriving speed into ac-
celeration/retardation.
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A METHOD FOR THE REGISTERING OF THE DRIVING PATTERN OF A

MOTOR VEHICLE, AND AN APPARATUS IN THE FORM OF AN INTERVAL
COUNTER FOR CARRYING OUT THE METHOD

This invention relates to a method for the registering of

the driving pattern of a motor vehicle, and an apparatus in

the form of an interval counter for carrying out the method.

Recording of the driving pattern of a motor vehicle may be

of interest for car owners as well as car insurance

companies. The car insurance companies may fit the motor

vehicles of their policy holders with the apparatus and read

the same at equal intervals. On the basis of these readings,

the company may e.g. set a more fair bonus arrangement, i.e.

that policy holders having a "careful" driving pattern - low

speeds and low accelerations - may be allotted a higher

bonus. By that very fact that the policy holders know that

their driving pattern is being controlled and recorded, many
will be stimulated to change their driving pattern; this

will again reduce driving speed, number of accidents, and

consequently also the size of the disbursements from the

insurance companies. Moreover, when leasing or renting motor

vehicles it will be possible to control how the driving has

occured. When motor vehicles are to be resold, the apparatus

will give an indication of how the motor vehicle has been

driven, whereby favorable/unfavorable driving pattern may

_influence the selling price quite substantially. Car owners

may also take an interest in seeing their own driving

pattern, for possibly comparing it with others.
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The object of the present invention is to provide a method

and an apparatus for the registering of the driving patterns

of motor vehicles and thereby enable an evaluation of the

total driving behavior.

This object is achieved through the features as set forth in

the following claims.

In contrast with prior art apparatus for the purpose

concerned, which only measure speed above a certain limit,

i.e. record speed excesses and take note of these, the

method and apparatus according to the invention are based on

the registering of speed and acceleration/retardation and

and on the sorting of these in different groups.

The apparatus uses the speed of the motor vehicle, i.e.

driven distance per unit of time, to generate data

describing the driving pattern of the motor vehicle. The

apparatus is connected to the propulsion system of the motor

vehicle, i.e. wheels or gear box, via a pulse generator

adapted to generate a signal proportional to the speed of

the motor vehicle. This signal is processed further in the

apparatus so that individual kilometer counters are

incremented; there being one counter for each speed

interval, e.g. O-10 km/h: 10-20 km/h and so forth; The sum

of all counters will constitute the totally driven distance.

on the basis of the speed signal, the apparatus also

generates a signal representing the acceleration/retardation

(the time derivative of the speed) of the motor vehicle.

This signal will be positive when accelerating and negative

when decelerating. The acceleration/retardation-signal

controls the kilometer counters counting the number of

kilometers driven by the motor vehicle in the different

areas of acceleration/retardation. Thus, the apparatus

comprises two sets of counters, one set of which is
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controlled by the speed signal of the motor vehicle, the

other set being controlled by the acceleration/retardation-

signal of the motor vehicle. Both sets of counters count the
number of kilometers driven. By reading the apparatus, one

may form oneself an idea of the driving pattern of the motor

vehicle, the apparatus stating exact number of kilometers in

the different speed zones and acceleration/retardation
ZOIIES .

The interval counter according to the invention is far more

versatile and advanced than prior art technique; this should

also appear from the following description of an embodiment
of the invention.

Said embodiment is diagrammatically illustrated in the

accompanying drawing figure showing a circuit design of an

interval counter for motor vehicles.

The interval counter shown comprises a pulse generator 1

which, in a manner not closer shown, is fitted for mounting

on a propulsion system of a motor vehicle, i.e. wheels or

gear box. The pulse generator 1 having a pulse frequency

proportional to the speed of the vehicle, is adapted to give

a certain number of pulses per kilometers driven.

Reference numeral 2 denotes a square wave puls from the

pulse generator 1. The pulse signal 2 is simultaneously

supplied to all of a row of counters.

The counters comprise fourteen speed counters 3, 4 ....l6 in

two sets, one set of which can be reset to zero, as well as

fourteen acceleration/retardation counters 17, 18 ....3O in

two sets, one set of which can be reset to zero, and being

arranged in two separate groups each of which is assigned a

logic circuit 31 and 31', respectively. When supplying the

pulse signal 2, only one speed counter, say 3, and one
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acceleration/retardation counter, say 17, activated at a
time. The respective logic circuit 31, 31' controls which

counter that is counting. ‘

The pulse signal 2 enters simulatenously a pulse frequency/3

voltage converter 32 adapted to convert from pulse frequency

to voltage. From the voltage converter 32, a voltage signal

proportional to the speed of the motor vehicle is generated.

This voltage signal is supplied to a set of comparators 33

assigned the logic circuit 3l for the speed counters 3, 4

.... 16. The comparators 33 are each set on a separate speed

level. The signal from these comparators 33 controls the

logic circuit 3l which selects which of the speed counters
that is to be active.

The voltage signal from the converter 32 is also supplied to

a derivation circuit 34. From this circuit 34, a voltage

signal proportional to the acceleration/retardation of the

motor vehicle is achieved. This voltage signal is supplied

to a set of comparators 33' assigned the logic circuit 31'

for the acceleration/retardation counters 17, l8 ....30. The

signal from these comparators 33' controls the logic circuit

31' which selects which of the acceleration/retardation

counters that is to be active.

The apparatus/interval counter shown is likewise equipped

with a total counter 35 acting as an ordinary kilometer

counter. The sum of the speed counters 3, 4 .... 16 will

show the very same distance driven as the total counter 35..

As mentioned, one set of counters in each group may be reset

to zero. Also the total counter 35 is assigned such a

counter 36. The resetable counters are being counted up in

parallel to the other counters and will show the same

figure. The only difference is that the users of the

apparatus have the opportunity of resetting these counters
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whenever this might be desirable. These counters will

function in the same manner as a trip counter on a motor

vehicle.

For the speed counters, an actual division would be in speed

groups of 10 km/h, i.e. that a first counter counts the

number of kilometers driven in the speed interval of 0-10

km/h, a second counter counting number of kilometers driven

in the speed interval 10-20 km/h, and so forth. In order to

restrict the number of counters, the apparatus may possibly

be so adapted that all kilometers driven above an upper

speed limit, e.g. 180 km/h, are counted by one counter.

For the acceleration/retardation counters, an actual

division may be into accelerations/retardations from -10

m/sec? to +10 m/sec? , using an interval width of 1 m/sec.

The physical implementation of the apparatus might comprise

more counters than shown in the figure. However, only one

display may be used and one multiplexer fetching one figure

at a time. The method fo the invention may also be carried

out using a microprocessor.
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C l a i m s

l. A method for the registering of the driving pattern of—a

motor vehicle, i.e. the number of kilometers driven within a

first, a second, a third, etc}, speed interval, and the

number of kilometers driven within a first, a second, a

third, etc., acceleration/retardation interval,

c h a r a c t e r i z e d 3 i n that the speeds and

accelerations/retardations of the motor vehicle are

converted into pulse signals and sorted into different

groups, each of which being divided into sub groups stating

the number of kilometers driven within a first, a second, a

third, etc., speed interval and a first, a second, a third,

etc., acceleration/retardation interval, respectively, the

sum of each group's sub groups‘ kilometer statements

corresponding to the totally driven distance of the motor

vehicle measured in kilometers.

2. An apparatus for carrying out the method as defined in

claim 1,, c h a r a c t e r i z e d i n that it comprises

two groups of counters (3-16, 17-30), one speed counter

group (3-16) and one acceleration/retardation counter group

(17-30), each assigned their separate logic circuit (31,

31') controlled by comparators (33, 33'), the comparators

(33) of the speed counter group each being set at a separate

speed level (e.g. 0-10 km/h, 10-20 km/h, etc.), the

comparators (33') of the acceleration/retardation counter

group each being set at a separate acceleration/retardation

level (e.g. -lm/sec. , +lm/sec. , etc.), a pulse generator

(1) having a pulse frequence proportional to the speed of

the motor vehicle being adapted for mounting to the K

propulsion system of the motor vehicle, preferably wheels or

gear box, and adapted to give a pulse signal (2)

simultaneously to all counters of both groups, said pulse

generator (1) being connected to the comparators (33) of the

speed counters via a pulse frequence/voltage-converter (32)
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connected to the comparators (33') of the acceleration/

retardation counters via a derivation circuit (34) deriving

speed into acceleration/retardation.

3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 2,

C h a r a c t e r i z e d i n that each counter of said

two groups in series is connected to a similar counter
resetable to zero.

4. Apparatus in accordance with claim 2 or 3,

C h a r a c t e r i z e d i n that it is equipped with a

total counter (35), to which, preferably, a resetable total

counter (36) is connected in series, said total counters

acting as ordinary kilometer counters.
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MOTOR VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTENI FOR

DETERMINING A COST OF INSURANCE

Bggkground of the Invention

The present invention relates to data acquisition and processing

systems, and particularly to a system for monitoring motor vehicle operational

characteristics and driver behavior to obtain incrmsed amounts of data relating

to the safety of use for purposes of providing a more accurate determination of a

cost of insurance for the vehicle.

Conventional methods for determining costs of motor vehicle

insurance involve gathering relevant historical data from a personal interview

with the applicant for the insurance and by referencing the applicant’s public

motor vehicle driving record that is maintained by a governmental agency, such

as a Bureau of Motor Vehicles. Such data results in a classification of the

applicant to a broad actuarial class for which insurance rates are assigned based

upon the empirical experience of the insurer. Many factors are relevant to such

classification in a particular actuarial class, such as age, sex, marital status,

location of residence and driving record.

The current system of insurance creates groupings of vehicles and

drivers (actuarial classes) based on the following types of classifications.

Vehicle:

Age;

manufacturer, model; and

value.

Age;

sex;

marital status;

driving record (based on government reports),

violations (citations);
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at fault accidents; and

place of residence.

Coverage:

Types of losses covered,

liability,

uninsured motorist,

comprehensive, and

collision;

liability limits; and

deductibles.

The classifications, such as age, are further broken into actuarial

classes, such as 21 to 24, to develop a unique vehicle insurance cost based on

the specific combination of actuarial classes for a particular risk. For example,

the following information would produce a unique vehicle insurance cost.

Vehicle:

Age 1993 (three years old)

manufacturer, model Ford, Explorer )fl.T

value $ 18,000.

Driver:

Age 38 years old

sex male

marital status single

driving record (based on government reports)

violations 1 point (speeding)

at fault accidents 3 points (one at fault accident)

place of residence 33619 (zip code)

Coverage:

Types of losses covered
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liability yes

uninsured motorist no

comprehensive yes

collision yes

liability limits $lO0,000./$300,000./$50,000.

deductibles $500./$500.

A change to any of this information would result in a different

premium being charged, if the change resulted in a different actuarial class for

that variable. For instance, a change in the drivers’ age from 38 to 39 may not

result in a different actuarial class, because 38 and 39 year old people may be in

the same actuarial class. However, a change in driver age from 38 to 45 may

result in a different premium because of the change in actuarial class.

Current insurance rating systems also provide discounts and

surcharges for some types of use of the vehicle, equipment on the vehicle and

type of driver. Common surcharges and discounts include:

Surcharges:

Business use.

Discounts:

Safety equipment on the vehicle

airbags, and

antilock brakes;

theft control devices

passive systems (e.g. "The Club"), and

alarm system; and

driver type

good student, and

safe driver (accident free).
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A principal problem with such conventional insurance

determination systems is that much of the data gathered from the applicant in the

interview is not verifiable, and even existing public records contain only

minimal information, much of which has little relevance towards an assessment

of the likelihood of a claim subsequently occurring. In other words, current

rating systems are primarily based on past realized losses. None of the data

obtained through conventional systems necessarily reliably predicts the manner

or safety of future operation of the vehicle. Accordingly, the limited amount of

accumulated relevant data and its minimal evidential value towards computation

of a fair cost of insurance has generated a long-felt need for an improved system

for more reliably and accurately accumulating data having a highly relevant

evidential value towards predicting the actual manner of a vehicle’s future

operation.

Many types of vehicle operating data recording systems have

heretofore been suggested for purposes of maintaining an accurate record of

certain elements of vehicle operation. Some are suggested for identifying the

cause for an accident, others are for more accurately assessing the efficiency of

operation. Such systems disclose a variety of conventional techniques for

recording vehicle operation data elements in a variety of data recording systems.

In addition, it has also been suggested to provide a radio communication link for

such information via systems such as a cellular telephone to provide immediate

communication of certain types of data elements or to allow a more immediate

response in cases such as theft, accident, break—down or emergency. It has even

been suggested to detect and record seatbelt usage to assist in determination of

the vehicle insurance costs (U.S. Patent No. 4,667,336).

The various forms and types of vehicle operating data acquisition

and recordal systems that have heretofore been suggested and employed have

met with varying degrees of success for their express limited purposes. All

possess substantial defects such that they have only limited economical and
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practical value for a system intended to provide an enhanced acquisition,

recordal and communication system of data which would be both comprehensive

and reliable in predicting an accurate and adequate cost of insurance for the

vehicle. Since the type of operating information acquired and recorded in prior

art systems was generally never intended to be used for determining the cost of

vehicle insurance, the data elements that were monitored and recorded therein

were not directly related to predetermined safety standards or the determining of

an actuarial class for the vehicle operator. For example, recording data

characteristics relevant to the vehicle’s operating efficiency may be completely

unrelated to the safety of operation of the vehicle. Further, there is the problem

of recording and subsequently compiling the relevant data for an accurate

detennination of an actuarial profile and an appropriate insurance cost therefor.

Current motor vehicle control and operating systems comprise

electronic systems readily adaptable for modification to obtain the desired types
of information relevant to determination of the cost of insurance. Vehicle

tracking systems have been suggested which use communication links with

satellite navigation systems for providing information describing a vehicle’s

location based upon navigation signals. When such positioning information is

combined with roadmaps in an expert system, vehicle location is ascertainable.

Mere vehicle location, though, will not provide data particularly relevant to

safety of operation unless the data is combined with other relevant data in an

expert system which is capable of assessing whether the roads being driven are

high—risk or low-risk with regard to vehicle safety.

The present invention contemplates a new and improved motor

vehicle monitoring, recording and communication system, which primarily

overcomes the problem of determining cost of vehicle insurance based upon data

which does not take into consideration how a specific vehicle is operated. The

subject invention will base insurance charges with regard to current material data

representative of actual driving characteristics of the vehicle and driver operation
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to provide a classification rating of the operator and the vehicle in an actuarial

class which has a vastly reduced rating error over conventional insurance cost

systems. Additionally, the present invention allows for frequent (monthly)

adjustment to the cost of coverage because of the changes in operator behavior

and driving patterns. This can result in automobile insurance charges that are

readily controllable by individual operators. The system is adaptable to current

electronic operating systems, tracking systems and communication systems for

the improved extraction of selected insurance related data.

Brief Summary of the Invention

In accordance with the present invention, there is disclosed a

method of determining a cost of automobile insurance based upon monitoring,

recording and communicating data representative of operator and vehicle driving

characteristics, whereby the cost is adjustable by relating the driving

characteristics to predetermined safety standards. The method is comprised of

steps of monitoring a plurality of raw data elements representative of an

operating state of a vehicle or an action of the operator. Selected ones of the

plurality of raw data elements are recorded when they are determined to have an

identified relationship to the safety standards. The recorded elements are

consolidated for processing against an insured profile and for identifying a

surcharge or discount to be applied to a base cost of automobile insurance. The

total cost of insurance obtained from combining the base cost and surcharges or

discounts is produced as a final cost to the operator.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, the

recording comprises identifying a trigger event associated with the raw data

elements which has an identified relationship to the safety standards so that

trigger information representative of the event is recorded.

In accordance with a more limited aspect of the present invention,

the method comprises a step of immediately communicating to a central control
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station via an uplink, information representative of the trigger event and

recording response information generated by the control station.

In accordance with yet another aspect of the present invention, the

method comprises steps of generating calculated data elements and derived data

elements from the raw data elements, and accumulating the calculated and

derived data elements in a recording device.

The present invention will use information acquired from the

vehicle to more accurately assess vehicle usage and thereby derive insurance

costs more precisely and fairly. Examples of possible actuarial classes

developed from vehicle provided data include:

Driver:

Total driving time in minutes by each driver of the insured vehicle;

number of minutes driving in high/low risk locations (high/low accident

areas);

number of minutes of driving at high/low risk times (rush hour or

Sunday afternoon);

safe driving behavior,

using seat belts,

use of turn signals,

observance of speed limits, and

observance of traffic control devices;

number of sudden braking situations; and

number of sudden acceleration situations.

Vehicle:

Location vehicle is parked at night (in garage, in driveway, on street);
and

location vehicle is parked at work (high theft locations, etc.).
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These new and more precise actuarial classes are considered to be

better predictors of loss because they are based on actual use of the vehicle and

the behaviors demonstrated by the driver. This will allow the consumers

unprecedented control over the ultimate cost of their vehicle insurance.

In accordance with the present invention, additional discounts and

surcharges based on data provided by the insured vehicle will be available.

Examples of surcharges and discounts based on vehicle provided data include:

Surcharges:

Excessive hard braking situations occurring in high risk locations; and

intermittent use of a safety device, such as seat belts.

Discounts:

Regular selection of low/high risk routes of travel;

regular travel at low/high risk times;

significant changes in driving behavior that results in a lower risk;

vacation discount when the vehicle is not used;

regular use of safety devices; and

unfailing observance of speed limits.

There is some overlap between the use of actuarial classes and

discounts and surcharges. Until data has been gathered and analyzed it is not

possible to determine which vehicle provided data will be used to determine

actuarial classes and which will be used for surcharges or discounts.

One benefit obtained by use of the present invention is a system

that will provide precise and timely infomtation about the current operation of

an insured motor vehicle that will enable an accurate determination of operating

characteristics, including such features as miles driven, time of use and speed of

the vehicle. This information can be used to establish actual usage based

insurance charges, eliminating rating errors that are prevalent in traditional
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systems and will result in vehicle insurance charges that can be directly

controlled by individual operators.

It is another benefit of the subject invention that conventional

motor vehicle electronics are easily supplemented by system components

comprising a data recording, a navigation system and a communications device

to extract selected insurance relevant data from the motor vehicle.

It is yet another object of the present invention to generate

actuarial classes and operator profiles relative thereto based upon actual driving

characteristics of the vehicle and driver, as represented by the monitored and

recorded data elements for providing a more knowledgeable, enhanced insurance

rating precision.

The subject new insurance rating system retrospectively adjusts

and prospectively sets premiums based on data derived from motor vehicle

operational characteristics and driver behavior through the generation of new

actuarial classes determined from such characteristics and behavior, which

classes heretofore have been unknown in the insurance industry. The invention

comprises an integrated system to extract via multiple sensors, screen, aggregate

and apply for insurance rating purposes, data generated by the actual operation
of the specific vehicle and the insured user/driver.

Other benefits and advantages of the subject new vehicle insurance

cost determination process will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon
a reading and understanding of the specification.

Brief flggription of the Drawings

The invention may take physical form in certain parts and steps

and arrangements of parts and steps, the preferred embodiments of which will be

described in detail in this specification and illustrated in the accompanying
drawings which form a part hereof and wherein:
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FIGURE 1 is a flowchart generally describing a data gathering

process from a vehicle;

FIGURE 2 is a flowchart detailing the gathering and consolidating

of appropriate information for determining a cost of insurance and the resulting

insurance billing process;

FIGURE 3 is a suggestive perspective drawing of a vehicle

including certain data element monitoring, recording and communicating

devices;

FIGURE 4 is a block diagram of a vehicle on-board computer and

recording system implementing the subject invention for selective communication

with a central control center and a global positioning navigation system;

FIGURE 5 is a flowchart generally illustrating a method for

acquiring and recording vehicle insurance related data; and

FIGURE 6 a tabular illustration of various sources of insurance-

related data, a necessary interface for acquiring the data and an exemplary

sample rate therefor.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Referring now to the drawings, wherein the showings are for

purposes of illustrating the preferred embodiments of the invention only and not

for purposes of limiting same, the FIGURES show an apparatus and method for

monitoring, recording and communicating insurance related data for

detennination of an accurate cost of insurance based upon evidence relevant to

the actual operation and in particular the relative safety of that operation.

Generally, a vehicle user is charged for insurance based upon statistical averages

related to the safety of operation based upon the insurer’s experience with other

users who drive similar vehicles in a similar geographic area. The invention

allows for the measure of the actual data while the motor vehicle is being

driven. Such data measurement will allow the vehicle user to directly control
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his/her insurance costs by operating the vehicle in a manner which he/she will

know will evidence superior safety of operation and a minimal risk of generation

of an insurance claim. Examples of data which can be monitored and recorded

include:

Actual miles driven;

Types of roads driven on (high risk vs. low risk); and,

Safe operation of the vehicle by the vehicle user through:

A. speeds driven,

B. safety equipment used, such as seat belt and turn

signals,

time of day driven (high congestion vs. low

congestion),

rate of acceleration,

rate of braking,

observation of traffic signs.

With reference to FIGURE 3, an exemplary motor vehicle is

shown in which the necessaiy apparatus for implementing the subject invention

is included. An on—board computer 300 monitors and records various sensors

and operator actions to acquire the desired data for determining a fair cost of

insurance. Although not shown therein, a plurality of operating sensors are

associated with the motor vehicle to monitor a wide variety of raw data

elements. Such data elements are communicated to the computer through a

connections cable which is operatively connected to the vehicle data bus 304

through an SAE-J1978 connector, or OBD-II connector or other vehicle sensors

306. A driver input device 308 is also operatively connected to the computer

300 through connector 307 and cable 302. The computer is powered through

the car battery 310 or a conventional generator system (not shown). Tracking of
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the vehicle for location identification can be implemented by the computer 300

through navigation signals obtained from a GPS (global positioning system)

antenna or other locating system 312. The communications link to a central

control station is accomplished through the cellular telephone, radio, satellite or

other wireless communication system 314.

FIGURE 4 provides the block diagram of the in—vehicle computer

system. The computer 300 is comprised of four principal components, an on-

board data storage device 402, an input/output subsystem 404 for communicating

to a variety of external devices, a central processing unit and memory device

406 and a real time operating kernel 408 for controlling the various processing

steps of the computer 300. The computer 300 essentially communicates with

three on—board vehicle devices for acquisition of information representative of

various actual vehicle operating characteristics. A driver input console 410

allows the driver to input data representative of a need for assistance or for

satisfaction of various threshold factors which need to be satisfied before the

vehicle can be operated. The physical operation of the vehicle is monitored

through various sensors 412 in operative connection with the vehicle data bus,

while additional sensors 414 not normally connected to the data bus can be in

direct communication with the computer 300 as will hereinafter be more fully

explained.

The vehicle is linked to an operation control center 416 by a

communications link 418, preferably comprising a conventional cellular

telephone interconnection. A navigation sub—system 420 receives radio

navigation signals from a GPS 422.

The type of elements monitored and recorded by the subject

invention comprise raw data elements, calculated data elements and derived data

elements. These can be broken down as follows:
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Raw Data Elements:

Power train sensors

RPM,

transmission setting (Park, Drive, Gear, Neutral),

throttle position,

engine coolant temperature,

intake air temperature,

barometric pressure;

Electrical sensors

brake light on,

turn signal indicator,

headlamps on,

hazard fights on,

back—up lights on,

parking lights on,

wipers on,

doors locked,

key in ignition,

key in door lock,

horn applied;

Body sensors

airbag deployment,

ABS application,

level of fuel in tank,

brakes applied,

radio station tuned in,

seat belt on,

door open,

tail gate open,
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odometer reading,

cruise control engaged,

anti—theft disable;

Other sensors

vehicle speed,

vehicle location,

date,

time,

vehicle direction,

IVHS data sources.

Calculated Data Elements:

rapid deceleration;

rapid acceleration;

vehicle in skid;

wheels in spin;

closing speed on vehicle in front;

closing speed of vehicle in rear;

closing speed of vehicle to side (right or left);

space to side of vehicle occupied;

space to rear of vehicle occupied;

space to front of vehicle occupied;

lateral acceleration;

sudden rotation of vehicle;

sudden loss of tire pressure;

driver identification (through voice recognition or code or fingerprint

recognition) ;

distance travelled; and

environmental hazard conditions (e.g. icing, etc.).
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Derived Data Elements:

vehicle speed in excess of speed limit;

observation of traffic signals and signs;

road conditions;

traffic conditions; and

vehicle position.

This list includes many, but not all, potential data elements.

With particular reference to FIGURE 1, a flowchart generally

illustrating the data gathering process of the subject invention is illustrated.

Such a process can be implemented with conventional computer programming in

the real time operating kernel 408 of the computer 300. The process is

identified with initially a begin step 100 (key in ignition?) and a check of

whether the vehicle is operating at step 102. If the vehicle is not operating a

reverification occurs every two (2) minutes as shown at step 104. It should be

notedthat the computer is continually powered by at least the vehicle battery

310 (FIGURE 3), but it can be appreciated that during operation the generator

(not shown) will supply the energy. If the vehicle is operating, then there is a

step of recording sensor information 106. The recording comprises monitoring

a plurality of raw data elements, calculated data elements and derived data

elements as identified above. Etch of these is representative of an operating

state of the vehicle or an action of the operator. Select ones of the plurality of

data elements are recorded when the ones are determined to have an identified

relationship to the safety standards. For example, vehicle speed in excess of a

predetermined speed limit will need to be recorded but speeds below the limit

need only be monitored and stored on a periodic basis. The recording may be

made in combination with date, time and location. Other examples of data

needed to be recorded are excessive rates of acceleration or frequent hard

braking.
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The recording process would be practically implemented by

monitoring and storing the data in a buffer for a selected period of time, e.g.,

thirty seconds. Periodically, such as every two minutes, the status of all

monitored sensors for the data elements is written to a file which is stored in the

vehicle data storage 402. The raw, calculated and derived data elements listed

above comprise some of the data elements to be so stored.

Certain of the recorded sensor information may comprise a trigger

event of which inquiry is identified at step 108. "Trigger events" are defined as

a combination of sensor data requiring additional action or which may result in a

surcharge or discount during the insurance billing process. Certain trigger

events may require immediate upload 110 to a central control which will then be

required to take appropriate action. For example, a trigger event would be rapid

deceleration in combination with airbag deployment indicating a collision, in

which case the system could notify the central control of the vehicle location.

Alternatively, if the operator were to trigger on an emergency light, similarly

the system could notify the central control of the vehicle location indicating that

an emergency is occurring. The trigger information is recorded, as at step 116,

and whatever response is taken by the central control is also recorded at step

118. The trigger information recording step 116 and the recording sensor

information step 106 may impart recording of information in the on—board data

storage device 402 or memory 406. The event response information recording

at step 118 will usually occur in the central control station. Such response

information could be the dispatch of an emergency vehicle, or the telephoning of

police or an EMS unit.

Trigger events are divided into two groups: those requiring

immediate action and those not requiring immediate action, but necessary for

proper billing of insurance. Those required for proper billing of insurance will

be recorded in the same file with all the other recorded vehicle sensor

information. Those trigger events requiring action will be uploaded to a central
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control center which can take action depending on the trigger event. Some

trigger events will require dispatch of emergency services, such as police or

EMS, and others will require the dispatch of claims representatives from the

insurance company.

The following comprises an exemplary of some, but not all,

trigger events:

Need for Assistance:

These events would require immediate notification of the central control center.

1. Accident Occurrence. An accident could be determined through

the use of a single sensor, such as the deployment of an airbag.

It could also be determined through the combination of sensors,

such as a sudden deceleration of the vehicle without the

application of the brakes.

Roadside assistance needed. This could be through the pressing

of a "panic button" in the vehicle or through the reading of a

sensor, such as the level of fuel in the tank. Another example

would be loss of tire pressure, signifying a flat tire.

Lock-out assistance needed. The reading of a combination of

sensors would indicate that the doors are locked but the keys are

in the ignition and the driver has exited the vehicle.

Driving restrictions. The insured can identify circumstances in

which he/she wants to be notified of driving within restricted

areas, and warned when he/she is entering a dangerous area. This

could be applied to youthful drivers where the parent wants to

restrict time or place of driving, and have a record thereof.

Unsafe Operation of the Vehicle

These events would be recorded in the in-vehicle recording device for future

upload. Constant trigger events would result in notification of the driver of the

exceptions.
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Excessive speed. The reading of the vehicle speed sensors would

indicate the vehicle is exceeding the speed limit. Time would also

be measured to determine if the behavior is prolonged.

Presence of alcohol. Using an air content analyzer or breath

analyzer, the level of alcohol and its use by the driver could be

detennined.

Non-use of seatbelt. Percent of sample of this sensor could result

in additional discount for high use or surcharge for low or no use.

Non—use of turn signals. Low use could result in surcharge.

ABS application without an accident. High use could indicate

unsafe driving and be subject to a surcharge.

With particular reference to FIGURE 2, a general flowchart

describing the steps of the gathering of appropriate information for billing

insurance on a periodic basis is illustrated.

At the initiation of the vehicle insurance billing process, the

central billing system of the insurer will acquire 202 the vehicle sensor record

file from the sensor record file 204 from each vehicle to be billed. This process

of data acquisition will involve a periodic uploading of the vehicle file 204.

This file will be uploaded to the central system when the storage device 402 in

the vehicle approaches capacity, on command, or when the billing process starts.

All the information from the combination of files stored in the vehicle will be

used to determine the bill for the insurance on the vehicle for the prior insurance

period. Data acquisition is also made from the trigger event response file 206 in

the acquisition step 208. This data is stored in the central control center, and

includes information for response activities listed above which require additional

billing for services rendered to the insured.

At step 210, the vehicle sensor record file and the trigger event

response file are consolidated. Such files will include all the activity for which

the insured is to be billed for the prior period. At step 212, all the information
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comprising the insured profile, which is already maintained and stored in other

insurance files, is applied to the consolidated activity files for the immediately

prior period. This insured profile includes the information about coverages

including limits and deductibles, which are necessary for establishing the

appropriate cost of insurance for the subject insured. At step 214, the acquired

consolidated file information from step 210 and the overall insured profile

acquired at step 212 are combined and processed against a surcharge or discount

algorithm file, which include the specific factors for the various usage patterns

and trigger events. The surcharges and discounts are continuously adjusted

based on the loss results associated with driving behaviors demonstrated.

Finally at step 216, the appropriate billing is produced showing the charges for

insurance and other services for the prior period. The billing can be sent

electronically or in printed form to the insured for payment.

With particular reference to FIGURE 5, a general diagram of the

process for acquiring and recording vehicle insurance related data is illustrated.

At step 502, the raw data elements are collected from the vehicle sensors that

provide the raw data elements identified above. Calculated data elements are

generated in step 504 and derived data elements are generated at step 508. As

noted, it is necessary to collect certain database information elements at step 506

prior to generating the derived data elements. A sample of all the data elements

is stored in the vehicle at step 510. The sample rate or the recording of the

information is controlled based upon the particular insurance billing recording

needs predetennined by an algorithm developed by the insurance company. The

algorithm will change depending on the particular type of insurance related

requirements for the information. At step 512, if a certain incident, for example

collision, occurs then a snapshot is generated of all the relevant data elements at

the time of the incident, 514.

With reference to FIGURE 6, various examples of sources of

insurance related data, the interface required to acquire the data and an example
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of the sample rate are illustrated for a preferred embodiment of the subject

invention. Accordingly, it can be seen that for a certain information database

comprised of maps, speed limits, traffic signs, and highway conditions is stored

in the data storage device of the computer and can be obtained on demand

therefrom. Acquiring data from vehicle sources such as engine data, body data

and electrical data is obtained through a conventional SAEI 1978 connector with

an exemplary sample rate of 10-15 Hz. The other sources of relevant data, such

as IVHs, GPS, security system or any additional systems are obtained through

various I/O ports and the sample rate can be varied in accordance with the

desired goals of the insurer.

One of the useful consequences of the subject invention is that

other products could be marketed to a particular vehicle operator based on

information provided from the subject invention from the operator’s motor

vehicle. Since the invention includes processes for gathering, extracting and

analyzing information provided by the vehicle, a more informed judgment can

be made about a determination of when and which products could be marketed

to that motor vehicle operator. For example, by knowing that a vehicle operator

travels on vacation in that vehicle to a certain resort location may give rise to a

marketing of a package of products particular to the type of travel or the

location. Another example would relate to the knowledge that the vehicle

operator attends particular types of sporting events which may give rise to

certain types of products catered to fans of that sporting event.

The invention has been described with reference to preferred

embodiments. Obviously, modifications and alterations will occur to others

upon a reading and understanding of the specification. It is our intention to

include all such modifications and alterations insofar as they come within the

scope of the appended claims or the equivalents thereof.
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Having thus described our invention, we claim:

1. A method of determining a cost of automobile insurance based

upon monitoring, recording and communicating data representative of operator

and vehicle driving characteristics, whereby the cost is adjustable by relating the

driving characteristics to predetermined safety standards, the method comprising:

monitoring a plurality of raw data elements representative of an

operating state of a vehicle or an action of the operator;

recording selected ones of the plurality of raw data elements when

said ones are determined to have a preselected relationship to the safety
standards;

consolidating said selected ones for processing against an insured

profile and for identifying a surcharge or discount to be applied to a base cost of

automobile insurance; and,

producing a final cost from the base cost and the surcharge or
discount.

2. The method as described in claim 1 wherein said recording

comprises identifying a trigger event associated with a one of the raw data

elements having the preselected relationship and recording both the one raw data

element and trigger information representative of the trigger event.

3. The method as described in claim 1 further including immediately

communicating to a central control station via an uplink information

representative of a trigger event associated with a one of the raw data elements.

4. The method as described in claim 3 further including recording
trigger event response information generated by said control station.
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5. The method as described in claim 1 further including generating

calculated data elements from said raw data elements.

6. The method as described in claim 5 further including generating

derived data elements from said raw data elements.

7. The method as described in claim 6 wherein said consolidating

comprises accumulating said calculated and derived data elements.

8. The method as described in claim 1 wherein at least a portion of

the plurality of raw data elements are within an awareness and selected control

of the operator and wherein the method further comprises adjusting by the

operator of operator driving behavior thereby causing a change in the portion of

raw data elements to obtain the surcharge or discount in the final cost.

9. The method as described in claim 8 wherein the base cost is for a

predetermined period of time and wherein the adjusting by the operator is set to

occur at predetermined intervals within the predetermined period.

10. The method as described in claim 9 wherein the predetermined

period of time comprises two years and the predetermined intervals comprise

monthly intervals.

11. A process for acquiring and recording vehicle insurance related

data via an on-board computer and recording system comprising steps of:

monitoring a plurality of raw data elements representative of

vehicle operating states and driver actions;
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recording selected ones of the raw data elements in a vehicle

record file of an on-board data storage device when said ones are identified as

having a relationship material to determination of a cost of insurance;

identifying whether said selected ones comprise a trigger event,

and if so identified, communicating information representative of the trigger

event to a central control station for storage in a trigger event file; and,

consolidating said vehicle record file and said trigger event file in

a form for determining a vehicle cost of insurance.

12. The process as defined in claim 11 further including

communicating from the central control station an order for dispatch of an

emergency or assist vehicle in response to the identifying of a special trigger

event determined to require driver assistance.

13. A system of determining a cost of automobile insurance based

upon monitoring, recording and communicating data representative of operator

and vehicle driving characteristics, whereby the cost is adjustable by relating the

driving characteristics to predetermined safety standards, the system comprising:

means for monitoring a plurality of raw data elements

representative of an operating state of a vehicle or an action of the operator;

means for recording selected ones of the plurality of raw data

elements when said ones are determined to have a preselected relationship to the

safety standards;

means for consolidating said selected ones for processing against

an insured profile and for identifying a surcharge or discount to be applied to a

base cost of automobile insurance; and,

means for producing a final cost from the base cost and the

surcharge or discount.
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14. The system as described in claim 13 further including means for

immediately communicating to the central control station via an uplink

information representative of a trigger event associated with the run of the raw

data elements.

15. The system as described in claim 13 further including means for

generating calculated data elements from said raw data elements.

16. The system as described in claim 15 further including generating

derived data elements from said raw data elements.

17. A method of generating an actuarial class system for determining

vehicle insurance costs for retrospectively adjusting and prospectively setting

premiums based on data derived from motor vehicle operational characteristics

and driver behavior, comprising:

monitoring a plurality of raw data elements representing vehicle

operating states and driver actions;

recording selected ones of the raw data elements in a vehicle

record files when said ones are identified as having a relationship material to

determination of a cost of insurance;

setting a plurality of actuarial classes associated with

corresponding degrees of safety of operation of the vehicle wherein said

actuarial classes are derived from aggregating selected ones of the raw data

elements; and,

consolidating said vehicle record files with selected actuarial

classes for determining a corresponding cost of insurance for the vehicle in

correspondence with a one of the actuarial classes.
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18. The process for determining a cost of insurance as defined in

claim 17 wherein said monitoring and recording steps occur concurrently with

actual vehicle operation for acquiring the raw data elements during actual

vehicle use.

19. The process for determining a cost of insurance as defined in

claim 18 wherein at least a portion of the plurality of raw data elements are

within an awareness and selective control of a driver, the process further

comprising adjusting by the driver of driving behavior to changesaid portion of

raw data elements for consolidating said vehicle record with an other one of the

actuarial classes.

20. An integrated system for extracting from multiple sensors,

screening, aggregating and applying for insurance rating purposes, data

generated by an actual operation of a specific motor vehicle comprising:

means for extracting a plurality of raw data elements from the

multiple sensors wherein the elements are representative of vehicle operating

states and driver actions;

means for screening the raw data elements and aggregating

selected ones of the raw data elements in a vehicle record file of an on-board

storage device when said selected ones are identified as having a relationship

material to determination of a cost of insurance for the vehicle;

means for associating the aggregated selected raw data elements

with predetermined actuarial classes indicative of a degree of safety of operation

of the vehicle; and

means producing a cost of insurance for the vehicle associated

with selected ones of the actuarial classes.
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data elements, said calculated and derived data elements being further

aggregated for association with the selected one of the actuarial classes.
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METHOD FOR QUALIFYING A USER FOR FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

FROM MULTIPLE FINANCIAL PRODUCT PROVIDERS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a method for qualifying a user for financial

products from multiple providers. More particularly, the present invention relates to a

method for allowing a user to be approved and qualified for multiple financial

products offered from multiple providers at a single source such as a website or phone

call.

Description of Related Art

A user who desires to obtain a financial product such as a home loan, car loan,

or credit card, typically completes a paper application and submits it to the provider of

the financial product. The user must spend a considerable amount of time to complete

and submit the application, and wait a length of time before the application is

processed by the financial product provider. To reduce the amount of time and make

it easier for the user to obtain financial products. some financial product providers

accept applications by asking a series of questions over the phone or over their

websites on the Internet. Some financial product providers are able to give the user

instant approval by immediately applying underwriting criteria.

However, the user must still complete an application for each individual

financial product and for each individual financial product provider. Moreover, the

user must begin the process anew if they are not approved for the particular financial

product or if the user wishes to apply for a different financial product.

Some financial product providers take information previously received about a

user in connection with a previous application for financial products, and use this

information to determine what other financial products the user might qualify for or be
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interested in. and perform targeted marketing. However. this kind of targeted

marketing is limited to products offered by a single provider.

What is needed is a method for qualifying a user for financial products from

multiple financial product providers. What is needed is a method for facilitating

application and qualification of multiple financial products or categories of product

from multiple financial product providers.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a method for qualifying a user for financial products

from multiple financial product providers. The method comprises: presenting a

plurality of financial products associated with a plurality of financial product

providers to a user, each financial product having a plurality of underwriting criteria;

receiving at least one selected financial product or product category from the user;

collecting application information associated with the user; and determining approval

for the user for at least the sclcctcd financial products based on the application

information and the underwriting criteria; and presenting results to the user

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows one embodiment of a method of the present invention for

qualifying a user for financial products from multiple financial product providers.

FIG. 2 shows one embodiment of a multiple provider server of the present

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

FIGURE 1 shows one embodiment of a method of the present invention for

qualifying a user for financial products from multiple financial product providers.

The method includes: (1) presenting a plurality of financial products associated with a

plurality of financial product providers to a user, each financial product having a

plurality of underwriting criteria (block 1 10); (2) receiving at least one selected

financial product or product category from the user (block 120); (3) collecting

application information associated with the user (block 130); (4) qualifying the user
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for at least the selected financial products (block 140): and (5) presenting results to the

user (block 150).

Presenting a plurality of financial products associated with a plurality of

financial product providers to a user, each financial product having a plurality of

underwriting criteria (block 1 10) may include allowing a user to select one or more

financial products or category of financial products offered by more than one financial

product provider.

The financial product providers may include banks. savings and loans. credit

unions, insurance carriers, credit card issuers, retail card issuers. credit card

companies, auto companies, and other financial institutions that offer credit. lending,

or insurance.

The user may first be presented with a list of choices. such as a specific

product from a specific provider. a category of products. or a general qualification. A

particular product from a particular provider may be, for example, a specific credit

card from a specific credit card issuer. A category ofproducts may be, for example,

car loans from multiple car loan providers. A general qualification may be a general

inquiry where the user wishes to find out what home loans, car loans, credit cards, and

other financial products are available to the user from multiple financial product

providers. Financial products include credit cards (including debit, secured, retail,

private label, and corporate cards), smart cards, home loans (including first mortgages,

refinancing, and home equity loans), auto loans, auto leasing, boat loans, motorcycle

loans. aircraft loans, student loans, unsecured consumer lending, small business

lending, equipment financing, purchase financing, auto insurance, boat insurance,

motorcycle insurance, renter's insurance, homeowner's insurance, life insurance,

health insurance, and other credit, lending, or insurance related products.

Receiving at least one selected financial product or product category from the

user (block 120) may include determining the financial product or products. or

category of products, for which the user wishes to apply. The user may also make a

general query, where all financial products for which the user qualifies is determined.

Collecting application information associated with the user (block 130) may

include obtaining the necessary application information for the financial product or

products in which the user is interested. such as address, social security number,
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phone number. and financial products currently used. A list of necessary application

information for each financial product or products may first be retrieved from a

database of applications. Ifthe user is interested in more than one financial product,

repetitive entries may be eliminated to create one unified application in which the user

need only provide information once to apply for all desired financial products. The

application is dynamically created based on the required fields. The database contains

a table of all possible fields. Each product has an entry in this table indicating what

fields are required for that application. When applying for multiple products on one

category or for all product categories, a parsing routine will retrieve the minimum

required subset of application fields required for all products in the selected

categories. This application information may also be stored for later use and

augmented at a later time, in case the user returns and wishes to apply for other

financial products. thus greatly simplifying future applications from the same user.

The security of this application information may be ensured by using one or a

combination of a cookie. a username and password scheme, and an IP address check.

Collecting application information associated with the user may also include

obtaining credit bureau data associated with the user, through established electronic

connections with the major credit bureaus. In the U.S., these credit bureaus include

Experian, Trans—Union, Equifax, Dun & Bradstreet, and Experian Business. In other

countries other sources may be used. Depending on the financial product, obtaining

information from yet other third parties may be necessary. For example, for home

mortgages, information may be obtained from title companies. county recorder's

office, appraisers, escrow companies, tax records, employers for income verification,

previous lenders for pay-off information, and homeowners insurance providers. The

credit bureaus and third parties from which information is needed are determined

based on what is required for a particular financial product. This is stored in the

database and credit bureau reports may be retrieved based on this information.

Determining approval for the user for at least the selected financial products

based on the application information and the underwriting criteria (block 140) may

include evaluating the application information received from the user in conjunction

with the credit bureau data, and then applying tindermiting criteria for the products

either selected by the user or otherwise to determine whether the user qualifies for
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each product. Credit underwriting may be performed through a combination of policy

and scoring. Policy includes criteria such as minimum age, absence of bankruptcies,

and minimum income. Scoring is based on assigning scores to different values of

different characteristics in the application or the credit bureau report. For example,

different points are given to whether the user owns or rents housing. The scores for a

number of characteristics make up a scorecard and are then added up and if the total

sum is higher than a predefined cutoff score the application is approved, otherwise it

is declined.

The combination of third party data and application data provides the raw data

used for the underwriting. The raw data may be organized into derived variables, like

"number of delinquent trade lines", "debt—to-income ratio", and "applicant age". The

pertinent derived variables may be included in rules, such as "less than 3 delinquent

litres", "debt ratio greater than 25%", and "age greater than 18 years". The rules may

be organized into rules bases, that determine requirement in a certain area such as

"missing data rules", "credit rules", or “conformance rules". The decision process may

determine the sequence and relation between different rules bases and/or neural

networks. Finally, multiple decision processes may be combined into steps. All the

steps together create the workflow that constitutes the entire application and approval

process.

Presenting results to the user (block 150) includes showing whether the user

was approved for the products in which the user was interested, or a list of all

products for which the user was approved. The results may include a list of the

financial products for which the user applied and whether the user was qualified to

receive them. The results may also include a list of financial products for which the

user did not apply but is nevertheless qualified to obtain. The results may be

presented in a uniform format to facilitate comparison of similar financial products

from competing financial product providers. The user may then be given the

opportunity to indicate their interest in completing the transaction, at which point the

application information is forwarded to the particular financial product provider.

Some financial products such as credit cards may be automatically approved online.

while other financial products such as mortgages may require some manual

intervention. If manual intervention is required, the user will be informed of this and
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a human representative will contact the user, or additional information such as forms

to be signed will be sent to the user. The final verification and validation is required

by law for certain products or by certain lenders‘ policies and may include submitting

a handwritten and signed application. performing an appraisal of the property, and

performing a fraud check.

FIGURE 2 shows one embodiment ofa multiple provider server 200 of the

present invention. Multiple provider server 200 may include an application server

210, a web server 220, a database server 230, and an underwriting server 240.

Application server 210, web server 220, database server 230, and underwriting server

240 may or may not be physically separate machines.

Application server 210 integrates the functions of the separate servers, and

provides the functionality of multiple provider server 200, such as qualifying a user

for financial products in real time.

Web server 220 is connected to a wide area network such as the Internet. and

allows a user to access multiple provider server 200 with a client browser or other

method of access.

Database server 230 includes a list of required information, or "blank

applications", for each financial product and each financial product provider. These

blank applications may be updated and stored on database server 230 on a regular

basis, or they may be obtained from the financial product provider in real time.

Database server 230 may also store old applications and user information as well as

product information. Database server 230 allows multiple provider server 200 to

obtain the necessary application infonnation from the user or a third party.

Underwriting server 240 includes underwriting criteria for each financial

product and each financial product provider. These underwriting criteria may be

updated and stored on underwriting database server 230 on a regular basis, or they

may be obtained from the financial product provider in real time. Underwriting server

240 is capable of executing the logic for each set of underwriting criteria. The

underwriting criteria may be stored on database server 230. Underwriting server 240

may also be connected to an information server 244 which connects underwriting

server 240 to data sources 246 such as credit bureaus and title companies.
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Underwriting server 240 may thus obtain relevant user information such as credit

history and tax records in real time.

EXAMPLE 1

A user looking to refinance her home mortgage accesses multiple provider

server 200 through the Internet, where she is given several links on a webpage

including multiple lending and insurance options. These links are extracted from

database server 230. If the user has visited before, the links will be tailored

specifically for the user. The user navigates the links to reach the home loans

webpage. On the home loans webpage she is again offered a number of different

links. The user navigates the options to examine various home loan products offered

by multiple providers. After examining the rates, she obtains more information about

a specific home loan. She enters basic application information such as property value

and loan amount to allow multiple provider server 200 to calculate an estimate of her

total closing costs.

If the user decides to continue with the application process, multiple provider

server 200 accesses and presents the user with the proper application form. Multiple

provider server 200 obtains the credit history for the user and the underwriting criteria

for the home loan, and processes her application immediately. A short while later the

user receives approval for the home loan she selected. and is presented with a list of

documentation, such as bank statements and proof of income, she must provide to

complete the application process. The user may be given contact information for a

human representative.

Multiple provider server 200 also presents a list of other financial products for

which the user qualifies. Multiple provider server 200 uses the information received

for the home loan to determine other financial products for which the user is qualified.

Multiple provider server 200 presents the user with a home equity loan, three credit

cards from three different issuers, two retail cards from a department store and a

hardware store, an unsecured installment loan, and a refinance loan for her car, along

with basic details such as interest rates and other terms.

The user selects one ofthe credit cards, and the credit card issuer sends the

new credit card to her without requiring any further action from her. Multiple
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provider server 200 also provides the user with the option of being notified if home

loan interest rates drop.

EXAMPLE 2

A user wishing to obtain a credit card accesses multiple provider server 200

and selects a specific credit card from a list of several credit cards offered by different

financial product providers. Multiple provider server 200 determines the required

application information for the specific credit card, and prompts the user for the

necessary pcrsonal information. Multiple provider server 200 also obtains credit

history information from a credit bureau, and then applies the underwriting criteria for

the specific credit card in real time. Both the required application information and the

underwriting criteria were obtained earlier from each financial product provider and

stored until needed.

Multiple provider server 200 does not approve the user for the specific credit

card. However. multiple provider server 200 has taken the application information

and credit history information and applied the different underwriting criteria for other

credit cards offered by other financial product providers, and is able to approve the

user for credit cards with similar terms as the one originally selected. Although the

user is not approved for the specific card originally selected, the user now has the

option of choosing from several other cards for which the user is qualified. The user

may have the option of immediately transferring a balance from another credit card to

one of these new credit cards.

EXAMPLE 3

A user wishing to consolidate a mix of debts accesses multiple provider server

200 and selects the debt consolidation function. Multiple provider server 200 obtains

personal information from the user including current debt information and obtains

credit history information from a credit bureau.

Multiple provider server 200 then generates three debt consolidation options:

(1) a credit card with a low interest rate: (2) a home equity loan; and (3) a home

refinance loan with cash out. Multiple provider server 200 takes the application

information and credit history information and applies the underwriting criteria for
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various financial products in real time. Multiple provider server 200 is thus able to

provide the user with the three debt consolidation options as well as specific financial

products for which the user qualifies and the respective financial product providers.

Multiple provider server 200 also calculates and displays the potential savings with

each ofthe options over the existing debt situation ofthe user.

The foregoing description of the invention has been presented for purposes of

illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the

invention to the precise forms disclosed. Obviously, many modifications and

variations will be apparent to practitioners skilled in this art. It is intended that the

scope of the invention be defined by the following claims and their equivalents.
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What is claimed is:

CLAIMS

1. A method for qualifying a user for financial products from

multiple financial product providers, the method comprising:

presenting a plurality of financial products associated with a plurality of

financial product providers to a user, each financial product having a plurality of

underwriting criteria;

receiving at least one selected financial product or product category from K

the user;

collecting application information associated with the user; and

determining approval for the user for at least the selected financial

products based on the application information and the underwriting criteria; and

presenting results to the user.

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the financial products include a

credit card.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the financial products include a

home loan.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the financial products include an

automobile loan.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the financial products include a

student loan.

6. The method of claim 1. wherein the financial products include an

automobile insurance policy.

7. The method of claim 1. wherein the financial products include a

homeowner's insurance policy.
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8‘ The method of claim 1, wherein the financial products include a

life insurance policy.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the financial products include a

health insurance policy.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the financial products include all

financial products presented to the user.

1 l. The method of claim 1, wherein the application information

includes information obtained directly from the user.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the application information

includes information obtained from a third party.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the third party is a credit

bureau.

14. The method of claim l2, wherein the third party is a repository of

public records.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the results include other

financial products for which the user qualifies.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein determining approval is

performed real-time.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein detennining approval takes less

than one minute.
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18. The method of claim 1. wherein determining approval takes less

than 30 seconds.

19. A method for qualifying a user for financial products from

multiple financial product providers, the method comprising:

obtaining a plurality of financial product offerings from a plurality of

financial product providers, each financial product offering being associated

with a financial product and application criteria;

obtaining application information associated with a user. the application

information including infomuation from the user and from at least one third

Party;

determining in real-time whether the user meets the application criteria

based on the application information; and

presenting the user with each financial product offering for which the

user meets the application criteria.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the financial products include a

credit card.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein the financial products include a

home loan.

22. The method of claim 19, wherein the financial products include

an automobile loan.

23. The method of claim 19, wherein the financial products include a

student loan.

24. The method of claim l9, wherein the financial products include

an automobile insurance policy.
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25. The method of claim 19. wherein the financial products include a

homeowner's insurance policy.

26. The method of claim 19, wherein the financial products include a

life insurance policy.

27. The method of claim 19, wherein the financial products include a

health insurance policy.

28. The method of claim 19, wherein the financial products include

all financial products presented to the user.

29. The method of claim 19, wherein the third parties include a

credit bureau.

30. The method of claim 19, wherein the third parties include a title

company.

31. The method of claim 19, wherein determining in real—time

whether the user meets the application criteria takes less than one minute.

32. The method of claim 19, wherein determining in real-time

whether the user meets the application criteria takes less than 30 seconds.
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CALCULATION OF DRIVER SCORE BASED ON

VEHICLE OPERATION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] Not applicable.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

[0002] Not applicable.

REFERENCE TO SEQUENCE LISTING, A TABLE, OR A COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING

CONIPACT DISK APPENDIX

[0003] Not applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] L The present invention is directed towards data acquisition and processing of information

related to various driver characteristics and, more particularly to collecting driver characteristic data

and generating and driver score based on the collected driver characteristic data. The driver score

can then be applied in the calculation of insurance premiums or risk analysis.

[0005] The insurance industry can be likened to an evening at a Las Vegas Black Jack table. The

casino has picked the game and established the rules in such a manner that -statistically over a period

oftime, the casino will win. Sure, some individual tourist will Walk away with hundreds or

thousands of dollars; however, compared to the number of visitors that leave tens, hundreds,

thousands, and even tens or hundreds ofthousands ofdollars behind, these infrequent winners are

negligible. This is quite evident upon staying at one of the casinos and viewing the elaborate
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decorations, the granite tiling in the bathrooms, the reduced pricing for food and of course, the open

bar for active gamblers.

[0006] How does this relate to the insurance industry? Similar to the odds setters in Las Vegas,

insurance companies have their own odds setters. The odds setters in the insurance industry include

highly compensated and highly educated and trained actuarial scientists. The actuarial scientists

acquire and analyze large amounts ofvaried data that is even remotely related to the calculation of

insurance risks, and apply the results of this analysis in the calculation of insurance premiums. The

task faced by the actuarial scientists is to derive insurance premiums for a large domain of

individuals that in the long run, will result in the amount ofpremiums collected by the insurance

company to be significantly larger than the amount of required insurance payouts.

[0007] Traditionally, the insurance industry generates individual policies that are more likely

than not to be profitable to the insurance company. The various aspects ofthe policies include

premiums, deductibles, exclusions, liability limitations, etc. The policies are developed based on

various characteristics of the individual seeking the policy, the characteristics ofthe general

populous, and the characteristics of categories of the general populous that may be applicable.

[0008] In the automotive insurance industry, the data related to the various characteristics of the

individual are gathered through the use ofstandard forms, personal interviews, obtaining the

applicant's public motor vehicle driving record maintained by governmental agencies or a

combination ofany of these methods. This data results in a classification of the applicant to a broad

actuarial class for which insurance rates are assigned based upon the empirical experience of the

insurer. Many factors are relevant to such classification in a particular actuarial class. These factors

can include age, sex, marital status, vehicle type, vehicle color, location ofresidence, driving record

including accidents, past insurance claims, at fault accidents, types of losses covered, liability levels

desired, inclusion of uninsured motorists, inclusion of comprehensive coverage, inclusion of

collision coverage, deductibles, etc. Some ofthese classifications can be further sub—divided into

additional sub—classes, such as age ranges, and vehicle types (i.e., trucks, sports cars, sedans). 0

[0009] Similar to the goal ofthe Las Vegas Black Jack table attracting patrons, the insurance

companies need to provide competitive pricing oftheir. insurance policies. However, the insurance

companies walk a fine line between offering competitive pricing while maintaining viable operating

profits. Thus, insurance companies continually seek ways in which to provide competitive pricing

without compromising their profit margins. Presently, some insurance companies address this need

2
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by providing discounts and surcharges for some types ofuse ofthe vehicle, equipment on the

vehicle, and type ofdriver. For instance, the insurance company my add surcharges ifthe vehicle is

being used for business. Likewise, the insurance company may provide discounts for vehicles that

include airbags, antilock brakes, and thefl deterrent devices, or ifthe driver has a good driving record

or is a good student.

[0010] However, the insurance industry is faced with significant problems based on their current

methodologies. For instance, the information obtained by the insurance company is time

constrained. As and example, an insured party may live in a large city when obtaining the policy and

subsequently move to the suburbs. Or the insured party may change jobs and consequently have a

drastic change in the number ofmiles traveled during an insurance policy period. Unless the insured

party notifies the insurance company regarding the address change, the expected mileage change or

other such parameters, the insured party may end up paying a higher premium than would otherwise

be available. Thus, the insurance company is vulnerable to churn based on lower premiums that may

be offered by a competitor. In addition, the information collected by the insurance company may not

be verifiable, and even existing public records may include limited or erroneous information. Thus,

there is a need in the art for a more reliable and non-time sensitive mechanism for collection of

information regarding the insured party.

[0011] Techniques have been suggested for addressing this problem in the art, such as the use of

vehicle operating data recording systems. Such systems reside within a Vehicle, measure various

operating parameters, and report the infonnation to a central recording system. In addition, the use

ofwireless or radio transmission of the data to the central recording system has also been suggested.

However, there are no methods of applying this information in the insurance industry in an efibrt to

improve the competitive nature of the insurance policy offerings. Thus, there is a need in the art for

a method to identify pertinent vehicle operation information to be collected and to apply the

collected information in a manner to generate a score that identifies the risks or insurability of a

driver.

BRIEF SU@ARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The present invention addresses these needs in the art, as well as other needs that are not

herein identified, by providing a system and method for monitoring the use ofa vehicle and

calculating a driver score based on the monitored use. The driver score can then be applied in a
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variety ofmanners to achieve a variety ofresults, including but not limited to, determining or

adjusting the terms ofan insurance policy, such as changing the premium, the deductibles, the

exclusions, the duration or the like. More specifically, a vehicle monitor is installed or coupled to a

vehicle to be monitored. The vehicle monitor collects data from various sensors toidentify vehicle

operation data Based at least in part on the vehicle operation data, a driver score is calculated and

then the driver score is applied in setting or modifying the terms of the insurance policy either on a

retroactive basis or on a forward looking basis.

[0013] In one embodiment of the invention, the vehicle monitor may be used to determine a

driver score that serves as input for calculating the terms of a new insurance policy. In another

embodiment, the vehicle monitor may be used to determine a driver score that serves as input for

modifying the terms of an existing insurance policy. In another embodiment, the driver score can be

used to determine whether a party qualifies for insurance.

[0014] The vehicle monitor may operate to collect a variety of information or operating

parameters including the times during which the vehicle is operated, the geographic areas or sub-

areas within which the vehicle is operated and the speeds at which the vehicle is operated. Other

parameters could also be monitored by the vehicle monitor and all or only subsets of this information

may be used in the determination ofthe driver score.

[0015] The determination ofthe driver score can be accomplished by the vehicle monitor, by a

central system or by a combination ofboth. In addition to the driver score, other extrinsic data such

as claim propensities, vehicle types, driver records and demographics may also be used in

determining or adjusting the terms of the insurance policy. In addition, this extrinsic data may also

be applied in the calculation of the driver score.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWING

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an environment suitable for various embodiments of the present

invention.

Fig. 2 is a mapping diagram of a geographic region that is divided into sub-areas that

illustrates the second parameter — where the vehicle is used.

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps involved in an embodiment of the present

invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0016] The present invention is directed towards acquiring performance and usage data through

various sensors and monitors within and without a vehicle, utilizing the performance and usage data

to generate a driver score, and then utilizing the driver score in the calculations of insurance .

premiums or rating factors. In general, the present invention includes at least four distinct aspects.

These aspects include: (1) the methods and devices utilized in the acquisition ofperfonnance and

usage data; (2) the types ofperformance and usage data collected and the treatment of the ranges of

the data values; (3) the method to calculate the drivers score based at least in part on the perfonnance

and usage data; and (4) the application ofthe driver score in the calculation of insurance premiums,

rating factors, risk analysis, etc. i

[0017] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an environment suitable for various embodiments of the present

invention. Three vehicles 111-113 are shown, for illustrative purposes, operating within the

environment. Each of the vehicles is equipped with a data collection and recording system 140 but

the details are only shown with respect to one of the vehicles 111. The data collection and recording

system is shown as including two data collection interfaces: a GPS interface 120 and a vehicle bus

interface 130. It should be understood that the present invention is not hunted to these two interfaces

nor are these two interfaces required for the present invention. Other interfaces are also anticipated

such as weather information interfaces, clock interface, or other similar interfaces. The vehicle bus

interface 130 can acquire information such as the speed of the vehicle, state of the windshield

wipers, state ofthe lights (on, off, fog lights, brights, etc.), amount ofpressure applied to the brakes,

motion through the use of an accelerometer, time ofday, temperature, vehicle maintenance,

operation of equipment within the vehicle such as radios, cellular telephones, DVD players or the

like, the volume at which audio equipment is operated, and the identity ofthe driver based on the

entry ofan identification number, seat settings, Weight or the like, status of seat belts, number of

passengers, etc. The GPS interface 120 can acquire information such as the location of the vehicle,

time ofday, direction ofmotion, speed ofthe vehicle, etc. A recording system 140 collects

information fi'om the data collection interfaces and either stores the information locally, transmits the

information through transmitter 150, or applies processing to the information prior to either storing

or transmitting the information. For instance, in an exemplary embodiment ofthe present invention,

the system may only operate to collect time of day, location and speed information. In such an

embodiment, the data recording system 140 operates to filter the data available fi'om the data

5
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collection interfaces and only provide the necessary information to the central system. In an .

alternative embodiment, the data recording system 140 may operate to transmit all available

information and a central system 170 operates to filter out the unnecessary information.

[0018] The data firom the various vehicles 11 1-1 13 is received by a receiver 160 and then provided

to a central system 17O‘. The central system can perform processing on the received data, either alone

or in conjunction with back end processing 180. The back end processing 180 may include input

from actuarial scientist or other data collection and processing systems.

[0019] The data collected for the various vehicles may be transferred to the central system using a

variety ofdifferent technologies and those skilled in the art will understand the benefits and

limitations of each such technology. For instance, the invention may be embodied within an

environment that uses wireless technology to periodically transmit collected data to the central

system 170. The wireless technology may include pager technology or cellular technology

conforming to any ofa variety ofpast, existing or future technologies including FLEX, REFLEX,

POCSAG, AIVIPS, NAMPS, TDMA, CDMA, GSM, GPRS or the like. Alternatively, the system

may store the data and only transmit it when requested. In yet another embodiment, the data

recording system 140 may store the data for later retrieval. Such later retrieval could be

accomplished through a local wireless system, such as blue tooth, INFRARED, FM, AM, or I.E.E.E.

802.11 technology, or through a physical wired technology or even through the use ofa memory

card, storage media or print out.

[0020] Once the data is received by the central system 170, the data is used to generate a driver

score. The driver score is based at least in part on the data collected by the vehicles provided to

the central system 170. However, additional data that is received independent from the data

collection systems in the individual vehicles could also be used in calculating the driver score. This

infonnation-may include the traditional information that has been collected by insurance companies

for years as is listed in the background section, or may include other information such as satellite

tracking of the vehicle, cellular signal tracking of the vehicle, weather information, mapping

information, hazardous road condition information, or the like.

[0021] The driver score is basically a value that encompasses a variety ofparameters. The driver

score reflects a qualitative view of the driving characteristics for a particular vehicle or a

combination of a vehicle and driver. Depending on the parameters that are used to calculate the

driver score, the driver score can reflect various characteristics. In the preferred embodiment, the
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driver score operates to establish a risk level associated with insuring a particular driver. Other uses

ofthe driver score may include, but are not limited to, verifying the accuracy of information provided

to an insurance company, verifying compliance of a teenaged driver within guidelines established by

his or her parents, verify compliance ofteenaged drivers with local/regional laws such as curfew and

number ofpassengers, etc.

[0022] Advantageously, an insurance company can offer a product embodying aspects of this

invention to its customers and offer a discount based on the inclusion of the product. The customer

can fiuther agree to be bound by restrictions to gain other discounts. For instance, an insured party

can agree to maintain within the speed limit to obtain a premium discount in exchange for allowing

the insurance company the ability to actively monitor compliance. The present invention can also be

. utilized as a theft deterrent, similar to a LO-JACK type system in that the location ofthe vehicle can

be monitored.

[0023] In the preferred embodiment, the driver score reflects an insurance risk and is used to either

increase or decrease an insurance premium or otherwise modify the terms of an insurance policy.

Driver Score Example

[0024] The present invention can be illustrated through the use ofan exemplary embodiment that

bases the driver score on the following information: when the vehicle is in use, where the vehicle is

used, and how the vehicle is used.

[0025] Table 1 illustrates a simple heuristic that can be applied to determine a weighted score

reflecting the first parameter - when the vehicle is in use.

T-—

Driver C 20% 20% 60% 1.900
ca ed at 50%) 1.650

Table 1

[0026] Various sensors or collection interfaces could be used to determine the time of day that a

vehicle is operated such as through the GPS system, the vehicle bus, or through notifying the central

system through a wireless interface. Regardless of the technique used, the fime of day operational

characteristics of a vehicle can be determined over a period oftime and continually updated over

time. The actual times that the vehicle is operated can be recorded by the recording system 140 and

reported to the central system 170 or categories oftimes can be reported. Table 1 shows one

7
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technique to breakdown the operation of a vehicle within three time-categories, normal traffic, peak

traffic and risk traffic. For instance peak traffic could include the times between 7:00-9:00 AM and

4:00-7:00 PM, risk traffic could include late night driving, such as between 11:00 PM to 4:00 AM

and normal traffic would include the remainder. It will be appreciated that these categories are for

illustrative purposes only and the present invention is equally applicable to other sets of categories.

For instance, one or more of the following categories could be added to or substitute any of the

already listed categories: weekend, particular day ofthe week, morning rush, evening rush, holiday

travel, lunch time rush, garaged, parked, Sunday morning, Friday/Saturday evening, etc.

[0027] The second block in the left most column ofTable 1 defines a risk factor for each ofthe

listed time categories. The values listed in this table define a risk factor that is associated with

driving during the identified time periods. This information can be derived using various techniques

such as empirical data or information that is obtained ficm actuarial tables published by insurance

companies. The risk factors can be based on a national average or could be regionally based as well.

[0028] Table 1 lists driving characteristics for three vehicles or drivers (Driver A, B and C). The

driving characteristics provide a percentage of driving time that the vehicle is operated, or the driver

operates a vehicle during the listed time categories.

[0029] Based on the risk factor and the driving characteristics, a weighted score, as shown in Table

2, is calculated by multiplying the percentage oftime that a vehicle is operated in a particular

category by the risk factor associated with that category and then summing the products for each of

the categories. For the provided example, Driver A’s weighted score is determined as follows:

Time—Category

Normal Traffic

Peak Traflic

Low Traffic

[0030] Driver B has more of a tendency to drive during normal traffic (80%) and thus, has a much

lower weighted score of0.76. Driver C has a tendency to drive late at night in the risk trafic

"category and thus has a Weighted score of 1.9. Thus, Driver C has the highest weighted score. Ifit is

desired not to penalize a driver that happens to be assigned to night shifi work, one technique to
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alleviate an adverse affect based on Driver C’s weighted score would be to apply a cap. For

instance, if the late night percentage is capped at 50%, then the weighted score for Driver C drops to

1.65. This illustrates how the driver score can be flexible and fair by basing the data on more than

just the actually measured data. For instance, ifthe driver score is being utilized by an insurance

company to determine premium rates, the insurance company may decide not to penalize a night

shift worker simply because his job forces him to travel within a higher risk time period.

[0031] It should be understood that this example is provided for illustrative purposes only and that

the present invention may use other techniques to calculate such a weighted score. For instance,

rather than percentages of time, the actual number ofhours averaged over a period of time, such as a

day, week, month or quarter could be utilized. In addition, the application of risk factors to the

various time categories can be adjusted based on a variety of factors, some ofwhich may include, but

are not necessarily required, are type ofvehicle, driver’s record, population ofthe area, etc.

[0032] Fig. 2 is a mapping diagram of a geographic region that is divided into sub—areas that

illustrates the second parameter - where the vehicle is used.

[0033] The region includes 5 sub-areas A-E. The sub—areas can be defined based on any of a

variety of techniques including zip codes, area codes, counties, states, cellular cells, longitude and

latitude, traffic density, population, road density, or any of a variety of other techniques of

combinations of techniques. Regardless ofthe technique used to sub—divide a region, risk factor data

for the region can be obtained and applied in the determination of a weighted score for this

parameter. Table 3 illustrates a simple heuristic that can be applied to determine a weighted score

reflecting the second parameter - where the vehicle is used.

Area Rural Suburb Metro Rural Metro Weighted Score
Streets Streets Streets H’wa H’wa

‘-35 _
2°% 1-5950

°% °-945°
Driver C

Table 3

[0034] The risk factor data for each region identifies a driving risk associated with that region.

Thus, in the example provided, a high risk factor indicates that the area has a higher probability of
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resulting in an incident, such as a traffic accident, when a vehicle is operated in the area. Similar to

the time of day calculations in Table 1, the risk factor values are multiplied by the percentage oftime

that the vehicle/driver is within that region or sub-area and then the products are summed to obtain

the Weighted score.

[0035] Again, the use ofpercentages is just an example and other criteria could also be applied such

as accumulative hours over a period oftime, average number ofhours over a period of time, number

ofmiles driven in the particular area, or the like.

[0036] In an alternative embodiment, the tables used to calculate a weighted score based on time of

day and area can be combined into a multi-dirnensional table. Thus, each of the sub—areas in the

region could include a time of day table that includes different risk factors based on sub—area and

time ofday. For instance, the area surrounding a subway station may have a high risk factor during

peak traffic but a very low risk factor during normal traffic. Thus, those skilled in the art will

appreciate that various_ techniques can be applied to calculate the weighted scores and the examples

provided in this description are simply to illustrate calculation of a value that rates driver

characteristics. However, certain aspects. of the selection ofparameters and assignment of risk

factors and techniques to calculate the score that are disclosed herein are also considered novel.

[0037] Table 4 illustrates a simple heuristic that can be applied to determine a weighted score

reflecting the third parameter — how the vehicle is used. This example shows one alternative for

calculating the driver score, or elements of the driver score by using an offset rather than a weighted

SCOI6.

Speed

Speed limit i Smph

Speed limit :I: 15 mph

Driver A

[0030] The illustrated heuristic identifies offsets to be added to the weighted scores calculated in

accordance with the first two parameters. The offset is based‘ on ranges ofmiles per hour centered

on the speed limit and the types ofroadways being traveled. For instance, a set of oflsets are

10
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provided for the highways, streets, and limited access roadways for speeds that are 5 mph above or

below the posted speed limit and speeds that are 15 mph above or below the posted speed limit. This

particular configuration is once again provided as an example only and the present invention is not

limited to this particular configuration. For example, one set of offsets could also be used when the

vehicle is a particular threshold below the speed limit and another set ofoffsets could be used when

the vehicle is above the posted speed limit. In addition, the structure defined in Table 4 is set up as a

penalty system. An award system could also be established to subtract offsets from the score based

on conforming to the speed limit.

[0039] The values entered for Driver A, Driver B and Driver C illustrate an alternative method to

the percentages used in the previous examples. In this example, the propensity of the driver on a

scale of 0 to 10 is listed for the various conditions. This number could also represent a fiequency

over a period of time — for instance over a given period oftime, Driver A will be over the speed limit

by more than 5 mph 10 times and over the speed limit by more than l5 mph 4 times. For each

occurrence, the offset is added for the particular driver. Thus, for Driver A, the total offset penalty of

0.81 is calculated as follows:

10*0.0l5 + 4*0.05 + 4-*0.025 + 2*0.l + 4*0.02 + l*0.08 = 0.81

[0040] As previously mentioned, the examples that have been provided are for illustrative purposes

only and other factors and Weighting systems could also be incorporated into the present invention

and the present invention is not limited to any particular arrangement. The main focus of the present

invention is to provide a means for calculating a driver score that is based on various operational

parameters. In the example provided, these parameters have included when the vehicle is in use,

where the vehicle is used and how the vehicle is used.

[0041] Once the various parameters have been determined and the weighted scores and penalties

calculated, then the driver score can be determined. For the illustrated example, the driver score is

simply the sum of the “when” and “where” parameters plus the penalty or offset determined by the

“how” parameters. Table 5 illustrates the calculation of the driver score for Driver A, Driver B and

Driver C. Alternatively, the driver score could be calculated in difierent manners, such as

multiplying the weighted score for the “when” with the weighted score for the “where” and than

- adding in the offsets. It will be appreciated that the particular technique employed, although novel

in and ofitself, in no Way limits other aspects ofthe present invention.
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Driver A Driver B
Time ofday (When) 1.295 0.760 1.150

_ Table 5

[0042] Thus, in the illustrated example, Driver A has a driver score of 3.7, Driver B has a driver

score of2.225 and Driver C has a driver scored of2.9275. Based on the particular parameters and

structure of the provided examples, in this situation Driver A is a higher risk driver than Driver B or

Driver C. The driver score can then be used in a variety ofmanners. For instance, the driver score

could be used as one of several parameters entered into the calculation of an automobile insurance

premium or, as an offset or adjustment to an automobile insurance premium. The driver score could

also be used for providing discounts or rate adjustments for life and/or health insurance. Other uses

for the driver score may include, but are not limited to State tax credits, purchase price discounts or

rebates for automobiles, discounts for extended warranties, discounts for vehicle registration, access

to High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes or the like.

[0043] Table 6 illustrates one method ofapplying the driver score. In this example, the driver score

is used to select a rating factor. The rating factor is a multiplier to the insurance premium derived

using other available rating mechanisms.

Driver Score
0.0 to 0.9
1.0 to 1.75 m

1.76 to 2.49
- 2.50 to 3.19

3.20 to 3.59
3.60 to 3.99
4.0 to 4.29
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[0044] In accordance with Table 6 and the calculated driver scores, Driver A would have a rating

factor of 1.10, Driver B would have a rating factor of 0.95 and Driver C would have a rating factor of

1.00. Thus, in this example, based on the rating factors, Driver A’s premium would be increased by

10% based on his driver score, Driver B’s premium would be reduced by 5% and Driver C’s

premium would not be adjusted.

[0045] Thus, the present invention has been described by way of example as a system that includes

a vehicle based component and a central component. The vehicle based component collects usage

data through one or more interfaces and then provides the usage data to the central system either by

means ofwireless transmission or other methods. The central system then calculates a driver score

based at least in part on the usage data received, as well as claim propensity information. Finally, the

driver score can be applied in adjusting the premium of an insurance policy or other terms and

conditions of the policy.

["0046] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps involved in an embodiment ofthe present

invention. The process begins at step 310 where a new vehicle is selected for driver score based

insurance. At step 310 the new vehicle is initialized. This process can include a variety of tasks,

such as but not limited to nor requiring, installation of the monitoring and recording system into the

vehicle, provisioning the system including provisioning ofany wireless communication systems,

entry ofuser data into the central system and verification of operation. These tasks can include

gathering initial information about the driver, the vehicle, the topographical area in which the vehicle

is operated, the identification ofwhat drivers will be utilizing the vehicle, matching the identification

ofthe monitoring and recording system with the drivers, etc.

[0047] Once the system is initialized, the monitoring and recording system begins to monitor the

vehicle activity for a first period oftime 320. The data collected can be provided to the central

system either on—line in real-time, periodically over a wireless interface, or through physically

docking the vehicle with the central system either locally or remotely. The first period oftime can

vary depending on the particular embodiment but generally is sufliciently long to obtain data that is

an accurate portrayal ofthe vehicle activity. Logically an entire year would seem like a valid period

when calculating a driver score for insurance premium purposes but realistically, this would not be

practical. Thus, a shorter period oftime that encompasses enough variants in the individuals

schedule should suffice. For instance, a two to four week period of time may be sufficient ifduring
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that period of time, no extreme conditions occur, such as the driver going on vacation, the driver

taking an extended road trip or the vehicle being in the shop. _

[0048] Once the first period of time has been satisfied, the system can operate to generate the driver

score 330. As previously described, the driver score may include a variety ofparameters with

various weights applied to the parameters. Several examples have been previously provided, each of

which may contain novel aspects ofthe invention, yet do not operate to limit the generality of the

invention to utilize various other parameters, combinations ofparameters and the application of

various weighting factors.

[0049] Once the driver score is determined, if the vehicle or user is currently uninsured 340, the

processing continues at step 350 where the driver score is applied in the selection and definition of

an insurance policy. On the other hand, ifthe vehicle or user is already insured, processing continues

at step 360 where the terms of the insurance policy can be adjusted. In steps 350 and 360, the typical

application ofthe driver score is in the adjustment ofthe insurance premium, however, other

adjustments or term settings could also be made, such as but not limited to, changing deductibles,

changing exclusions, changing the duration ofthe policy, etc.

[0050] Afier the completion of steps 350 or 360, processing continues at step 370 where the vehicle

activity continues to be monitored. At step 370, the monitoring process continues for a second

duration of time. The second duration of time can be as insignificant as seconds or firactions of

seconds or, could be substantial such as days, weeks, etc. Preferably, the second period of time is

less in duration than the first period oftime but this is not a requirement.

[0051] Upon completion ofthe second period of time, the driver score is then adjusted at step 380.

The adjusted driver score is then reapplied in step 360 for adjusting the terms ofthe insurance policy.

Thus, the driver score and the terms ofthe insurance policy can be continually updated as the system

collects further information about the vehicle activity.

[0052] In an alternate embodiment, an insurance policy can simply be issued to an insured party at

premiums and terms calculated in the normal fashion. Subsequent premiums and terms can then be

adjusted over time by employing the monitoring and driver score calculation aspects of the present
invention.

[0053] The present invention has been described using detailed descriptions ofembodiments

thereof that are provided by way ofexample and are not intended to limit the scope ofthe invention.

The present invention can be implemented as aprocess that runs within a variety ofsystem

14
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environments or as an entire system including various components. The described embodiments

comprise different features, not all of which are required in all embodiments ofthe invention. Some

embodiments of the present invention utilize only some ofthe features, aspects or possible

combinations ofthe features or aspects.‘ Variations of embodiments of the present invention that are

described and embodiments of the present invention comprising different combinations of features

noted in the described embodiments will occur to persons of the art.
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CLAJMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of quantifying vehicle activity, the method comprising the steps of:

monitoring particular parameters of the activity of a vehicle for a first period of

time; and

calculating a driver score based at least in part on the particular parameters of the

vehicle activity during the first period of time.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of applying the driver score to

adjust the terms of an insurance policy for the vehicle.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the terms of the insurance policy that are adjusted

include the deductibles.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the terms of the insurance policy that are adjusted

include the premiums.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of calculating a driver score further

comprises the steps of:

identifying time ofday classes in which the vehicle can be utilized;

determining the amount of driving time that the vehicle is used in each of the time

ofday classes;

calculating a time of day weighted value based at least in part on the amount of

driving time that the vehicle is used in ‘each of the time ofday classes; and

applying the time ofday weighted value in the calculation of the driver score.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the step of calculating a time of day weighted

value further comprises calculating a time of day weighted value based at least in part on risk

tendencies for the time ofday classes.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the step of calculating a driver score further

comprises the steps of:

identifying geographical sub-areas in which the vehicle can be utilized;

determining the amount of driving time that the vehicle is used in each of the

geographical sub—areas;

calculating an area weighted value based on the amount of driving time that the

vehicle is used in each ofthe geographical sub-areas; and

applying the area weighted value in the calculation of the driver score.
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8. The method of claim 7, wherein the step of calculating an area weighted value

further comprises calculating an area weighted value based at least in part on risk tendencies for

the geographical sub areas.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the step of calculating a driver score further

comprises the steps of:

identifying speed classes in which the vehicle can be utilized;

determining the frequency at which the vehicle is used in each of the speed

classes;

calculating a speed weighted value based at least in part on the frequency at which

the vehicle is used in each of the speed classes; and

applying the speed weighted value in the calculation ofthe driver score.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of calculating a driver score further

comprises the steps of:

identifying geographical sub-areas in which the vehicle can be utilized;

determining the amount of driving time that the vehicle is used in each of the

geographical sub-areas;

calculating an area weighted value based on the amount of driving time that the

vehicle is used in each ofthe geographical sub-areas; and

applying the area weighted value in the calculation of the driver score.

11. The -method of claim 1, wherein the step of calculating a driver score further

comprises the steps of:

identifying speed classes in which the Vehicle can be utilized;

determining the frequency at which the vehicle is used in each of the speed

classes;

calculating a speed weighted value based at least in part on the frequency at which

the vehicle is used in each of the speed classes; and

applying the offset value in the calculation ofthe driver score.

12, The method ofclaim 1, further comprising the steps of:

monitoring the activity ofthe vehicle for a second period of time; and

adjusting the driver score based at least in part on the vehicle activity during the

second period oftime.

13. A method of generating a rating factor that can be used as the basis for adjusting

the terms ofan insurance policy, the method comprising the steps of:

installing a vehicle monitor within a vehicle;

17
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monitoring the activity of the vehicle for a first period oftime;

calculating a driver score based at least i.n part on the vehicle activity during the

first period of time;

applying the driver s core to determine the terms of an insurance policy for the

insured vehicle;

monitoring the activity ofthe vehicle for a subsequent period of time; and

adjusting the driver score based at least in part on the vehicle activity during the

subsequent period oftime.

14. The method ofclaim 13, wherein vehicle monitor includes a wireless interface and

the step ofcalculating a driver score filrther comprises the steps of:

wirelessly transmitting data obtained from the monitoring step to a central system;
and

the central system calculating the driver score based at least in part on the
transmitted data.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the step ofc alculating a driver score further

comprises the steps of:

identifying time of day classes in which the vehicle can be utilized;

determining the amount ofdriving time that the vehicle is used in each of the time

ofday classes;

calculating a time of day weighted value based on the amount of driving time that

the vehicle is used in each of the time of day classes and claim propensities for the time of day

classes;

applying the time ofday weighted value in the calculation of the driver score;

identifying geographical sub—areas in which the vehicle can be utilized;

determining the amount of driving time that the vehicle is used in each of the

geographical sub-areas;

calculating an area weighted value based on the amount of driving time that the

vehicle is used in each of the geographical sub-areas and claim propensities for the geographical

sub-areas;

‘applying the area weighted value in the calculation of the driver score;

identifying speed classes in which the vehicle can be utilized;

determining the frequency at which the vehicle is used in each of the speed

classes;
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calculating an offset value based on the frequency at which the vehicle is used in

each ofthe speed classes; and

applying the offset value in the calculation of the driver score.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the step of monitoring the vehicle during the

first period oftime further comprises the steps of:

identifying times during the first period of time at which the vehicle was operated;

identifying geographical sub—areas in which the vehicle was operated during the

first time period; and

identifying the speeds at which the vehicle was operated during the first period of
time.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the step ofc alculating a driver score further

comprises the steps of:

applying the identified times, geographical sub-areas and speeds in the calculation

of the driver score.

18. A system for calculating a driver score and applying the driver score in the

determination of the terms of an insurance policy, the system comprising:

a recording system that is installable within a vehicle;

a GPS interface that is couple to the recording system;

a vehicle bus interface that is couple to the recording system;

a transmitter coupled t o the recording system for transmitting v ehicle operation

data obtained by the recording system through the GPS interface and the vehicle bus interface;

a receiver that is communicatively coupled to the transmitter for receiving the

vehicle operation data; and

a central system that is coupled to the receiver and operable to:

calculate a driver score based at least in part on the vehicle operation data;

apply the driver score determine the terms ofthe insurance policy.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the transmitter and the receiver are

communicatively coupled over a wireless interface.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the wireless interface is a cellular interface.

21. The system ofclaim 18, wherein the wireless interface is a pager interface.

22. The system of claim 18, wherein the vehicle operation data comprises:

times at which the vehicle is operated;
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locations in which the vehicle is operated; and

speeds at which the vehicle is operated;

23. The system ofclaim 22, further comprising a back end processor that is coupled to

the central system and is operable to provide the central system with claim propensity data related

to time, locations and vehicle speeds.
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Applicants are enclosing Form PTO—1449 (six sheets), along with a copy of each

listed reference for which a copy is required under 37 CFR §1.98(a)(2). Pursuant to the

undersigned attorney’s obligation and duties under 37 CFR §§ 1.56 and 1.98(a)(3) and

(c), either English language abstracts, partial translations, or full translations are

included for patent documents which are not in English for the express purpose of

providing a concise explanation of the references to the Patent and Trademark Office

with the opportunity to evaluate the same. Applicants respectfully request the

Examiner's consideration of the above reference(s) and entry thereof into the record of

this application.

By submitting this Statement, Applicants are attempting to fully comply with the

duty of candor and good faith mandated by 37 CFR §1.56. As such, this Statement is

not intended to constitute an admission that any of the enclosed references, or other

information referred to therein, constitutes “prior art” or is otherwise “material to

patentabi|ity,” as that phrase is defined in 37 CFR §1.56(a).
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The Applicants have calculated no fee to be due in connection with the filing of

this Information Disclosure Statement. However, the Director is authorized to charge

any fee deficiency associated with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement to

a deposit account, as authorized in the Transmittal accompanying this Information

Disclosure Statement.

Respectfully submitted,

March 26, 2010
Date

/James A. Collinsl

James A. Collins

(Reg. No. 43,557)
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CERTIFICATE or EFS FILING UNDER 37 CFR §1.a -

H O F E R
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark

Office, Commissioner for Patents. via the EFS pursuant to 37 CFR §‘l.8 on the below date: G I L S 0 N

Date: Seglember3 2008 Name: James A. Collins Signature: Names A. Collins] & L I 0 N E

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Appln. of: William Curtis Everett et al.

Appln. No.: 12/132,487

Filed: June 3, 2008

For: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM Cont. No.: 7812

Docket No: 12654/42

TRANSMITTAL

Commissioner for Patents
P. O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Attached islarez

IZI Transmittal; Power of Attorney; Statement Under 37 CFR 3.73(b); and Assignment.
Fee calculation:

No additional fee is required.

Small Entity.

An extension fee in an amount of$j for a _-month extension of time under 37 CFR § 1.136(a).

A surcharge in the amount of 55 under 37 CFR § 1.16(F).

An additional filing fee has been calculated as shown below:

Small Entity Not a Small Entity

Claims Remaining Highest No. Present
AfterAmendment Previousl Paid For Extra Rate Add'| Fee OR Rate Add'l Fee

Total Minus x $25: x $50:

lndep. Minus x 105: x $210=

First Presentation of Multiple De . Claim +$185= + $370= '
Total Total

Fee payment:

El Please charge Deposit Account No. 23-1925 in the amount of .

El Payment by credit card in the amount of $ (Form PTO-2038 is attached).

IZI The Director is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR § 1.16
and any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR § 1.17 associated with this paper (including any
extension fee required to ensure that this paper is timely filed), or to credit any overpayment, to Deposit
Account No. 23-1925.

Respectfully submitted,

September 3, 2008 /James A. Collins!
Date James A. Collins (Reg. No. 43,557)
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Inventors: Raymond Scott Ling, Richard Ashton Hutchinson, Wilbert John
Steigenlvald Ill. William Andrew Say, Patrick Lawrence O'Mal|ey,
Dane Allen Shrallow, and William Curtis Everett

Title of App|n.: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

POWER OF ATTORNEY BY ASSIGNEE
AND CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS INDICATION

The specification of the above-identified patent application:
I] is attached hereto.

was filed on June 3, 2008 as U.S. application No. 12/132 487___j:_:.

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to
the assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

Progressive Casualgg insurance Company , a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio,
("ASSIGNEE") certifies that it is the assignee of the entire right, title and interest in the patent application identified above by virtueof either:

|___] An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above, a copy of which was recorded
in the Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , frame , or a copy thereof is attached which is being
recorded concurrently herewith pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11; OR

I] A chain of tifle from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above, to the current assignee asshown below:

1. From ' to

The document was recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Framecopy thereof is attached.

From to

The document was recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Framecopy of which is attached.

Customer No. 00757 - Brinks Hofer Gilson Lione

Please recognize or change the correspondence address for this application to the address associated with the above-mentioned
Customer Number. Please direct all telephonic and facsimile communications to:

James A. Collins - Reg. No. 43,557
Tel.: (312) 321-4200; Fax: (312)321-4299
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The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is empowered to act on behalf of ASSIGNEE.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true, and that all statements made on infonnation and
belief are believed to be true; and further, that these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements, and
the like so made, are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. §1001, and that such willful false statements
may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

Signature lg rs Date: S]”§Ll"‘3.Q'O8Name: Dane A. Shrallow

Title: Associate General Counsel
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PTO/SB/96 (01-OB)
Approved for use through 07/31/2008. OMB D651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paen/vork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to res ond to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73[b)

Applicant/Patent Owner: Raymond Scott Ling ’

Application No./Patent No.: 12/132 487 Filed/Issue Date: June 3 2008— 

Entitled: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

. I , a

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.)
states that it is:

1. the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest; or

2. D an assignee of less than theentire right, title and interest
(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %)

in the patent application/patent identified above by virtue of either:

AAn assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded
in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 021360 , Frame 0881 , or for which a copythereof is attached.

atent and Trademark Office at
, or for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel , Frame

, or for which a copy thereof is attached.

3. From: To: ’

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel . Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

E] Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet.

D As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true co
Division in accordance with 37 CF
302.08]

py of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
R Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. E MPEP

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/James A. Collins/ 33 tember 3 2008 ____E__j_%__:__
Signature Date

James A. Collin (312) 321-4200 

Printed or Typed Name

Attorne forA licant
 _?___:_;:Title

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.7
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is go
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting

Telephone Number

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Case No. 12654/42

ASSIGNMENT

WHEREAS, RAYMOND SCOTT LING, RICHARD ASHTON

HUTCHINSON, WILBERT JOHN STEIGERWALD III, WILLIAM ANDREW SAY,
PATRICK LAWRENCE O’MALLEY, DANE ALLEN SHRALLOW, and WILLIAM

CURTIS EVERETT hereinafter called the "Assignors", have made the invention described in

the United States patent application entitled VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM, executed

by the Assignor on the same date as, or on a date prior to, this Assignment;

WHEREAS, Progressive Casualty Insurance Company, a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the State of Ql1_i(_>, having a place of business at 6300 Wilson Mills

Road, N72, Mafiield Village, OH 44143, hereinafter called the "Assignee", desires to acquire
the entire right, title and interest in and to the invention and the patent application identified

above, and all patents which may be obtained for said invention, as set forth below;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the sum of One Dollar ($1.00), and other

valuable and legally sufficient consideration, the receipt of which by the Assignors from the

A Assignee is hereby acknowledged, the Assignors have sold, assigned and transferred, and by
these presents do sell, assign and transfer to the Assignee, the entire right, title and interest for

the United States in and to the invention and the patent application identified above, and any
patents that may issue for said invention in the United States; together with the entire right, title
and interest in and to said invention and all patent applications and patents therefor in all

countries foreign to the United States, including the full right to claim for any such application

all benefits and priority rights under any applicable convention; together with the entire right,
title and interest in and to all continuations, divisions, renewals and extensions of any of the

patent applications and patents defined above; together with the right to recover all damages,
including, but not limited to, a reasonable royalty, by reason of past, present, or future

infringement or any other violation of patent or patent application rights; to have and to hold for

the sole and exclusive use and benefit of the Assignee, its successors and assigns, to the full end
of the term or tenns for all such patents.

The Assignors hereby covenant and agree, for both the Assignors and the Assignors’

legal representatives, that the Assignors will assist the Assignee in the prosecution of the patent
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My Commission Expires:

DATED: Zzdm flml/2”, .
L William Andrew Say

STATE OF OH I0 )
_ ) ss.

COUNTY OF ct/‘/M05"? )

I, Lg,’ , a Notary Public in and for the County and State aforesaid, do
hereby certify that wrllal. la? , personally known to me to be the same person whose name is
subscribed to the foregoing nstrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged
that (s)he signed, sealed and delivered the said instrument as his/her free and voluntary act for
the uses and purposes therein set forth.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and Notarial Seal, this
7*“ day ofjow ,2008.

'. .1

_ . _ » . ilH’l§.° LING, Iumey
My Commission Expires: NOTARY PUBLIC - sr/are f_OjF QHIQ

M1 sommission has no expirafjgn
.'5_e_ctii2n JSLQ3 8.9;

J

_. __4‘_V_A.,-.. .3,

DATED: ‘/3,5200 X /X e)
Patrick Lawrence O’Malley

STATE OF N! 70 )

COUNTY OF Ct/W7/705'” ) SS.

1, , a Notary Public in and for the County and State aforesaid, do
hereby certify that @£1;_/; 0' 2% , personally known to me to be the same person whose name is
subscribed to the foregoing ins ent, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged
that (s)he signed, sealed and delivered the said instrument as his/her free and voluntary act for
the uses and purposes therein set forth.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and otarial Seal, this
day of Jane, 2008.

4 RA MOND S, UNG, an i
' ' NOTARY puauc - smile or UHIQ‘

My commission has no expirati_9'1i_§affi)
§ecii9n M1.-.93 R39; ._*n___ .__.‘
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application identified above; in the making and prosecution of any other patent applications that

the Assignee may elect to make covering the invention identified above; in vesting in the

Assignee like exclusive title in and to all such other patent applications and patents; and in the

prosecution of any interference which may arise involving said invention, or any such patent

application or patent; and that the Assignors will execute and deliver to the Assignee any and all

additional papers which may be requested by the Assignee to carry out the terms of this

Assignment.

The Commissioner ofPatents and Trademarks is hereby authorized and requested to issue

patents to the Assignee in accordance with the terms of this Assignment.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the Assignors have exe ted this agreement.

6 / § 015 .
William Curtis Everett

STATE OF 0tH0 )
_ ) ss.

COUNTY 01: cvrauoefi )

I, /Qgmanti [mg , a Notary Public in and for the County and State aforesaid, do
hereby certify that I-‘Ml!-aim amffpersonally known to me to be the same person whose name is
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged
that (s)he signed, sealed and delivered the said instrument as his/her free and voluntary act for
the uses and purposes therein set forth.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and Notarial Seal, this
S *1‘ day of Juan; , 2008.

. Public -
RA some S; _t , 5,

_ _ _ Norma‘! PEELIC - sM‘r:. ,'c'i=, gxitq‘.
My Commlsglon Exp“-es; My ca-n1:::_is:;E<;:: has no -?PKDEl'afio1_i' gab)‘:

hecizon ‘u’1':’.i.”?3_ l§__C_, '-
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\

Rich Ashton Hutchinson

STATE OF aqua )
) ss.

COUNTYOF cw/Matti’ )

I, .-new Zr ' , a Notary Public in and for the County and State aforesaid, do
hereby certify that film ,,.';o:, personally known to me to be the same person whose name is
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged
that (s)he signed, sealed and delivered the said instrument as his/her free and voluntary act for
the uses and purposes therein set forth.

4%!‘ IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and Notarial Seal, this
5 day ofJ,,,,,: , 2008.

‘L9 5.. tm-5,. as my
NOTARY puma - STATE :0‘; ‘glitzy.

My Commission Expires: My °°“"‘}.'i3i-i:‘l3ni1.i.Z7‘,°513ilK§i.'§:i"“’[' gm”

DATED: -5 UNE 9 2008

STATE OF rflf 10 )

) ss.

)COUNTY OF CW1‘! ‘I05’?

I, Lynprnmf L519) , a Notary Public in and for the County and State aforesaid, do
hereby certify that M 5 -' r J, personally known to me to be the same person whose name is
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged
that (s)he signed, sealed and delivered the said instrument as his/her free and voluntary act for
the uses and purposes therein set forth.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and Notarial Seal, this
C) ll"! day of J,,_,,,_ , 2008.

mzvmow S, E§."=f“%,,
_3_ Nomzv PUBLIC - STATE D'§‘~.

My fifidxmission has no E-xpiratiarg
Secrson 147,03 REE
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'11"

My Commission Expires:

B Q
Dane Allen Shrallow

DATED:

STATE OF Nab

COUNTY OF L'uf7a/lw7r<.

Notary Public in and for the County and State aforesaid, doI, a

hereby certify th msondly known to me to be the same person whose name is
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged
that (s)he signed, sealed and delivered the said instrument as his/her free and voluntary act for
the uses and purposes therein set forth.

SS.
)

)

)

JESPEI
‘M _Na1arvPIflc-Shdflh
W’: Recordadlnuloootrfl

‘~" .5. Mycommlsslonixphl
‘t-rgalsslomfiwtpinmm

aim’M175

STATE OF Mu: )
SS.

COUNTYOF )

I Notary Public in and for the County and State aforesaid, do
hereby certify that o ersonally known to me to be the same person whose name is
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged
that (s)he signed, sealed and delivered the said instrument as his/her free and voluntary act for
the uses and purposes therein set forth.

«

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and Notarial Seal, this
, 2008.

Notary Pfilic

(‘0 (‘Q day of

MARYANN C. PESPHI

§ Recorded In Lam county
. My Commission Explm

April 8. 2011

::
t.

‘n :-A.
C‘

unm||““"
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

3881390

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Raymond Scott Ling

Customer Number: 00757

Filer Authorized By: James A. Collins

Attorney Docket Number: 12654/42

Filing Date: 03-JUN-2008

Time Stamp: 16:45:52

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 11 1(a)

Payment information:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter transforpoa.PDF 6cdc887d e(9462b63b2l473 bbgd eDc77l'| 2
78b77

Information:
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392256

Power of Attorney poa373.PDF 468ah6I764UU77rIP5797II5r’)h9'l 90(IP7rI 3d
3af473

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 431447

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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U\'ITF'.I‘I STATES T)F'.PAR'I'\fF'.\I'I‘ OF (‘,OI\’|'IVlF‘.R(“,Fl
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address. COI\/II\/IISST0\TFIfi‘, FOR PATENTSP O Box 1 4 50

Alexandria, Yngriia Z2313-1450wvI.w.uspto gov

ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS

1312/1 32,487 06/03/2008 2628 8760 12654/42 130
CONFIRMATION NO. 7812

757 UPDATED FILING RECEIPT

BRINKS HOFER GILSON & LIONEP.o. BOX 10395 ||||||||I llllllllllllllllflllllglll III II IIIIIIIISIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII||||I||||||||||||
CHICAGO, IL 60610 0000003

Date Mailed: 08/14/2008

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

App|icant(s)
Raymond Scott Ling, Westlake, OH;

Richard Ashton Hutchinson, Chagrin Falls, OH;
Wilbert John Steigen/vald Ill, Kirtland, OH;
William Andrew Say, Macedonia, OH;
Patrick Lawrence O'Ma||ey, Kirtland, OH;
Dane Allen Shrallow, Solon, OH;
William Curtis Everett, Hudson, OH;

Assignment For Published Patent Application

Progressive Casualty Insurance Company, Mayfield Village, OH
Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a CIP of 10/764,076 01/23/2004
which is a CIP of 09/571,650 05/15/2000 PAT 6,868,386
which is a CIP of O9/135,034 O8/17/1998 PAT 6,064,970
which is a CON of 08/592,958 01/29/1996 PAT 5,797,134

Foreign Applications

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 06/13/2008

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 12/132,487

Projected Publication Date: Request for Non—Publication Acknowledged

Non—Publication Request: Yes
page 1 of 3
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Early Publication Request: No
Title

VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

Preliminary Class

345

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT—member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicants license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1—866—999-HALT (1—866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

page 2 of 3
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the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE U\'T'I‘F'.T‘I STATES T)F'.PAR'I'\IF'.\I'I‘ OF (‘,Oi\’|'iVlF‘.R(“,F}
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address. COMMTSST0\TFIfi‘, FOR PATENTSP O Box 1 4 50

Alexandria, Ytigrria Z2313-1450Vvviwuspto gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAVED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

12/ 1 32,487 06/03/2008 Raymond Scott Ling 12654/42
CONFIRMATION NO. 7812

757 IMPROPER CPOA LETTER
BRINKS HOFER GILSON & LIONE

P.o. BOX 10395 i|||i|||||||||||||||||IliiflilllllllllllllliIllllililliflllIlllllilillllillilll|||||||||i|||00000003 5 229
CHICAGO, IL 60610

Date Mailed: 08/14/2008

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 08/05/2008. The Power of Attorney in this application is not
accepted for the reason(s) listed below:

- The Power of Attorney is from an assignee and the Certificate required by 37 CFR 3.73(b) has not been
received.

/t11aileI11ariam/

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571)272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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CERTIFICATE OF EFS FILING UNDER 37 CFR §1.8
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office. Commissioner
for Patents, via the EFS pursuant to 37 CFR §1.8 on the below date:

Date: August5 2008 Name: James A. Collins Signature: Names A. Collins]

Case No. 12654/42

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

William Curtis Everett et al.

Serial No.: 12/132,487

Filed: June 3, 2008 Confirm. No.: 7812

For: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF

NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)
FILING DATE GRANTED

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In accordance with the Notice to File Missing Parts of Nonprovisional Application

Filed Under 37 CFR 1.53(b) Filing Date Granted dated June 3 2008, enclosed herewith for

filing are the following documents for the above-referenced patent application:

Fully executed Declaration for Patent Application

Fully executed Power of Attorney

Fully executed Combined Declaration and Power of Attorney

Petition for Ext. of Time (37 C.F.R. § l.l36(a)) to File Missing Parts (if by mail, in dup)

Other: Replacement Drawings g 1-17, 30-34 1
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App. No. 12/132,487 Case No. 12654-42

Applicant is: E] small entity (per 37 CFR 1.27) E other than small entity

Fees Associated with Payment:

Filing Fee: $3fl

Surcharge: 3

Addtl. Claim Fees: $ 600 for Q0 additional claims

Search Fee: $

Examination Fee: $

App. Size Fee: $ (for each additional 50 sheets that exceeds 100
sheets, including specification and drawings)

Payment Method:

I:I Payment by credit card in the amount of $ to cover the fees listed above.
Form PTO-2038 is enclosed for this purpose.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge $8,760 to cover the fees listed

above to Deposit Account No. 23-1925.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiencies in fees or credit

overpayment to Deposit Account No. 23- 1925.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: August 5, 2008 /James A. Collins/
James A. Collins, Reg. No. 43,557

Attorney for Applicants

BRINKS HOFER GILSON & LIONE

P.O. BOX 10395

CHICAGO, IL 60610

(312) 321-4200
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Case No. 12654/42

DECLARATION FOR PATENT APPLICATION

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if
plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention
entitled, VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM, the specification of which:

CI is attached hereto.

E was filed on June 3 2008 as Application Serial No. l2/132487.

El and was amended on (if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as
amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal
Regu1ations,§ 1.56(a).

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. § ll9(a)-(d) or § 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent or
inventor's certificate or § 365(a) of any PCT International application which designated at least one country other than the
United States, listed below and have also identified below, by checking the box, any foreign application for patent or
inventor's certificate, or PCT International application having a filing date before that of the application on which priority isclaimed:

Prior Foreign Application( sg Priority Claimed

Cl D

(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year Filed) Yes No

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 1 19(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 120 of any United States application(s), or § 365(0) of any PCT International
application designating the United States, listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this
application is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT International application in the manner provided by the first
paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in
37 CFR § 1.56 which became available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT International
filing date of this application:

10/764,076 January 23, 2004 pending

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status-patented, pending, abandoned)

09/571,650 May 15, 2000 patented
(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status-patented, pending, abandoned)

09/135,034 August 17, 1998 patented

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status—patented, pending, abandoned)

08/592,958 January 29, 1996 patented

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status-patented, pending, abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false
statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the
United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued
thereon.

Page 1 of 2
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Case No. 12654/42

Inventor's Signature : . S .7 "
Full name of first inventor -

Residence Westlake, OH
Citizenship USA

Post Office Address 28205 Edgepark Blvd., Westlake, OH 44145

Inventor's Signature ' Y-“*—-‘ Date: °"i ° 5 i° 5
Full name of second inventor Ric d Ashton Hutchinson

Residence Cha 'n Falls, OH
Citizenship USA
Post Office Address 511 North Main Street, Cha "n Falls, OH 44022

Inventor's Signature
Full name of third inventor

Residence Kirtland, O "
Citizenship USA
Post Office Address 10731 Beechwood Drive, Kirtland, OH 44094-5119

Inventor's Signature , ,

Full name of fourth inventor W1 liam Andrew Say
Residence Macedonia, OH
Citizenship USA
Post Office Address 1104 Bull Creek Lane, Macedonia, OH 44056

Inventor's Signature J. E : Date
Full name of fifih inventor Patrick Lawrence O’Mal1ey
Residence Kirtland, OH

Citizenship USA
Post Office Address 7123 Giuliano Drive, Kirtland, OH 44094

Inventor's Signature $5, Q! S 2 _ &;/ Date:
Full name of sixth inventor Dane Allen Shrallow

Residence Solon, OH
Citizenship USA
Post Office Address 32680 Shadowbrook Drive, Solon, OH 44139

Inventor's Signature V " I -i‘”‘{ 5, ZUOK
Full name of seventh inventor William Curtis Everett

Residence Hudson, OH
Citizenship USA

Post Office Address 1573 Waynesboro Drive, Hudson, OH 44236

Customer No. 00757
BRINKS HOFER GILSON & LIONE

P.O. Box 10395

Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 321-4200

Page 2 of 2
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Attorney Docket No.: 12654/42

Inventors: Raymond Scott Ling, Richard Ashton Hutchinson, Wilbert John
Steigenrvald Ill, William Andrew Say, Patrick Lawrence O’MaIley,
Dane Allen Shrallow, and William Curtis Everett

Title of App|n.: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

POWER OF ATTORNEY BY ASSIGNEE

AND CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS INDICATION

The specification of the above-identified patent application:

Cl is attached hereto.

E was filed on June 3 2008 as U.S. application No. 12/132 487

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to
the assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

Progressive Casualty Insurance Company , a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio,
(“ASSlGNEE") certifies that it is the assignee of the entire right, title and interest in the patent application identified above by virtue
of either:

[I An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above, a copy of which was recorded
in the Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , frame , or a copy thereof is attached which is being
recorded concurrently herewith pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11; OR

|:I A chain of title from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above, to the current assignee as
shown below:

1. From to .

The document was recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame
copy thereof is attached.

From to .
The document was recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame

copy of which is attached.

E] Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet.

ASSIGNEE hereby revokes all previously granted powers of attorney in the above identified patent application and appoints the
Practitioners associated with the following Customer Number as its attorneys, with full power of substitution and revocation, to
prosecute this application and any continuations, divisions, reissues, and reexaminations thereof, to receive the patent(s), to
transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, and to act on ASSlGNEE'S behalf
before the competent International Authorities in connection with any and all international applications filed by ASSIGNEE:

Customer No. 00757 - Brinks Hofer Gilson Lione

Please recognize or change the correspondence address for this application to the address associated with the above-mentioned
Customer Number. Please direct all telephonic and facsimile communications to:

James A. Collins - Reg. No. 43,557
Tel.: (312)321-4200; Fax: (312)321-4299

The undersigned hereby authorizes the Practitioners associated with the above Customer Number to accept and follow
instructions from James A. Collins as to any action to be taken in the Patent and Trademark Office regarding this application
without direct communication between the Practitioners and the undersigned. In the event of a change in the persons from whom
instructions may be taken. the Practitioners will be so notified by the undersigned.
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The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is empowered to act on behalf of ASSIGNEE.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true, and that all statements made on information and
belief are believed to be true; and further, that these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements, and
the like so made, are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. §1001, and that such willful false statements
may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

Name: Dane A. Shrallow
Title: Associate General Counsel

Signature lg £3 Date: Elnfiq 1008
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CERTIFICATE OF EFS FILING UNDER 37 CFR §1.8
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office,
Commissioner for Patents, via the EFS pursuant to 37 CFR §1.B on the below date:

Date: Augusts 2005 Name: James A. Collins Signature: /James A, Collins/

Case No. 12654742

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

_In re Application of: I

William Curtis Everett et al.

Serial No: 12/132,487

Filed: June 3, 2008

For: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

SUBMISSION OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Notice to File Missing Parts dated June 16, 2008, Applicants have

enclosed 23 sheets of formal drawings (Figures 1-17 and 30-34 A & B). The original Figure 34

has been changed to Figure 34 A and Figure 34 B.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: August 5, 2008 /James A. Collins/

James A. Collins, Reg. No. 43,557

Attorney for Applicants

BRINKS HOFER GILSON & LIONE

P.O. BOX 10395

CHICAGO, IL 60610

(312) 321-4200
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Title: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

Inventors: William Curtis Everett et al.

Attorney Docket No: 12654-42
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Title: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

Inventors: William Curtis Everett et ai.

Attorney Docket No: 12654-42
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Title: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

Inventors: William Curtis Everett et al.

Attorney Docket No: 12654-42
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Title: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

Inventors: William Curtis Everett et al.
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Title: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

Inventors: William Curtis Everett et al.

Attorney Docket No: 12654-42
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title Of Invention: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: William Curtis Everett

James A. Collins/Tina SieczkowskiFiler:

Filed as Large Entity

Utility Filing Fees

Eisistél

Utility Examination Fee 1311 1 210 210

Claims:

Claims in excess of 20 1202 5500
0 210Independent claims in excess of 3 1201 1 2100

Miscellaneous-Filing:
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Sub-Total in

Description Quantity USD($)

Late filing fee for oath or declaration 1 130 130

Patent-Appeals-and-lnterierence:

Post—A|Iowance—and—Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 8760
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

3730660

Confirmation Number:

Title Of Invention: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: William Curtis Everett

Customer Number: 757

Filer Authorized By: James A. Collins

Attorney Docket Number: 12654/42

Receipt Date: 05-AUG-2008

Filing Date: 03—JUN—2008

Time Stamp: 15:24:39

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes

PaY'"“9“t W99 Deposit Account

Payment was successfully received in RAM $3750

RAM confirmation Number 734

Der)°sit/iccount
Authorized User  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Chare an Additional Fees reuired under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 Patent a lication and reexamination rocessin fees
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.Fl. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.Fl. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes) Multi Pages

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter transformissingparts.PDF B776ba6d7b382bBd251 39131 eb2cb8a4
Gclllzaa

Applicant Response to Pre-Exam
Formalities Notice reSpOnSetomp'PDF 14e4360a89cl92033lbe1b691ba151Ise

6716141

Information:

106967

Oath or Declaration filed dec|aration.PDF
451640321 2b3b0de5e4l1 9948ea629b4

53€lb78bd

Information:

Power of Attorney 3dOble7d5ba2-/1551127U7d163aB021a0
113314573

Warnings:

Information:

28133

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter subofformdrawings. PDF

Warnings:

Information:

877622
Drawings—only black and white line

drawings correcteddrawings.PDF B1l979ac36cl6Bod62111eb8c24c0h31h
d1a5581d

Warnings:

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-06) 1766086571251 5325d7cb97e30edba79b
427dc9ed

Warnings:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 1203994
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see
37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date
shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
It a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions
of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary
components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the
International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due
course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement
Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

3730660

Confirmation Number:

Title Of Invention: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: William Curtis Everett

Customer Number: 757

Filer Authorized By: James A. Collins

Attorney Docket Number: 12654/42

Receipt Date: 05-AUG-2008

Filing Date: 03—JUN—2008

Time Stamp: 15:24:39

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes

PaY'"“9“t W99 Deposit Account

Payment was successfully received in RAM $3750

RAM confirmation Number 734

Der)°sit/iccount
Authorized User  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Chare an Additional Fees reuired under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 Patent a lication and reexamination rocessin fees
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.Fl. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.Fl. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes) Multi Pages

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter transformissingparts.PDF B776ba6d7b382bBd251 39131 eb2cb8a4
Gclllzaa

Applicant Response to Pre-Exam
Formalities Notice reSpOnSetomp'PDF 14e4360a89cl92033lbe1b691ba151Ise

6716141

Information:

106967

Oath or Declaration filed dec|aration.PDF
451640321 2b3b0de5e4l1 9948ea629b4

53€lb78bd

Information:

Power of Attorney 3dOble7d5ba2-/1551127U7d163aB021a0
113314573

Warnings:

Information:

28133

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter subofformdrawings. PDF

Warnings:

Information:

877622
Drawings—only black and white line

drawings correcteddrawings.PDF B1l979ac36cl6Bod62111eb8c24c0h31h
d1a5581d

Warnings:

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-06) 1766086571251 5325d7cb97e30edba79b
427dc9ed

Warnings:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 1203994
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see
37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date
shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
It a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions
of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary
components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the
International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due
course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement
Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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_ B RI N K S
CERTIFICATE OF EFS FILING UNDER 37 CFR §,1.a —" T?

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark H 0 F E R
Office, Commissionerfor Patents, via the EFS pursuant to 37 CFR §1.8 on the below date: G I L 0 N

Date: August 5 2008 Name: James A. Collins Signature: /James A. Collinsl 8‘ L I 0 N E

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

in re Appln. of: William Curtis Everett et al.

Appln. No.: 12/132,487

Filed: June 3, 2008

For: VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM Conf. No.: 7812

Docket No: 12654/42

TRANSMITTAL

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents
P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Attached islarez

Transmittal; Response to File Missing Parts of Nonprovisional Appl., Declaration; Power of Attorney;
Submission of Formal Drawings; Figures 1-17 & 30 -34 A & B).

Fee calculation:

No additional fee is required.

Small Entity.

An extension fee in an amount of $T for a _:-month extension of time under 37 CFR § 1.136(a).

A surcharge in the amount of $1I;0C) under 37 CFR § 1.16(F).

An additional filing fee has been calculated as shown below:

Small Entit Not a Small Entit

Claims Remaining Highest No.
AfterAmendment Previousl Paid For Add'| Fee OR Rate Add‘l Fee

First Presentation of Multi le De . Claim

500

2100

Fee payment:

E Please charge Deposit Account No. 23-1925 in the amount of $8,760.00 for Fi|ing_F_ee ($310), Surcharge
($130), Search Fee ($510) Examination Fee ($210) and Additional Claims Fee ($7600).

I:] Payment by credit card in the amount of $ (Form PTO-2038 is attached).

IXI The Director is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR § 1.16
and any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR § 1.17 associated with this paper (including any
extension fee required to ensure that this paper is timely filed), or to credit any overpayment, to Deposit
Account No. 23-1925.

Respectfully submitted,

August 5, 2008 /James A. Collinsl
Date James A. Collins (Reg. No. 43,557)
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UVITFID STATES I)FIPAR'I'\IFI\I'I‘ OF COIWIVIFIRCFI
United States Patent and Traolenlark Uffice
Adduss. CUI\/II\/IISSI0\TI7.I7. FUR PATENTSPO. BOX 1450

Alexandlia, Y1.1gJi.ia Z2313-1450wvmzuspm gov

ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS

1312/1 32,487 06/03/2008 2628 12654/42 130
CONFIRMATION NO. 7812

757 FILING RECEIPT
BRINKS HOFER GILSON & LIONE

P.O. BOX .0395 IIIIIIIIIIIIiilmlmlillillwillglliliIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
CHICAGO, IL 60610

Date Mailed: 06/16/2008

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

App|icant(s)
William Curtis Everett, Hudson, OH;

Richard Ashton Hutchinson, Chagrin Falls, OH;
Wilbert John Steigerwald Ill, Kirtland, OH;
William Andrew Say, Macedonia, OH;

Patrick Lawrence O'Ma||ey, Kirtland, OH;
Dane Allen Shrallow, Solon, OH;

Raymond Scott Ling, Westlake, OH;
Assignment For Published Patent Application

Progressive Casualty Insurance Company, Mayfield Village, OH
Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CIP of 10/764,076 01/23/2004
which is a CIP of O9/571,650 05/15/2000 PAT 6,868,386

which is a CIP of O9/135,034 O8/17/1998 PAT 6,064,970
which is a CON of 08/592,958 01/29/1996 PAT 5,797,134

Foreign Applications

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 06/13/2008

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 12/132,487

Projected Publication Date: Request for Non—Publication Acknowledged

Non—Publication Request: Yes
page 1 of 3
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Early Publication Request: No
Title

VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

Preliminary Class

345

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT—member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicants license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1—866—999-HALT (1—866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

page 2 of 3
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the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
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NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,

however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by

filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

- The statutory basic filing fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $310 to complete the basic filing fee for a non-small entity. If appropriate, applicant may
make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee (37 CFR 1.27).

- The oath or declaration is missing.

A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above
Application Number and Filing Date, is required.
Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63

signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary interest,
is required.

The application is informal since it does not comply with the regulations for the reason(s) indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

- Replacement drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required. The drawings
submitted are not acceptable because:

- Numbers, letters, and reference characters on the drawings must measure at least 0.32 cm (1/8 inch) in
height. See Figure(s) 8-17 and 34.

- The drawings submitted to the Office are not electronically reproducible because portions of figures
1-17,30-34 are missing and/or blurry.

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may cause the specification and drawings page count to

exceed 100 pages. If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages, applicant will need to submit the required
application size fee.

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:
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- Additional claim fees of $7600 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are
due.

- To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or

declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing
items identified in this notice.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $8760 for a non—sma|| entity
- $310 Statutory basic filing fee.

- $130 Surcharge.
- The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $510 to complete the search fee.

- The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $210 to complete the examination
fee for a non-small entity.

- Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $7600
' $2100 for 10 independent claims over 3.
' $5500 for 110 total claims over 20.
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Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web.

https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLoca|EPF.html

For more information about EFS-Web please call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS-Web to submit your reply, you must include a copy of this notice.
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark
Office, Commissioner for Patents, via the EFS pursuant to 37 CFR §1.8 on the below date:
Date: June 3 2005 Name: James A. Collins Signature: (James A. Collinsl

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

William Curtis Everett et al.

VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

12654/42

UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL

In re Appln. of:

For:

Attorney Docket No:

Commissioner for Patents
P. O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

1. TRANSMITTED HEREWITHI New application under 37 CFR §1.53(b), which is a:
E] Continuation,

El Divisional, or

[Z Continuation-in-Part (CIP)

Under 37 CFR §1.53(b) of prior application no. 10/764 076 filed January 23, 2004 which is a continuation-
in-pan of 09/571,650 filed May 15, 2000 which is a continuation-in-part of 09/135,034 filed August 17, 1998
which is a continuation of 08/592 958 filed Januam 29, 1996.

E] Maintenance of copendency of prior application: A request for extension of time and the appropriate fee
have been filed in the pending prior application (or are being filed in the prior application concurrently
herewith) to extend the period for response until

I] Certified copy of priority document(s) has been filed in prior application no. / .

For Continuation or Divisional Applications only: The entire disclosure of the prior application, from which an oath
or declaration is supplied as indicated below, is considered a part of the disclosure of the accompanying
continuation or divisional application and is hereby incorporated by reference.

2. ATTACHMENTS: The following application elements and other papers are attached:

IE Application Data Sheet. See 37 CFR § 1.76.

CI Title page

Specification, including claims and Abstract (Q pages)

Drawings (§§ sheet(s))

[:1 Appendices: __

El Declaration or E] Combined Declaration and Power of Attorney ( pages):
Cl

E]

El

newly-executed (original or copy)

copy from a prior application (37 CFR §1.63(d))

This application is filed by fewer than all the inventors named in the prior application, 37 CFR §1.53(d)(4).
Please DELETE the following inventors(s) named in prior nonprovisional application no. I :

l:] English Translation Document:

E] is attached or [:1 has been filed in prior application no. I .

Cl Preliminary Amendment (Note: Related application data required under 37 CFR §1.78, if any,
appears in the Amendments to the Specification section of the Preliminary Amendment, including
incorporations by reference.)

I:I Petition to Suspend Prosecution for the Time Necessary to File an Amendment (New Application Filed
Concurrently).

I:I Information Disclosure Statement, including Form PTO—1449 ( sheets) and copies of references cited, if
required.

[:1 Assignment to:

I:] with accompanying Assignment Recordation Cover Sheet, is attached.

[I was previously recorded on at Reel , Frame
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I:l Power of Attorney ( pages; I:I by inventor |:] by .

E] The power appears in the original papers in the prior application.

[I The power doesn’t appear in the original papers in the prior application, but was filed on

E] A new power has been executed and is attached.I:I The power of attorney in the prior application is to:
_ (Reg. No. j__).

[Z Nonpublication Request under 35 USC §122(b)(2)(B)(i).

I:I Other: j
3. SMALL ENTITY STATUS:

I:I Applicant is small entity (per 37 CFR §1.27).

D A small entity statement was filed in prior application no. and such status is still proper and desired.
El Small entity status is no longer desired.

4. FEE CALCULATION (AFTER ENTRY OF ANY PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT(S) IN ITEM #2 ABOVE):
Claims as Filed Small Entity Not a Small Entit

Fee

Total Claims

lndeendent Claims

Multi le De endent Claims Present

Utility Application Size Fee (for each additional 50
sheets that exceed 100, including spec. & drawings)
Search Fee

Examination Fee

*If the difference in col. 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in col. 2.

5. FEE PAYMENT:

I:I Payment by credit card in the amount of $ (Form PTO-2038 is attached).
l:| Please charge Deposit Account No. 23-1925 in the amount of $ .

I:l The Director is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees associated with this
communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 23-1925.

B Any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR § 1.16.

[I Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR §1.17.

I:] The Director is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees during the pendency
of this application or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 23-1925.

I:I Any filing fees under 37 CFR § 1.16 for presentation of extra claims.

lj Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR § 1.17.

D The issue fee set in 37 CFR § 1.18 at or before mailing of the Notice of Allowance,
pursuant to 37 CFR § 1.311(b).

6. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Please recognize the correspondence address for this application as the address
associated with the following Customer Number:

Customer No.: 00757 - Brinks Hofer Gilson Lione

7. PLEASE DIRECT all telephonic communications to: James A. Collins (tel: (312) 321-4200).

Respectfully submitted,

June 3, 2008 /James A. Collinsl

Date James A. Collins (Reg. No. 43,557)
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HOFER
GILSON
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NONPUBLICATION REQUEST.
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I hereby certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be

the subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international

agreement, that requires publication at eighteen months after filing.

I hereby request that the attached application, not be published under 35 U.S.C. 122(b).

0”

James A. Collins 43,557

Typed or printed name Registration Number, if applicable

(312) 32 1—420O

Telephone Number

This request must be signed in compliance with 37 CFR 1.33(b) and submitted with the

application upon filing.

Applicant may rescind this nonpublication request at any time. If applicant rescinds a request

that an application not be published under 35 U.S.C. 122(b), the application will be scheduled

for publication at eighteen months from the earliest claimed filing date for which a benefit is
claimed.

If applicant subsequently files an application directed to the invention disclosed in the attached

application in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires

publication of applications eighteen months after filing, the applicant must notify the United

States Patent and Trademark Office of such filing within forty-five (45) days after the date of

the filing of such foreign or international application. Failure to do so will result in

abandonment of this application (35 U.S.C. 122(b)(2)(B)(iii)).

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.213(a). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 6 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this fOlTl'l andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, F'.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1 -800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

INVENTORS :

William Curtis Everett

Richard Ashton Hutchinson

Wilbert John Steigerwald III

William Andrew Say

Patrick Lawrence O'Malley
Dane Allen Shrallow

Raymond Scott Ling

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Priority Claim.

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part application ofU.S. Ser. No. 10/764,076,

filed January 23, 2004, which is a continuation-in—part application ofU.S. Ser. No.

A 09/571,650, filed May 15, 2000, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,868,386, which is a continuation—in-

part ofU.S. Ser. No. 09/135,034, filed Aug. 17, 1998, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,064,970,

which is a continuation ofU.S. Ser. No. 08/592,958, filed Jan. 29, 1996, now U.S. Pat.

5 No. 5,797,134.

2. Technical Field.

[0002] This disclosure relates to data acquisitions, and particularly to a system that

acquires data related to evaluating risk.

3. Related Art.

[0003] Methods that determine costs of insurance may gather data from personal

interviews and legacy sources. The data may be used to classify applicants into actuarial

classes that may be associated with insurance rates.

[0004] Some data used to classify risk is not verified and has little relevance to measuring

risk. Systems may accumulate and analyze significant amounts of data and yet discover

that the data does not accurately predict losses. The data may not be validated, may be

outdated, and may not support new or dynamic risk assessments.

l
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SUMMARY

[0005] A data logging device tracks the operation of a vehicle and/or operator behavior.

The device includes a storage device (which may be removable or portable) having a first

memory portion that may be read from and may be written to in a vehicle and a second

memory portion that may be read from and may be written to in a vehicle. The second

memory portion may retain data attributes associated with the data stored in the first

memory portion. A processor reads data from an automotive bus that transfers data from

vehicle sensors to other automotive components. The processor writes data to the first

memory portion and the second memory portion that reflect a level of safety. A

communication device links the data logging device to a network of computers. The

communication device may be accessible through software that may be retained on a

computer readable media. The software allows a user to access files related to a level of

risk or safety and other software that may be related to those files.

[0006] Other systems, methods, features, and advantages will be, or will become,

apparent to one with skill in the art upon examination of the following Figures and

detailed description. It is intended that all such additional systems, methods, features, and

advantages be included within this description, be within the scope of the invention, and

be protected by the following claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The system may be better understood with reference to the following drawings

and description. The components in the Figures are not necessarily to scale, emphasis

instead being placed upon illustrating the principles of the invention. Moreover, in the

Figures, like referenced numerals designate corresponding parts throughout the different

views.

[0008] Figure 1 describes a data capture method used in a claim process.

[0009] Figure 2 is a block diagram of a network that includes a response center and a data

handling center.

[0010] Figure 3 is an exemplary vehicle with a monitoring device.
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[0011] Figure 4 is an exemplary vehicle architecture that includes a vehicle processor or

onboard computer interfaced to a monitoring device that communicates selective data to a

remote destination.

[0012] Figure 5 is a data flow process illustrating communication through an Internet
access.

[0013] Figure 6 is an exemplary underwriting and rating method.

[0014] Figure 7 is an exemplary underwriting and rating method.

[0015] Figure 8 is an interface displaying vehicle data that includes exemplary

information that may relate to a cost of insurance.

[0016] Figure 9 is a second interface displaying vehicle data that includes exemplary

information that may relate to a cost of insurance.

[0017] Figure 10 is a third interface displaying vehicle data that includes exemplary

information that may relate to a cost of insurance.

[0018] Figure 11 is an exemplary Web page displaying in—vehicle data that includes

exemplary information that may relate to a cost of insurance and an interface enabling

“what-if” evaluations.

[0019] Figure 12 is an exemplary Web page displaying trip information and relationships

with other vehicles.

[0020] Figure 13 is an exemplary Web page that includes speed information.

[0021] Figure 14 is an exemplary Web page that includes trip information by date.

[0022] Figure 15 is an exemplary Web page that includes trip log data.

[0023] Figure 16 is another exemplary Web page that includes trip log data.

[0024] Figure 17 is another exemplary Web page that includes data identifying an

exemplary installation, disconnection, and data transfer events.

[0025] Figure 18 is a block diagram of an exemplary device that monitors vehicle data.

[0026] Figure 19 is a network in communication with a vehicle monitoring device.

[0027] Figure 20 is a network in communication with remote clients.

[0028] Figure 21 is a backend of a network based risk management system.

[0029] Figure 22 is a risk management system communicating with a vehicle monitoring

device.

[0030] Figure 23 is a block diagram of an in—vehicle device that may communicate with

an in—vehicle local processor or controller.
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[0031] Figure 24 is an initialization process.

[0032] Figure 25 is a process in which a vehicle monitoring device communicates

through a network.

[0033] Figure 26 is a process where a vehicle monitoring device communicates in

response to an event.

[0034] Figure 27 is a power management process.

[0035] Figure 28 is a software update process.

[0036] Figure 29 is an alternative backend of a network based risk management device.

[0037] Figure 30 is a graphical interface summarizing exemplary periods of risk.

[0038] Figure 31 is a graphical user interface displaying a summary.

[0039] Figure 32 is a second graphical user interface displaying a summary.

[0040] Figure 33 is a third graphical user interface displaying a summary at a higher

resolution.

[0041] Figure 34 are multiple graphical user interfaces displaying selected trip details.

[0042] Figure 35 is a sample data file generated by a vehicle monitoring device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0043] The following terms may be used in this detailed description.

[0044] Internet refers to interconnected (public and/or private) networks that may be

linked together by protocols (such as TCP/IP and HTTP) to form a globally accessible

distributed network. While the term Internet refers to what is currently known (e.g., a

publicly accessible distributed network), it is also encompasses variations which may be

made in the future, including new protocols or any changes or additions to existing

protocols.

[0045] World Wide Web ("Web") refers to (i) a distributed collection of user-viewable or

accessible documents (that may be referred to as Web documents or Web pages) or

objects that may be accessible via a publicly accessible distributed network like the

Internet, and/or (ii) the client and server software components which provide user access

to documents and objects using communication protocols. A protocol that may be used to

locate, deliver, or acquire Web documents or objects through HTTP (or other protocols),

and the Web pages may be encoded using HTML, tags, and/or scripts. The terms "Web"
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and "World Wide Web" encompass other languages and transport protocols including or

in addition to HTML and HTTP that may include security features, server-side, and/or

client-side scripting.

[0046] Web Site refers to a system that serves content over a network using the protocols

of the World Wide Web. A Web site may correspond to an Internet domain name, such

as "progressive.com," and may serve content associated or provided by an organization.

The term may encompass (i) the hardware/software server components that serve objects

and/or content over a network, and/or (ii) the "backend" hardware/software components,

including any standard, non-standard or specialized components, that may interact with

the server components that provide services for Web site users.

[0047] The drawings illustrate exemplary embodiments and are not intended to limit the

subject matter claimed. Some ofthe figures show systems and/or methods that monitor,

record and/or communicate risk-based or insurance-related data. The data may be used to

quantify risk, determine a level of risk, or determine a rating or a cost of insurance. The

metrics can be used to monitor the operation and/or location of a machine, or measure the

relative safety of its operation. The device may monitor a vehicle or other machine

through an interface or may be a unitary part of the vehicle or machine. It may generate

data that may determine the cost to protect against a risk of loss, such as damage or injury

to the vehicle or machine itself, to the operator of or passengers in the vehicle or machine,

or to other vehicles or property. The data may be processed to determine an insurance

cost that may be based on statistical analysis, models, comparisons, or other evaluations.

[0048] For example, based on operational information or data, an insurer may make

predictions about how and/or where a machine may be operated. The system or method

may measure or monitor machine operation. Where the machine is a vehicle, a user may

monitor and/or adjust his/her insurance costs by adjusting his/her driving behavior. The

data may establish a safe driving record a lower risk of being subject to a claim. Such

monitoring may generate insurance scores, safety scores, rating factors, and/or affect

current, retrospective or prospective costs of insurance. Data that may be monitored and

recorded include, for example, any one or more of the following:

1. Actual miles driven;

2. Types of roads driven on (high risk vs. low risk); and,

3. Safe or unsafe operation of the vehicle by the vehicle user through:

5
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A. speeds driven,

B. safety equipment used, such as seat belt and turn signals,

C. time of day driven

D. rate of acceleration,

E. rate ofbraking (deceleration),

F. observation of traffic signs (signals);

G. traffic conditions (high congestion vs. low congestion); and/or

H. road conditions

I. acceleration events;

J. deceleration events; and/or

K. force/lateral acceleration or characteristics that indicate a hard turning maneuver.

4. Driver identification

5. Temporal characteristics (e.g., period of time an ignition is active or internal power

bus is sustained).

[0049] Figure 3 shows an exemplary motor Vehicle. An on-board portable mobile device

300 (the device 300) monitors and records output of diverse sensors and operator actions

to assess a level of risk or determine a price or cost of insurance. One, two or more

operating sensors (e.g., physically or wirelessly linked to a physical or virtual vehicle data

bus) within the vehicle may monitor a variety of raw data elements. The data may be

transmitted to in-vehicle OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) processors that

manage powertrain, safety, entertainment, comfort, or ancillary functions. Such data

elements may be communicated directly to the device 300 (e.g., from the sensors), or

from the in-Vehicle OEM or out—of-vehicle processor(s) through a physical or wireless

connection that may interface an in-vehicle data bus 304. The in-vehicle data bus 304

may be connected to the on-board device 300 through a virtual or physical connector,

such as, for example, a vehicle connector compliant with SAE-1962 or On Board

Diagnostic connector (e.g., ODBI, ODBII, ODBIII, etc.) and the protocols they convey.

[0050] In some systems, in-vehicle or network communication occurs through a wireless

protocol or network. Transceivers may provide short and/or long range radio, optical

link, or operational links that may not require a physical communication path to receive

or transmit data. The communication protocol or network may provide an interoperable
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communication link with other in-vehicle or external applications and/or devices. In

some systems, a wireless network may provide connectivity when the wireless network or

a wireless service provider indicates a channel capacity or excess channel capacity to

transfer some or all of the desired data to a destination. A device push may load the

desired data to a destination and may keep the connection open to allow the device 300 to

continue sending the desired data or respond to external requests (e.g., queries). A device

300 may pull data to the device 300 too, in which a connection may or may not remain

open.

[0051] In some systems, the transceivers may be compliant with a low-cost, low—power,

wireless mesh network, such as Zigbee (e.g., 868 MHz in Europe, 915 MHZ in countries

such as USA and Australia, and 2.4 GHz in other jurisdictions), or a short range protocol,

such as Bluetooth RTM. The Bluetooth word mark and logos may be owned by

Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Bluetooth may encompass the wireless specification defined by

IEEE 802.15, 802.154 (TG4), 802. 15.3 (TG3), or other standards. The standard may

include multiple sub—layers including an RF layer that may be based on an antenna power

range starting at about 0 dBm up to a range of about 20 dBm in the abut 2.4GHz band and

having a link range from about 10 centimeters to about 10 meters. It may include a

baseband layer that establishes a physical link between devices forming a piconet (e.g., a

network of devices that may be connected in an ad hoc fashion). It may include a link

manager that sets up the link between Bluetooth devices. Other functions of the link

manager may include security, negotiation of baseband packet sizes, power mode and

duty cycle control of the communication portion of the device, and the connection states

of a compliant device in a piconet. Also, it may include a logical link control and

adaptation protocol (L2CAP) that provides the upper layer protocols with connectionless

and connection-oriented services.

[0052] An optional driver input device 308 may be operatively connected to the device

300 through a virtual or physical connector (e.g., a cable 302 and 307). The device 300

may receive power through the vehicle battery 310, a remote generator, an alternator, fuel

cell, an internal source (e.g., battery or elements that temporarily store charge) or other

sources, such as a solar based system (not shown). In some systems, a power source may

be part of the device 300 even when a primary power is drawn from the machine

(vehicle). For instance, an internal battery may source power to a timing device, such as

7
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internal clock, device memory and/or allow the device to record connection and

disconnection events. In other systems, the device may draw power from the vehicle or a

network it interfaces.

[0053] A second receiver or transceiver in the device 300 may track location through

navigation signals that may comprise a GPS (global positioning system) protocol, a

differential GPS protocol, a trilateraleralism of external encoded signals (e.g., may be in

the radio frequency range), protocols that monitor continuously transmitted coded signals,

or other locating protocols or systems 312 (referred to as the location protocols). In

Figure 3, a cellular or wireless protocol, a wireless or cellular telephone, a radio, a

satellite, or other wireless communication system may link the device to a privately

accessible or publicly accessible distributed network or directly to an intermediate

surrogate or central control station. The communication link may comprise Mobile—FI or

a low-cost, always-on, mobile broadband wireless network that may have IP (Internet

Protocol) roaming & handoff (at more than about 1 Mbit/s), MAC and PHY with IP and

adaptive antennas, full mobility or substantial mobility up to vehicle speeds of about 88.7

— 162 km/h or higher (e.g., 250 km/h), operate in frequency bands (below 3.5 GHZ),

and/or utilize a packet architecture and have a low latency. In some applications, the

device 300 may be Ultra—wideband compliant and may transmit information by

generating radio energy at specific time instants and occupying large bandwidth, thus

enabling a pulse-position or time-modulation communications. This protocol may be

different from other wireless protocols that transmit information by varying the power

level, frequency, and/or phase of a sinusoidal wave. In other applications, the system

may be complaint with WiMax or IEEE 802.l6a or may have a frequency band within a

range of about 2 to about 11 GHz, 21 range of about 31 miles, and a data transfer rate of

about 70 Mbps. In other applications, the device 300 may be compliant with a Wi-Fi

protocols or multiple protocols or subsets (e.g., ZigBee, High Speed Packet Access (e.g.,

High Speed Downlink Packet Access and/or High Speed Uplink Packet Access),

Bluetooth, Mobile—Fi, Ultrawideband, Wi-Fi, WiMax, mobile WiMax, cellular, satellite,

etc., referred to as the transceiver protocols) that may be automatically detected and

selected (through a handshaking, for example, that may automatically determine the

source type of the transmission e.g., by a query for example, and may attempt to match it)

and may enable this automatic access through one or more communication nodes. In

8
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some systems, automatic selection and/or detection may occur through an exchange of

signals that acknowledge a communication or a transfer of information or data may occur

at a desired or predetermined channel capacity. In some alternative systems, a device 300

may not directly communicate or connect to a central base station. Like a mesh network,

the devices 300 may transmit information between themselves (like an electronic bucket

brigade) which may be relayed to a destination. Built—in logic may allow some devices

300 to relay information from one device 300 to another when wireless networks are

unavailable, device 300 failures occur, bandwidth restrictions occur, or other conditions

warrant. In some applications, a receive—and—relay feature in some devices 300 may

allow devices 300 to conserve power by not transmitting data or messages continuously

and directly to base stations. Some devices 300 may communicate data across relatively

short distances (e.g., a few yards or 100 yards between mobile or stationary devices 300,

for example) instead of the larger distances a communication to a stationary wireless base

station may require.

[0054] Figure 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary in-vehicle computer system. The on-

board portable mobile device 300 may include an on-board data storage device (or

storage devices), an input/output interface that may communicate with one or more

external devices, one or more central processing units, a local memory that may be

separated into multiple partitions or portions, and/or a real-time operating kernel. In

alternative in-vehicle systems, the portable mobile device 300 comprises one or more

controllers or microprocessors that may be interfaced through expansion connectors. The

device 300 may support two or more (e.g., multiple) modulation schemes and may

include two or more input/outputs to different wireless networks or protocols. The

inclusion ofmultiple protocols and/or inputs/outputs may allow the device 300 to support

higher throughputs as wireless networks and connections become available or accessible.

The exemplary in-vehicle systems are shown in Figures 4, 18 and 23 may be non—portable

or a unitary part of a vehicle too. Each of the systems may include memory accessible

only to a remote site or an insurer. The memory may be inaccessible to other in-vehicle

OEM or aftermarket systems to ensure data integrity. Hardware, data encryption, or

software may maintain data security. Data accuracy and/or conformity may be important

to users or applications that insure risk or monitor safety.
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[0055] The device 300 may communicate with one or more machine or vehicle

components to acquire information from the vehicle that describe or represent vehicle

operation or characteristics, or driving behavior. An optional driver input interface or

console 410 may allow the driver to input data to satisfy or respond to one or more

threshold factors or requests. For instance, the interface or console 410 may allow the

machine operator to enter an identifier (e.g., identification number) so that recorded

characteristics may be associated with a particular machine operator. Alternatively, the

console may include or interface a biometric sensor, such as a fingerprint or retinal

scanner to identify an operator, for example. A driver authentication system may validate

a driver when multiple drivers (e.g., same family members, multiple users, etc.,) operate a

vehicle. Each may have different ratings (e.g., driver rating, safety score, insurance

rating/score, etc.) that may be used in insurance or risk computations.

[0056] Vehicle operation may be monitored through one or more sensors 412 (e.g.,

powertrain sensors, safety sensors, entertainment and comfort sensors, ancillary sensors,

etc.). Additional sensors 414 may communicate wirelessly or across a physical or virtual

data bus directly to the device 300.

[0057] A vehicle may be linked to a network or remote control center 416 through one or

more communication links 418. In some systems the communication link comprises a

Wireless link (e.g., cellular link, a satellite link, a radio frequency link, etc.), a magnetic or

optical link, or other tangibly free links. A navigation sub—system 420 may receive

navigation signals from a positioning device 422 that may include, but is not limited to, a

GPS, radio frequency tags, or other locating technology. The navigation sub—system 420

may communicate directly with the device 300 or through surrogates.

[0058] Some of the elements monitored and/or recorded by the device 300 include raw

data elements, calculated data elements, derived data elements, and subsets of these

elements (hereinafter data elements).

Raw Data Elements:

Information from powertrain or related sensors may include:

RPM,

transmission setting (Park, Drive, Gear, Neutral, etc.),

throttle position,
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engine coolant temperature,

intake air temperature,

barometric pressure,

vehicle speed,

manifold absolute pressure,

oxygen sensor,

coolant sensor.

Information from electrical sensors may include:

entertainment status (e.g., visual or audio systems integrated or interfaced to vehicle)

brake light on,

turn signal indicator,

headlamps on,

hazard lights on,

back-up lights on,

parking lights on,

wipers on,

doors locked,

key in ignition,

key in door lock,

horn applied,

battery voltage,

lnforrnation from body sensors,

airbag deployment,

ABS application,

level of fi1el in tank,

brakes applied,

accelerator applied,

radio station tuned in,

seat belt on or off,

door open,

tail gate open,

odometer reading,
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cruise control engaged,

anti—thefi disable,

occupant in seat,

occupant weight,

acce1erator/ brake pedal depression (e.g., measured in degrees or force applied)

accessories (e.g., mirror settings, dash light status, etc.,)

Information from other elements may include:

vehicle speed,

vehicle location (e.g., navigation related information),

date,

time,

vehicle direction,

IVHS data sources (e.g., wide-area Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems),

pitch and/or roll,

relative distance to other objects (e.g., may be monitored to assure compliance with an

assured clear distance rule that may require drivers to be able to stop their vehicles

within a distance they may clearly see).

Calculated Information may include:

deceleration,

acceleration,

vehicle in skid,

wheels in spin,

closing speed on vehicle in front,

closing speed of vehicle in rear,

closing speed of vehicle to side (right or left),

space to side of vehicle occupied,

space to rear of vehicle occupied,

space to front of vehicle occupied,

lateral acceleration,

rotation ofvehicle (e.g., sudden),

loss of tire pressure (e.g., sudden);
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driver identification (e.g., through voice recognition, code, fingerprint, retinal, or

other recognition);

distance traveled; and

environmental conditions (e.g., potential hazards, rain, ice, etc.).

Derived Data Elements may include:

vehicle speed in excess of speed limit;

observation of traffic signals and signs;

relative braking or acceleration or deceleration events;

road conditions;

traffic conditions; and

vehicle position.

Other elements may be monitored and retained in local memory with optional metadata.

The time a file is created or written to such as a timestamp or size of a file may comprise

metadata.

[0059] Figure 1 is a flowchart of a data capture process. The data may be processed for

insurance, risk management or assessment and/or claims processing purposes. The

process may be implemented through a real-time operating kernel within the device 300.

In some systems and processes, users employ a unique logic (e.g., a circuit and/or

software) associated with that user's machine or unit of risk. When the system is started

100, a data capture may be initiated by a trigger event 102 which may include, but is not

limited to:

Ignition On/Off (e.g., may measure length of time an ignition switch is activated)

Airbag Deployment

Acceleration Threshold

Velocity Threshold

Elapsed Time

Battery Voltage Level

System Health

Date

Time

User Activation/Panic Button

Traction
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Location/Geofencing

Driver Identification

Remote Activation

Vehicle Motion

Revolutions per Minute

Transmission or Clutch Engagement or Disengagement

Power Bus Activation (may measure the length of time power is sourced to a bus or a

conductor)

[0060] Trigger event processing 104 may comprise multiple elements that may include: a

flow process for contacting a central control 106, contacting a claims dispatch, and/or

recording trigger event data 110. Trigger event processing may include, but is not limited

to:

Contact External Entities

EMT (Emergency Medical Transport), Claims Dispatch, Other External Entity Takes

Appropriate Action

Record Sensor Infonnation

Transmission of Data

Message transmissions

Recalibration

Load Software

[0061] If trigger event processing comprises a contact to a central control 112, the inquiry

may be transmitted and confirmed by a message exchange. At 114, the central control

112 may take appropriate action and a record may be made by the central control at 116.

In some instances, a central control 112 or the device 300 may transmit an alert directly

or indirectly to third parties. An alert may occur when another party or user is monitoring

another’s driving behavior or vehicle performance. For example, a text message (e.g., a

Short Message Service), a telephone call, or other messages may be transmitted to a party

or a destination when an incident occurs (e.g., a parameter is exceeded or violated). An

incident may occur when a commercial, teen, or inexperienced driver exceeds a

programmed speed threshold or exceeds a designated speed limit (e.g., tracked by GPS,

local mappings, and a vehicle speed output), exceeds a mileage limit, or is not wearing a

seatbelt, for example. In some devices 300, an incident may allow the party or

14
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destination to communicate with a driver or passenger by phone, voice, text, or other

messaging service through a wireless processor (e.g., see Figure 23).

[0062] In some circumstances, the central control 112 or the device 300 may service a

vehicle (e.g., through an in-vehicle or external speech recognition system, a telephone call

to the device 300, etc.). Upon an authentication, the central control 200 and the device

300, or the device 300 itselfmay lock or unlock vehicle doors or execute some other

action. In some systems, one or more in—vehicle recognition systems may authenticate a

user (e.g., an in—vehicle speech recognition system may authenticate a user’s voice, one or

more in-vehicle biometric scanners may identify a user’s retina, touch, or other biological

feature(s), or other in—vehicle devices may identify other user characteristics) when a user

is remote from or in proximity to a vehicle. Once authenticated, the device 300 may

service a user request or service a vehicle without receiving directions, and in some cases,

communications from a remote destination, such as a remote control center.

Entertainment and/or comfort settings may also be adjusted in some alternative systems to

a user’s preference with or without directions or commands fi'om a remote destination. In

other circumstances, powertrain and service reminders may also be transmitted to a

designated party through an aural and/or visual alert.

[0063] When processing a claims dispatch in Figure 1 at 108, the system may contact the

claims dispatch service department of the insurer at 120. The claims dispatch takes

appropriate action at 122 and a recording 124 of the claims dispatch action information

may be logged to a file before the process concludes at 130.

[0064] The recording of trigger event data may include, but is not limited to:

The Trigger Event

Location information, such as latitude and longitude

Time, such as, Greenwich Mean Time

Velocity

Acceleration

Direction

Deceleration

Vehicle Orientation

Seatbelt Status

Turn Status (e.g., a hard turn or lateral force detection)

l5
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[0065] The recording may include one or more raw data elements, calculated data

elements, and/or derived data elements. Each element may describe an operating state of

the vehicle or an action of an operator or passenger. One or more selected data elements

may be stored in a local memory of the device 300 before the data elements are

transferred to a remote memory. Element selection may occur before the device 300

interfaces the vehicle or when a data element has a relationship to a safety standard,

operational metric, or measure of risk. For example, vehicle speed may be related to

safety. Therefore, speed may be recorded synchronously (e.g., on a regular basis or may

occur at fixed programmable time intervals, such as every 10 seconds). Alternatively,

where memory or storage space is a factor, speed may be recorded asynchronously or less

often when the speed is below a predetermined or programmable threshold. In alternative

systems, data may be recorded at synchronous intervals and during or after asynchronous

events. The recording may include or may be associated with date, time, and/or location

infonnation. Other examples of data that may be recorded include rates of acceleration,

deceleration, and/or hard braking events. Some of these data elements or events may be

remotely or locally derived. For example, acceleration or distance may be derived from

speed measurements made at a fixed interval (e.g., every second) or derived from

measured data retained locally within the device or remotely at a remote server. In some

devices, acceleration or deceleration data elements may be monitored directly or

indirectly from one or more vehicle accelerometers or devices that may measure

acceleration and/or deceleration.

[0066] In a synchronous mode, the recording process may be implemented by monitoring

and storing the data in a local buffer after/at pre—selected selected time periods (eg., that

may comprise a cycle time of a processor or controller of the device 300 or a longer

period, such as about every thirty seconds ofvehicle use, for example). In an exemplary

operation, the output of the monitored sensors (e.g., the data elements) may be written to

a file (e.g., at a fixed programmable interval such as every two minutes, in this example)

which is stored in a portion of the local memory of the vehicle data storage within or

accessible to the device 300. The raw, calculated, and/or derived data elements may

comprise some of the data elements that may be stored locally or remotely. Desired data

elements or those determined or deemed to be relevant to an insurer or an assessment of

risk may be stored in this exemplary device 300.

16
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[0067] Some "trigger events" may occur when a condition is detected by one, two, or

more sensors. The sensor data may indicate the need for an action. In an insurance

application, it may result in an assessment of a premium, or a surcharge or discount to a

premium, during an insurance billing process. In some systems, a trigger event may

cause an immediate or almost immediate transfer or exchange of data, such as a data

upload 106 to a network, surrogate, or a central control. For example, a rapid

deceleration and an airbag deployment may be a trigger indicating a collision event, in

which the system may notify the central control of the vehicle location and status at a rate

the data may be received (e.g., real-time). Altematively, if an operator were to cause an

emergency light to activate or an alert to issue, the system may notify the central control

of the emergency, and in some systems, vehicle location.

[0068] Some systems may classify or divide trigger events into two or more classes or

grouping. Two groupings may include those requiring immediate action and those not

requiring immediate action, but useful for determining a cost of insurance, measuring

risk, or monitoring performance. Those usefill for determining a cost of insurance or

measuring risk may be stored in a file with other recorded vehicle sensor information in a

logically distinct portion of a memory. Those trigger events requiring action may be

stored in a second logically distinct portion of a memory before being transferred to a

network or central control center which may take further action. Some trigger events may

indicate the need to send emergency services, such as police or EMS, and may be stored

in another logically distinct portion of a memory and others may indicate the need to

dispatch of a claims representative or agent that may be associated with an insurance

company that are stored in another logically distinct portion ofmemory.

[0069] The following comprises an exemplary list of some, but not all, trigger events.

Need for Assistance:

These are some of the exemplary events that may require immediate notification of a

surrogate or central control center.

1. Accident Occurrence. An accident could be determined by monitoring an output

of a single sensor, such as the deployment of an airbag or a sustained lateral

acceleration. It could also be determined by monitoiing a combination of outputs

17
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from two or more sensors that may indicate, for example, a sudden deceleration of

the vehicle Without the application of the brakes.

2. Roadside assistance needed. This could be determined through the pressing of a

"panic button" in the vehicle or through the reading of a sensor output, such as the

level of fuel in the tank. Another example may be a rapid loss of tire pressure,

signifying a flat tire.

3. Lock—out assistance needed. The reading of two or more sensor outputs may

indicate that the doors are locked, but the keys are in the ignition or in the vehicle

and the driver has exited the vehicle.

4. Driving restrictions. The insured or another user may identify circumstances or

restricted areas in which he/she requests notification of driving (outside of a

designated area or) within restricted areas, and warned when he/she or another is

entering a dangerous or restricted area (or leaving a designated area). This may

apply to youthful drivers, where the parent wants to restrict time or place of driving,

driving behaviors in predetermined areas and have a record thereof.

Unsafe Operation of the Vehicle:

These exemplary events may be recorded and stored in the in-vehicle portable recording

device 300 for fiiture upload. Individual or repeated trigger events may result in

notification of the driver of the exceptions.

1. Excessive speed. A reading of the output of the vehicle speed sensors might

indicate the vehicle is exceeding the speed limit. Time may also be measured to

determine if the behavior is prolonged.

2. Presence of alcohol or controlled substances. Using an air content analyzer, breath

analyzer or other identifying device outputs or combinations that may identify

driver impairment (e.g., touch or a pattern matching behavior), the level of alcohol

or other substance and/or their use may be determined.

3. Non—use of seatbelt. Frequent or infiequent use may result in a discount (to a

premium for high use) or surcharge (to a premium for low or no use).
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4. Non-use of turn signals. Low use could result in surcharge. Frequent use may

result in a discount.

5. ABS application without an accident. High use could indicate unsafe driving and

may be subject to a surcharge. Low use may result in a discount.

[0070] Figure 2 is a block diagrarn/flowchart of a network design for gathering

information for insurance billing at synchronous or asynchronous intervals. A machine or

unit ofrisk 200 (or device 300) may interface and monitor an industrial machine, farm

machine, an airplane, boat, RV, a motorcycle, or other vehicle (e.g., a device or structure

that transports person or things). The device may include a local data storage 202 and

data process logic 204. The insured or potential customer 206 associated with or

responsible for each unit of risk may communicate with an insuring entity 208 or a

designee. A "designee" may be an intermediary acting for an entity or an insurer, such as

a dedicated data collection agent, data handler or equipment vendor 210 and/or a value

added service provider 212. The data handler may be a third party entity verifying that

the operating equipment of the system is in proper working order and may be a

subcontractor. A Value added service provider may be a third party entity, such as a

directional assistance service, a security firm, a vehicle monitoring company, telephone

service provider, or another entity whose communications with the units of risk may be

important or relevant to assess risk or may be used in insurance computation algorithms.

[0071] In some systems, the insured or potential customer 206 may communicate directly

with the insurer 208 through a wireless or a physical communication link 418 (Figure 4)

that may include a publicly accessible distributed network, such as the Internet 218. Such

access may allow users to view documents, access files, and access software related to

those files while on the move or at fixed location. Access to a Web server 220 and the

insurer's Web site may allow an insured or potential customer 206 to observe, and in

some instances verify, recorded data, derived data, calculated data, claim processing,

insurance costs and risk scores and the occurrence and state of trigger events, and billing

222. Access may further allow an insured or potential insured to acquire insurance cost

estimates through a relational database or other storage systems and View content that

may reduce current, future or prospective premiums. The content may describe how to

reduce or control insurance costs by modifying machine or vehicle operating behavior.

19
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[0072] Figure 5 provides a more detailed exemplary description of a distributed system’s

use of data acquired from a unit of risk 200. Some units of risk 200 (device 300) may

synchronously or asynchronously transfer one, two, three, or more classes of data to an

insurer. The event data 500 and stored sensor data 502 may capture data from the unit of

risk 200. Data process logic 504 may be transferred to the unit ofrisk 200 from the

insurer. The data process logic 504 may be adapted or programmed to acquire data that

may be relevant to assess a unit’s insurance cost or level of risk. For example, if an

insurer or entity has a need for information about brake pedal use or application, data

process logic 504 may be programmed or configured to store data related to that use or

application. For alternative assessments, such data may be unnecessary and so the unit of

risk 200 may not interface with data process logic 504, or it may acquire other data. The

data process logic 504 may be programmed, configured or customized and may be

updated as the insured, the insurer, or the potential customer desires. The data process

logic 504 may be programmed, configured or customized while interfaced to a vehicle

(may be f1eld—programmable). In some applications, the data process logic may 504 be

programmed to acquire data related to breathalyzer or other analysis.

[0073] In Figure 5, the flowchart starting at 506 describes an exemplary communication

between an insurer and the unit of risk 200. The insurer may acquire event data at 508,

acquire sensor data at 510, update data process logic at 512, and process data elements at

514. The result may generate data elements, such as a safety rating, insurance

rating/score, or a driver score at a remote site. In alternative embodiments, the device 300

processes data elements in the vehicle and stores the raw, calculated and/or derived

elements (including the ratings and/or scores) in an in-vehicle memory. The data may be

uploaded to a network and a remote computer that may display or render the data locally

or may be transmitted to another remote location with or without raw data elements. In

some systems, data is stored 516 in a media or nonvolatile memory, such as a data storage

device 518. If the stored item is an event 524, an insurer may transmit an event response.

For example, when an airbag deploys data may be delivered to the insurer as the data is

received (e.g., in real—time) or after a minimal delay. The insurer may communicate or

attempt to communicate with the vehicle when the data is received. If the communication

fails, the insurer may contact emergency medical or police services.
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[0074] In some systems, if specific events processing and/or alerts 526 occur, the system

may charge a user on a per-use, a subscription, or an event-basis. In some applications

charges may reflect an immediate response claim, EMS charges, and/or dispatch charges.

The data or events may be stored in a remote server 220 or in a remote storage device 518

that may be accessed by a billing or estimating algorithm 530 programmed and executed

in a controller. The data may be used to generate a cost of insurance for the unit of risk

200 with some or all other relevant data. The cost may reflect one or more occurrences

that are recorded and stored in the storage device 518.

[0075] In some applications, the cost of insurance may be based, in part on, the operating

characteristics of the vehicle and/or operator behavior within a time period. A usage-

based insurance cost may be based on the real—time data that is generated

contemporaneous with or near a billing event. In some applications, the system may

generate an invoice based on a driver’s own data instead of an estimate based on

interviews and historical trends. Alternatively, customized discounts or surcharges (to

premiums) may be determined for a next billing period (e.g., a prospective period) based

on operational aspects or behaviors captured by the recorded information. The data may

be processed during a current or previous billing period. When a cost is computed, a bill

or estimate may be generated and mailed, transmitted, or otherwise communicated as an

account statement 534 or as an offer of insurance.

[0076] Figures 10 - 17 illustrate documents and screens that a server may retrieve or

generate and transmit in response to requests received at a proxy or origin Web server

220. The Web server 220 may allow a user to request and access content through a

publicly accessible distributed network like the Internet 218. Through remote software

that allows users to View documents and files and software related to those documents, a

user may View sensor data, event data, ratings, and/or analysis.

[0077] Different types of on-line services‘ interfaces may be accessed through the Web

server 220. The figures illustrate exemplary documents and screens that may be rendered

through different interfaces. The interfaces include a prospective on-line services

interface 550 and an interface for reporting acquired data and relationships 552. The data

reports rendered through the acquired service interface 552 may comprise all or selected

stored events, sensor data, metadata, and/or relationship data (that may describe

relationships between selected data or events to other data and events). The acquired

21
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service interface 552 may provide enhanced processing maps showing travel routes (e.g.,

during a desired or a billing period) and other maps, such as maps that identify current

locations of the unit of risk. A site’s ability to report a geofence may allow a user to

identify when a unit ofrisk or device 300 travels outside of an imaginary boundary.

When a unit travels outside the boundary (e.g., set by a user, the insurer, or another) the

site may identify the unit’s locationand travels. In some systems, the location

coordinates (e.g., GPS-coordinates) may be transmitted by a short—message-service and a

wireless (e.g., the transceiver protocols described above) network. Some sites determine

whether automobile maintenance service is appropriate through a diagnostic analysis of

the sensor and event data.

[0078] A prospective interface may relate to "what if“ evaluations, in which a customer

may change or enter certain values that may reflect the actual or hypothetical operation of

the unit of risk or a driver’s actions. The system may render or reveal the effects of those

changes or values (eg, in a risk assessment or an estimated cost or a proposal of

coverages). The “what—it” evaluations may be based on historical data, customer profiles,

logical relationships (e.g., relationships between relative levels of risk and monitored

vehicle data), matrices, or other analysis (or any combination thereof) that may quantify

risk in a use of the device 300. Through an interface, a user may determine, in advance,

what behavior may reduce risk or cost, or what coverages may be available for such a

profile (e.g., an insurance estimate). Enhanced account statements 554 may also be

rendered and transmitted to remote interfaces on—line. The account statements 554 may

include maps ofusage, detailed explanations, and accountings of costs.

[0079] Monitoring the unit of risk 200 or using the device 300 may generate improved

rating determinations or driver scores due to an improved acquisition and retention of

user data. In some applications, a database 518 retains data from many customers and/or

potential customers 206 and/or other drivers/operators. In time, an insurer may use the

accumulated underwriting, rating, or driver score information from individual customers

520 to establish relationships between users or user profiles and levels of risk. Direct data

acquisition may improve rating algorithms 522, 530. The algorithms and relationship

may be retained in databases 518 remote from or within the unit of risk 200 or device

300.
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[0080] Data acquired by the unit of risk 200 or device 300 may be used for insurance and

non—insurance purposes, such as advertising and marketing; site selection; transportation

services; land use planning; road design, surface or composition analysis, traffic planning

or design; or monitoring road conditions. For example, a method 714 for underwriting

insurance related to the operation of a machine is shown in Figure 7. The method

includes determining a willingness of the party to allow one or more aspect ofmachine

operation to be recorded at 718 and providing a device for recording one or more aspect

at 722. At 726, a site or insurer may assign or assess a level of risk to the operation of the

machine based in part on the indicated level ofwillingness of the party to allow aspects to

be recorded. At 730, the insurer or site may determine whether or not to offer insurance

based on the level of risk. At 734, a site or insurer may set a price for insurance coverage

based on an assessed level ofrisk.

[0081] Since the price or cost (of insurance) may be determined (at 734) based on an

assessed risk (at 726) and the level ofrisk may be based on willingness of a party or

operator to allow an aspect to be recorded, the process may reward users based on their

driving abilities and the driver’s acceptance of a usage—based (insurance) program.

Aspects of the method ofunderwriting and pricing insurance shown in Figure 7, such as

the presentation of cost and other information that may influence machine operator

behavior and affect insurance costs. The safety and savings may be marketed to sell

insurance.

[0082] A measure of a parties’ willingness to allow an aspect of a machine to be recorded

at 718 may be made in many ways. For example, if an unsolicited request for the device

(e.g. 300) for recording is received, it may indicate a relatively high level of willingness

or enthusiasm to have one or more aspects ofmachine operation to be monitored and/or

recorded. In time, data may show that machine operators or owners who are not

customers of an insurer, but who request the device for recording, are more enthusiastic

or have a greater willingness to have one or more aspects of their machine operation

monitored. Their willingness may be greater than current customers of that insurer who

request the device. In other circumstances, it may be determined that current customers

that have access to contact information and may request the device with less effort are

less enthusiastic than a non—customer. A request for the device after receiving an offer

may indicate a similar willingness or may indicate a somewhat diminished level of
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willingness. Responding to an offer may require less effort than someone who has not

received an offer but requests the device.

[0083] In some circumstances, a level ofwillingness to have an aspect ofmachine

operation monitored may be related to a user’s driving behavior. For instance, some may

assume that users that believe they are careful drivers will be more willing to have one or

more aspects of their driving, such as, for example, the speed at which they drive,

monitored. In contrast, others that may be more reckless may be less willing to have one

or more aspects of their driving monitored. In some circumstances, these assumptions

may not be true. Over time, an insurer may acquire and compile data in a database (e.g.,

518) that includes information correlating to or establishing relationships between the

willingness (or unwillingness) to have an aspect ofmachine operation monitored and a

level of risk for one or more classes or categories. The data may be correlated with other

user’s data that describes actual vehicle use.

[0084] In some situations, parties that use the device 300 or unit of risk 200 may indicate

a greater willingness to allow one or more aspects ofmachine operation to be recorded

than do those who merely request the device, but fail to use it. In some uses, it may be

assumed that those parties who install the device 300 and allow it to record machine data

are more likely to be careful machine operators than are those who do not. Furthermore,

those who review the recorded information locally or on-line may show a greater

willingness to allow monitoring and may be among the more careful drivers. These users

who provide the recorded information to an end—user may show an even greater

willingness to be monitored and may be the most careful operators.

[0085] Each assumption may be subject to verification and change. Verification may

analyze the collected data, correlate the data to actual losses, and relate the data to

actuarial classes.

[0086] A level of risk assigned or associated with a party and/or the operation of a

machine may be based on many factors, including demographics such as the sex, age,

marital status, and/or address of an insured party or machine operator. Assigning a level

of risk at 726 or establishing relationships (that may be retained in one or more databases)

to the operation of the machine may be based in part on a measure of willingness to allow

one or more aspects ofvehicle operation to be recorded. This association may be

assessed on known factors or through an analysis of retained data.
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[0087] Assigning a level of risk at 706 to the operation of a machine may include an

evaluation of selected data recorded by the device 300, or a copy thereof. Where the

machine is a vehicle, such as an automobile, truck, motorcycle, RV, boat or airplane, one

or more recorded aspects ofmachine operation may include speed, acceleration events,

deceleration events and/or locations where the vehicle was operated and/or any individual

or combination of those events or elements. Other individual or collective aspects that

may be recorded include seat belt use, turn signal use and/or the times and dates of

vehicle use. One or more of these aspects ofmachine operation, either alone or in

combination with one or more other characteristic (that may include operator age, sex,

location, selected demographics, etc.) may be compared to assess risk. The conclusions

may be compared against assumptions about safe operation determined by an insurer or

through actuarial data acquired or compiled from similar data to validate or adjust risk

assessments. The results of such comparisons may be used to assign a level of risk at 726

to a driver or owner that is retained in a database, database management system, or other

storage systems.

[0088] The collection and assessments may have many applications. For example, if the

data received from the device 300 indicates that a relatively high percentage ofvehicle

operation is done at a speed deemed to be unsafe, the operator and/or machine may be

placed in or assigned a high risk category. Additionally, or alternatively, if the recorded

aspect(s) indicates a relatively large number of aggressive accelerations and/or

decelerations for a number of miles driven, the operator and/or vehicle/operator may be

assigned a high risk category or actuarial tier. In these applications, previously known

actuarial parameters may be processed when evaluating the recorded aspect(s). In some

analysis, location—based actuarial data may indicate that the safest class of drivers may

perform rapid decelerations frequently in urban settings when compared to safe drivers

traveling through rural areas. In this analysis, allowances may be made for location or

other factors. When location information is not available, a location may be determined

from other data.

[0089] Data may be stored or processed in relation to a trip. A trip may start when

motion is detected or when the vehicle ignition is turned on (or data, such as speed data,

is first detected or received and vehicle voltage exceeds a programmable threshold) and

ends when motion ends or when the ignition of the vehicle is turned off (or when data,
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such as speed data, is not detected or no communication occurs within a programmable

time period or vehicle voltage falls below a programmable threshold, or in response to an

insurer’s or other entities command). In alternative devices 300, one or more

combinations of these conditions may identify trips (e.g., a beginning and/or end of a

trip). When motion sensors are used, a physical mechanism or electronic sensor may

quantify motion. The device may be integrated with or in communication with the device

300 or a vehicle. In many applications, the device 300 may provide data that allow

programs to reach conclusions. If a high percentage of the recorded trips are short (e.g.,

below some threshold distance and/or time), then a system may conclude that the vehicle

is garaged in an urban area or is used primarily for city driving. In some analyses, the

speed at which the vehicle is driven during the short trips may influence (or be a factor in)

such conclusions.

[0090] Data validation or verification may also be part of the process of assigning the

level of risk at 726 and/or in setting the price or cost of insurance at 734. For instance,

the device 300 may log vehicle identification information (e.g., vehicle identification

number or “VIN”) and/or or network protocol information when the device initially

interfaces a vehicle control system. Some information may be available from an in-

vehicle network and may be requested, transmitted, received, and written to a non—volatile

memory of the device 300. Additionally, where the device 300 or machine include an

optional interface that allows a user to enter information (e.g., operator identification,

code numbers, I.D. cards, biometric scans), this information may be received and stored

in the memory of the device 300. Where the device 300 or vehicle include, or

communicates with, location determining systems (e.g., GPS, wireless triangulation,

trilateraleralism of encoded signals, etc.), this information may be stored in a logically

distinct or common portion memory. The recorded and stored information may be

compared against information recorded or transmitted earlier by the party. A recorded

VIN may be compared against a vehicle description provided by the party when applying

for insurance. Similarly, location information retained in the device may be compared

against "garage location" information provided by a user (e.g., in a policy renewal form,

for example). Operator identification and vehicle mileage information may be compared

against operator lists and mileage estimates provided by the user (e.g., in policy

application forms).
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[0091] When incorrect data is found it may be corrected and the inconsistency (that may

be found through comparisons with applications or renewals, for example) may be

considered in cost calculations. In some circumstances, incorrect data may indicate a

fraud. The detection may place a party in a lower or uninsurable underwriting class or in

a higher risk tier.

[0092] The assigned level ofrisk at 726 may include an assignment of one or both of an

underwriting tier and an insurance rate. The level ofrisk at 726 may be used to determine

whether or not to offer insurance at 734 or establish a price for the insurance at 734.

[0093] The marketing method 714 may serve current customers or potential customers

(e.g., those who are not current customers). Potential or current customers of an insurer

may access stored data of one or more aspects of the operation of a machine through

customizable software that allows users to access documents and files and software

related to those files. These users may review data regarding one or more aspects of

machine operation and, in some instances, relationships between many users and the

relative levels of risk associated with those users. This may occur on a regular basis, at

policy renewal time, when a potential customer is evaluating insurers, or at other times.

In reviewing the data, the current or potential customers may indicate a willingness to

allow an aspect to be recorded. Furthermore, after such reviews, or instead of them, the

current or non-customer may transmit the recorded data to the insurer for the insurer’s

review and analysis. The analysis may determine a price (e.g., prospective or

retrospective) for insurance coverage. In some circumstances, a retroactive discount may

be offered against an insurance premium for a period that was monitored. Alternatively,

assumptions may be made about future behavior based on the recorded data and/or the

established relationships. The analysis may result in a discounted or a higher premium

for prospective insurance periods. Non-customers may receive estimates or offers of

insurance electronically or by courier (e.g., postal mail) that may include pricing

information based the non-customer willingness to review recorded data.

[0094] The system may also serve a prepaid customer. When a customer contracts for

insurance on a prepaid basis (e.g., per mile, kilometer, or per minute, or other unit of

time), a user interface may allow the user to review the recorded data. The review may

allow users to display a number of miles driven or number ofminutes or miles remaining
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on an account. It may allow users to estimate when a prepaid insurance balance may be

consumed.

[0095] Decisions about insurance levels and insurance periods may be based on a

willingness to allow one or more aspects ofmachine operation to be recorded at 718 and

be transferred to an insurer. These determinations may be considered when deciding

whether or not to offer insurance at 730 and its term. For example, it may not make sense

to enter into a long term agreement with an operator or machine owner associated with or

assigned to a high risk level (or high underwriting tier). However, a shorter term may

represent an acceptable risk.

[0096] Assumptions may be tested. For example, a non-customer may request a device

300 for recording one or more aspects of a machine. The non-customer may install the

device and store one or more aspect ofmachine operation for a trial period. The data may

be transmitted or uploaded through a wireless, tangible, or combination network to a

remote server at an insurer. In this example, it may be assumed, or it may be supported

by actuarial information, that the non-customer is a responsible, law abiding, careful

vehicle operator. Nevertheless, the uploaded data may indicate that, for example, the

non-customer drove at excessive speed and/or with overly aggressive accelerations and

decelerations. For these reasons, the insurer may be unwilling to extend certain insurance

coverage to the non-customer and/or make a long term commitment. However, the

insurer may be willing to minimize risk and improve an expected return by underwriting a

limited coverage for a shorter term or by charging an additional premium. Less coverage,

a shorter term, and/or continued data monitoring may cause the non-customer to change

his/her driving behavior. As driving behavior improves, the likelihood of a better

assessment may increase. If successful, the insurer may determine 730 to underwrite

more coverage for a longer period and/or set a lower premium for such coverage.

[0097] The behavior modification and/or cost control aspects of the method for marketing

insurance 714 may also include providing a remote interface to access “what-if”

evaluations. The interface may allow users that record vehicle data to transmit the data to

a remote insurance server cluster or site that provides the user with an opportunity to

enter or change values to reveal the effect of those submissions. A user may adjust or

evaluate different parameters, such as speed and distance traveled, to learn how these

changes may affect their costs over time, such as an insurable term. The software may
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accept a user’s changes or even recommend changes automatically to highlight

differences.

[0098] Behavior may change when users have access to data. A remote interface may

allow users to View documents and access files and software related to those documents at

a remote location. The remote interface may be customized to the user’s preferences and

may allow the party to upload or transfer the recorded information, or a copy thereof,

from the device 300 to a remote computer or an insurer’s remote server. The remote

interface may transfer or render some or all of the data retained in the device 300 or

selected infonnation. In some systems, the remote interface may display graphs,

animations, or graphics that may include one or more stored data elements (e.g., the

recorded speed of a vehicle, distance traveled, the duration of trip(s): on a minute by

minute or other time related basis, metadata, etc.). Alternatively, the remote interface

may render information indicating a percentage of time the vehicle was operated within

particular speed ranges, and/or at high risk or low risk locations (routes), and/or times,

with aggressive accelerations or decelerations, summaries or information about another

aspect (e.g., turn signal use, seat belt use, vehicle roll, vehicle yaw, entertainment system

on or off status, radio or television station, compact disc, digital video disks, or other

entertainment being played, telephone use, convertible top up or down status and/or tire

pressure, etc.). Where the machine is industrial or farm equipment, other aspects may

include line speeds, operating pressures, safety gate status, temperatures, operator run

times, machine configuration information (e.g., harvester, plow, planter, or other

configurations), etc.

[0099] In some systems, client-side sofiware executed by a remote interface may allow

users to review information. The content may indicate how the recorded information may

affect a prospective or retrospective cost of insurance. For example, the software may

display the recorded information with a message indicating that a five percent discount

may be available if the data is transmitted to an insurer or a service provider.

Additionally, or alternatively, the software may automatically highlight portions of the

stored data that may qualify the party for additional discounts or surcharges. These

highlights may be explained through hyperlinked documents or tags that may not be

visible to the user, but may be activated by selecting or hovering an absolute or relative

pointing device over a link or tag.
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[00100] In some systems, the interface that allows a party to review recorded information

about one or more aspects ofmachine operation allows users to compare operational

behavior to the operational behavior of others. For instance, a party’s recorded data may

be compared against an average or aggregate set of data received from other users.

Statistical or other comparisons may be made. These comparisons may compare a user’s

data to an average or aggregate of some or all parties who have uploaded data, an

average, or aggregate of data provided by operators with similar demographics or

characteristics (e.g., age, sex, location, etc.), an average or aggregate of data provided by

parties associated with similar machines (same model car, same model milling machine,

same size heat treating furnace, same model tractor or same model combine) or a

combination of other classes of data.

[00101] In some systems, the interface that allows a party to review recorded information

may include a transceiver or transmitter that may transfer the recorded information, or a

copy thereof, from the on-board portable mobile device 300 to a device or destination that

may deliver a portion of the information to the user. A transfer may be made by a

wireless or physical link. The connection may be made by a cable that links the device

300 to a communications port (e.g., and RS-232, USB port or a parallel port) of a

computer, programmable digital assistant, or other device. Alternative, complimentary,

or backup connections may be made by devices compliant with low-power, wireless mesh

networks (such as Zigbee), a multilayered communication protocol (such as Bluetooth

RTM) or other wireless networking or communication technology (including the

transceiver protocols described above).

[00102] In some systems, a compatible interface may enable the device to connect to a

remote computer (e.g., a home computer), a work station, or personal digital systems (that

may include a display device). If the ancillary device is portable or is in proximity to the

on-board portable mobile device 300, a physical or wireless connection may be made.

For example, a cable may link a personal digital assistant or laptop computer to the on-

board portable mobile device 300 while the device 300 is physically connected to an

OBDII connector or virtually connected to a vehicle interface.

[00103] Through a wireless interface, data may be delivered to a user and displayed even

when the display is remote irom the on-board portable mobile device 300. For example,

the on-board portable mobile device 300 may establish a connection with a remote
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computer when the vehicle is parked in proximity to a home or a remote network

interface. A vehicle may be parked in a driveway or a garage and be within range of a

wireless connection. When a connection is established, the technology may transfer a

copy of the recorded information from the on-board portable mobile device 300 to a

remote destination.

[00104] In some applications, the on-board portable mobile device 300 may be removed

from the vehicle and connected to a remote transmitter, transceiver, display, or other

device. In some applications, the device may be removed from the vehicle on a regular

basis (e.g., monthly, quarterly, or yearly) to enable communication with a remote device,

such as a display device. A wireless or physical connection may be established between a

personal computer or other computational platform to allow the on-board portable mobile

device 300 to transmit the record data. After a connection is made, some or all of the

recorded data may be transferred or copied to a second device. The data may be

displayed, processed, manipulated, analyzed, and/or compared to other data. In some

systems, the data retained in the on-board portable mobile device 300 is stored and/or is

transmitted in an encrypted format. When received in an encrypted format, the

intermediary or destination may include software or hardware that restores the data to its

original form.

[00105] In another application, an interchangeable component of the on-board portable

mobile device 300 may be physically removed from the device 300 to transfer data.

Some devices may include a self—contained assembly of components and circuitry, such

as a removable memory card or stick. Data may be stored on the removable storage

element. When the storage element is interfaced to a remote device, the data may be

transferred to a remote site. In some systems, the removable element may be erased after

a data transfer. Once transferred, the removable element may be reconnected to the on-

board portable mobile device 300. Should the removable element not be erased, the data

may be archived and a replacement may be reconnected to the on-board portable mobile

device 300. If the interchangeable device comprises a memory, it may comprise memory

sticks or other devices that may store and retrieve data. Some interchangeable devices

may comprise movable media, such as floppy disks, recordable compact disks, digital

video disks, static media such as b1ocl<—oriented memory, etc.
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[00106] Data transfer may occur automatically or in response to user commands. When

a transfer occurs, a party may be rewarded with a discount for transmitting the data to a

remote destination, such as an insurer’s server cluster. The data may indicate that an

insured party is entitled to an additional discount or subject to a surcharge. If a party is

not a customer, a quote may be transmitted to the user.

[00107] In some systems, data is stored in multiple forms in the device 300. The first

form may comprise an encrypted form for communication with a display device, node, or

an external device. A second set of data may be encrypted in a second format through a

second encryption algorithm or device. The second set of data may be transmitted to a

second node or service provider, such as an insurer. The encryption schemes may prevent

unauthorized access to the data.

[00108] The interface that allows a party to review the recorded information may be

local to a user (e.g., installed locally on the parties’ personal computer or computing

platform), may be remote to a user (e.g., installed on a remote computer or server and

communicated through a wireless and/or physical link that may comprise an internet

link), or may be distributed among a different platforms or locations. For example, the

software and hardware that comprises an interface that provides a preview portion may be

installed and run locally, (e.g., on a party’s computing), while other detail or display

functions may be served by a remote content provider through a server or cluster (e.g., a

Web page server).

[00109] Some parties may be reluctant to provide information to an insurer unless the

party is assured that the data will lower their expenses (e.g., reduce insurance costs).

Through a distributed transaction processor or processing, a local computer may allow a

user to review and analyze the data and control its distribution to a service provider, such

as an insurance company. A separate computer or cluster may be programmed to analyze

the data, assess risk, assess performance, or establish an insurance rate, and transmit some

or all of the results of the analysis to the local computer. By distributing the analysis to a

separate computer, some systems may provide the user with an incentive to transmit the

recorded data to a third party.

[00110] For example, in Figure 8, preview software retained and running, for example,

on a personal or local computer may receive and render a driving summary display 814.

The driving summary display 814 includes a policy discount section 818, a graphical
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operating performance section 822, and a numerical operating performance section 826.

Clicking or selecting an upload button 830 may direct the software to transmit encrypted

data from the device 300 or local computer to a remote computer, server, or cluster. The

remote computer, server, or cluster may belong or may be associated with an insurer or a

third party service provider. When selected, hardware and software may activate a

program that transmits the data through a physical or wireless link (e.g., an internet or

telephone based connection).

[00111] Vi/hen received, the remote server or cluster may analyze and/or transmit data

that cause a display of the information in one or many formats. The display may include

a numerical performance display section 826 that includes a logging start time stamp 832,

a logging stop time stamp 834, and a percentage of time connected parameter 836. The

start and stop time stamps 832, 834 may indicate the time period in which the data was

monitored. The percentage of time connected parameter may indicate how faithfully the

device 300 or interchangeable component of the device 300, (e.g., a memory module) was

used during that period. For example, if the percentage of time connected 836 was

relatively low, it may indicate that the device 300 or interchangeable component was

disconnected and did not record machine performance during long periods of time. This

may suggest that the machine was operated in an unsafe manner during that time. A

relatively high value, on the other hand, may indicate that the submitted data is

representative ofmachine performance or driver behavior. In some systems, the

percentage of time connected parameter 836 may be used to determine a driver’s

willingness to record operational data at 718. This measure may influence underwriting

decisions and rating scores. For example, when the percentage of time connected to a

vehicle bus or controller is low, the low use may be associated with a higher level ofrisk

that reduces or eliminates a discount.

[00112] The numerical driving performance section 826 may also display summary

information about recorded parameters recorded by the device 300. When appropriate,

the information is presented on an annualized or customized basis. In Figure 8, the

logging start and stop parameters 832 and 834 indicate that the summarized data was

collected over a 31 day period. Software and hardware allows users to review machine

use or mileage estimates based on a predetermined logging period (e.g., the 31 day

logging period) through the remote interface. In some systems, projections may be based
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on the ratio of recorded days versus the number of days in a year; in other systems; the

projections may be seasonally adjusted. The interface (and preview software) may

project an annual daytime mileage of 14,958 miles based on the number ofmiles recorded

in the logging period. Additionally, the interface and (preview software) may display a

nighttime mileage projection 840 of 113 miles and a high risk mileage projection 842 of 0

miles.

[00113] In Figure 8, a client—side scripting may add interactivity and may customize the

viewing or delivery of documents that may be updated dynamically. The page may

include numerical performance display 826, including indications 844, 846, and 848 that

the Vehicle is driven above 75 miles per hour 0.02 percent of the time, aggressively

accelerated 16.8 times per 100 miles driven and was aggressively braked or decelerated

3.1 times for every 100 miles driven. The graphical operational performance section 822

may display these parameters 838 — 848 as pictorial representations, such as graphics or

charts in relation to a comparison value, such as an average or nominal values 850. The

inclusion of a comparison value may allow the operator to compare individual operating

habits or profiles to other operators or drivers or profiles.

[00114] In Figure 8, the discount section 818 of the operational summary 814 indicates

that a total discount 852 may be based upon an upload bonus 854 or a rating factor, such

as a safety score 856 and/or a usage discount 858. Current customers may apply the

discount 852 to a premium to determine a cost of insurance. Non—customers may apply

the discount to a cost presented in an insurance quote. The insurance quote may be

estimated, or, if the data is delivered to an insurer, delivered electronically in real-time,

after a delay, or through a postal service, and may be a firm offer. In some systems, a

cost of insurance notification is transmitted after the recorded data is transmitted or

transferred to the insurer.

[00115] In some exemplary systems, an upload bonus 854 may reflect a portion of a

discount applied to an insurance premium. It may reflect the willingness to monitor

machine operation and the uploading, transmitting, or otherwise providing recorded data

to an insurer. Other (e.g., lesser or greater) discounts may also be given. A discount may

be given to users that record and review their machine (e.g., vehicle) data, but do not

transmit the data to an insurer. A smaller discount may be given to those who request and

install the device 300, but do not review the data or transmit the data to an insurer. In
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some applications, a willingness less than that willing to transmit data to the insurer may

be assigned 726 a level of risk that results in no discount, or may result in the assessment

of a surcharge. The safety score 856 and usage discount 858 of Figure 8 may be

explained through secondary screens, windows, or documents that may be linked by tags

or a markup language associated with text, icons, or other elements.

[00116] In Figure 9, a server side scripting may add additional interactivity and

customizes the viewing or delivery of documents or objects that may (be updated

dynamically and may) include a safety score or rating. The page or documents may

include a score display 914 (that may include graphical objects) in proximity to a safety

score explanation section 918. Some safety score displays 914 may include the discount

summary 818 and graphical performance section 822.

[00117] In some systems, the safety score may be based on one or more driving or

operational characteristics. In some systems, the characteristics may include a speed

factor 922, an acceleration (and/or deceleration) factor 924, and/or a braking factor 926.

An on screen help feature in the fonn of a help window 930 or a cartoon like dialog

balloon may appear when a user positions a cursor over an icon or element to further

explain the elements or objects on the page or document(s). For example, a help feature

may explain that an excessive speed factor 922 may be programmed to a predetermined

value (e.g., such as 2.0), but is thereafter reduced at a fixed or variable programmable

factor based on one or more parameters. In some systems, the predetermined value is

thereafter reduced by a programmable factor of 1 for every 1.5 percent of driving done at

a speed over 75 miles per hour (a predetermined amount). A help feature, such as a help

Window 930, may explain that a braking factor, such as an aggressive braking factor 926,

may be programmed to a predetermined value (e.g., such as 2) and thereafter is reduced at

a fixed or variable programmable factor based on one or more parameters. In some

systems, the predetermined value is reduced 1/6 times the number of observed, recorded,

or detected aggressive braking events normalized to a per 100 miles driven basis. A help

feature or window 930 may also explain, for example, that an acceleration factor, such as

an aggressive acceleration factor 924, may programmed to a predetermined value (e.g.,

such as 2.0), and is thereafter reduced at a fixed or variable programmable rate. In Figure

9, the rate may comprise a fraction (e.g., 1/14) times the number of aggressive

acceleration events recorded in the device 300 normalized to a per 100 miles driven basis.
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In Figure 9, the safety score or rating may be adjusted or weighted by a function, such as

the function 920 that comprises a combination of speed factors 922, acceleration factors

924, and braking factors 926, or may be based on a single factor that may be a raw data

element, calculated data element, and/or derived data element alone.

[00118] In Figure 10, a server-side scripting adds additional interactivity and customizes

the viewing or delivery of documents or objects (that may updated dynamically) to render

a usage discount display 1014 having a usage discount detail section 1018. The usage

discount display 1014 may also include the discount summary display 818 and a

graphical operation performance section 822. The usage discount usage discount 1022

may be a function of one or more elements. In Figure 10 the elements include a starting

discount 1024 and rating factors. The rating factors rendered in the exemplary page

reflect a daytime mileage adjustment 1026, a nighttime mileage adjustment 1028, and a

high risk mileage adjustment 1030.

[00119] In some systems, a help feature, such as a help window 930, may explain that the

usage discount 1022 may be programmed to the Value of the starting usage discount 1024,

but is thereafter reduced by one or more adjustment values. In some systems, the

adjustment values may be based on daytime driving 1026, nighttime driving 1028, and/or

a high risk adjustment 1030. For example, a starting usage discount may be programmed

to a fixed percent (e.g., 10 percent). The usage discount 1022 may be adjusted higher or

lower based on one or more adjustment values. In Figure 10, the usage discount may be

adjusted downward based on the number of annualized miles driven during the day,

driven during the night, and/or classified as high risk. Daytime miles might, for example,

may be miles driven between a programmed range (e.g., the hours of 5 a.m. and 10 p.m.

local time). Miles driven between the hours of 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. Monday—Friday may

be classified as nighttime miles. Miles driven during the hours of 12 am. to 4 a.m. on

Saturday and Sunday might be classified as high risk miles.

[00120] A help feature or window 930 may explain that a daytime adjustment may

reduce the starting usage discount by a predetermined programmable value (e.g., 1

percent for every 1000 miles driven) beyond a predetermined limit (e.g., 7250 miles per

year). Miles driven during nighttime may reduce the usage discount by, for example, a

fixed programmable percent (e.g., 2.5 percent for every 1000 nighttime miles driven) in

excess of another predetermined limit (e.g., 250 miles). High risk miles may reduce the
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usage discount at a predetermined programmable rate (e.g., 12 percent per 1000 high risk

miles driven).

[00121] In some pages and documents, the total discount 852 may be calculated by

multiplying the usage discount 858 by the safety score 856 and adding the upload bonus

854 to that product. In other applications, the usage discount may be based on other

factors and/or functions.

[00122] If the party selects or decides to provide recorded data from the device 300 to the

insurer, the user may click or select the upload button 930. The interface and preview

software may server as an intermediary that transmits encrypted data from the device 300

to a server or cluster of the insurer or to a third party through a publicly or privately

accessible distributed network. In some systems, the device 300 transmits encrypted data.

When a data transfer is complete a party may elect (e.g., by clicking or selecting) or

enable a clear logger button 1040 that directs the preview software to issue commands to

erase selected recorded data from the device 300. The device may be cleared in blocks or

bytes to free up resources and allow a dynamic memory allocation process to reallocate

memory to functions within the device 300.

[00123] In Figure 11, a server side scripting adds more interactivity and customizes the

viewing or delivery of documents or objects (that may updated dynamically) to render

recorded information regarding one or more aspect ofmachine operation. Through these

documents, a party associated with a machine may further review the data through the

pages that may be served through a Web site. The Web site may transmit tools 1114

associated with files, graphical elements, and scripts that may examine how adjusting

operational behaviors or characteristics may affect a cost of insurance (or a discount or

surcharge on insurance) in the future or from the past. For example, the Web site may

transmit dialog boxes such as text entry boxes 1 1 18 or graphical sliders 1122 that may

manipulate or edit summary information. The summary information may include

information received by the insurer or the third party service provider of the insurer. A

party may log in or otherwise associate him or herself with the uploaded data and

summary information. The uploaded data may be preloaded into tools 1114, 1 118, and

1122. A usage discount summary 1126, safety score summary 1130 and/or discount

calculation 1134 portions of the Web page may be preloaded with summary information.

A party may use the text windows 11 18 or sliders 1120 to change the displayed
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performance summary information to reveal how different machine operational behavior

may affect a (prospective or retrospective) cost of insurance, discount, surcharge, or

coverage (not shown).

[00124] For instance, a party may change a position of an aggressive accelerations slider

1138 and observe, for instance, how reducing the number of aggressive accelerations that

may occur when driving may affect a (or their) safety score 1140 and/or a discount 1142.

Similarly, increasing the number of daytime 1144 or nighttime 1146 miles driven may

reveal changes in a usage discount 1126 and a calculated or total discount 1142. Other

pictorial or graphical display techniques may highlight the significance of these changes.

For example, the colors of the slider 1 122 or entered text 1 1 18 (e.g., that may yield an

impression characteristic) may be changed to indicate the level ofrisk, safety, and/or cost

associated with the current or adjusted Values.

[00125] In Figure 12 a server side scripting adds more interactivity and customizes the

viewing or delivery of documents or objects (that may updated dynamically) to provide a

review or comparison to other parties. A party may compare one or more aspect of

operation of the machine or a party’s behavior to other parties and machine operations.

For example, a table 1214 or graphic may compare operational aspects 1218 of the

machine to historical and/or statistical data such different averages 1222.

[00126] Server side scripting customizes the viewing or delivery of documents that

illustrate a speed distribution graph 1314. The speed distribution shown in Figure 13

illustrates a percentage of time a vehicle is operated within predetermined or

programmable speed ranges. In alternative pages data comparisons are provided between

a user and the speed distribution of an average driver (that may have a similar or differing

demographic), neighboring drivers, and other drivers of the same model vehicle or any

other comparison. Information about other operational parameters may also be delivered

to a user’s remote interface. For example, a distribution graph displays the percentage of

time a seatbelt is used, a radio is played, or a cell phone or wireless device is used or

frequency (e.g., the number of times) turn signals are used per a predetermined distance

(eg, 100 miles).

[00127] Summary information about the received recorded data may be transmitted in

other contexts that a user may request. For example, a distribution 1414 may be

generated by a server-side script that correlates driving activity to the days of the week
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(Figure 14). Additionally, or alternatively, driving activity may be correlated to a time of

the day and presented in graphical format 1418. In alternative pages or documents, the

data may be presented through comparisons to other machine operators or drivers. If the

data is presented in comparison to neighboring drivers, the party may determine a time of

day for driving when traffic is light, which may reduce the driver’s level of risk.

[00128] In Figure 15, a Web site delivers the tags, text, pictorial objects, and/or scripts

that provide the exemplary summaries ofmachine operation in the form of a log. When

summarizing a vehicle’s operation, the data may comprise a trip log 1514. Asynchronous

vehicle events, such as an ignition cycle, the detection of speed, or other data may

identify the beginning or the end of a trip. In Figure 15, ignition start and stop events are

used to identify the beginning and the end of trips. The length of time and the number of

miles driven for each trip or for the total number of trips on a given day may be tracked

and transmitted to a user’s remote interface. Where a fuel consumption aspect is included

in the recorded data, fuel economy may be included in the trip log. When presented in a

graphical format, fuel economy may be used to detect an engine, system or other failure,

the onset of a failure, or to remind a user to schedule or perform preventive maintenance

that may allow the user to avoid a failure.

[00129] Trip log information may assist a user account for miles driven. When used for

work-related purposes, it may assist a user to account for business expenses. When

delivered to a server or cluster hosted by an insurer, miles driven or the number ofhours a

machine is operated may be transmitted to a user’s remote interface with a cost of

insurance on a per trip basis. When serving a prepaid user, the server or cluster may

transmit the monitored parameter (e.g., miles driven or the number ofhours a machine is

operated) with its associated costs (e.g., as a bill or debit from a pre-paid amount).

[00130] Some server-side scripts adds interactivity and customizes the viewing or

delivery of documents or objects (that may updated dynamically) by automatically

selecting and/or highlighting parameters. Figure 16 highlights behavior or data that may

increase insurance costs, such as aggressive braking 1618, aggressive deceleration 1622

events, excessive number of trips, duration of trips, distance of trips and time spent above

a threshold speed 1626. The highlights may be delivered through a context—sensitive

script or program that that highlights high risk parameters relevant to a user that may be

based on a user and/or context (e.g., information may be highlighted if it reflects risks
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associated with an actuarial class). The highlights may assist a user in modifying their

behavior.

[00131] A server—side scripting may add other interactivity and customizes the viewing

or delivery of documents, objects, or records (that may updated dynamically) related to

the device 300. A record may indicate when the device 300 was cleared 1718, when the

device 300 was installed in or interfaces a machine 1722, was removed from the machine

1726 and/or when data was transferred 1730. It may allow a user to review data

processed through local software (such as their preview software described in Figure 8).

It may allow a user to review a percentage of time installed parameter (e.g., 836) and/or

other data retained in an interchangeable component, such as the removable storage

element.

[00132] In some systems, a network connection to the insurer or a service provider may

maintain the device 300. For example, software updates may be provided to the device

through a Web site. If the device 300 is to be interfaced to a different machine or through

a different protocol, device software may be changed to accommodate differences

between machines (e.g., firmware updates). Device updates may occur through hardware

changes (e.g., memory chips or cards) or through magnetic or optical media physically

delivered to the party. In yet other alternatives, updates are provided through wired

telephone or wireless connections to the insurer or the service provider or directly to the

device itself.

[00133] The hardware, software, and scripts that allow a party to review recorded

information described above is exemplary only. In some embodiments, the hardware,

software, and scripts may be run on a local computing platform. In other embodiments,

the software and scripts may be delivered from a remote Web site or other

communications network. In still other embodiments, a party may not be able to review

the recorded data. Instead, the data is provided to and processed by the insurer without

review.

[00134] The device 300 may be embodied in various combinations of hardware and

software. For instance, an embodiment adapted for use with factory machinery may be

embodied in software that may be stored, for example, in a programmable logic controller

(PLC) or supervisory computers controlling factory machinery. An exemplary

embodiment 1810 of the device 300 may include a processor 1814, program storage
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1818, a data log 1822, a clock 1826, an optional internal power source 1830, a machine

interface 1834, and a display interface 1838. The program storage 1818 may comprise

storage medium, which may be a read only memory (ROM), Electrically Erasable Read

Only Memory (EEPROM), a Flash memory or other non-volatile storage medium. The

program storage 1818 retains instructions for controlling or directing the processor 1814

to record one or more aspects of machine operation. The processor 1814 may process

signals received through the machine interface 1834 and store information in the data log

822. In some embodiments, data may be stored in the data log 1822 with a time stamp

indicating the time of day information is received, generated, or changed. In some

systems, a timestamp may comprise a time value based off of the clock 1826, the vehicle,

or a wireless bus or network.

[00135] In some systems, the program storage 1818 may store instructions for encrypting

data. For example, data to be transmitted to an insurer or a service provider may be

encrypted before or as it is being stored in the data log 1822 (or when it is transmitted to a

remote destination). In some embodiments, a second (or backup) copy of the data or

information may be retained in the data log 1822 using a second layer or technique ofor

for encryption. A first layer or technique may be used for data to be transmitted to a user

or local device or may be maintained as a backup or duplicate copy. A second layer or

technique may be used for the data to be transmitted or delivered to an insurer or a third

party service provider.

[00136] In some embodiments, the program storage 1818 may retain instructions for

monitoring sensor output or measuring vehicle parameters (such the acceleration and/or

deceleration rate of a vehicle). The device 1810 may monitor vehicle speed data (based

on output of speed sensor) through the machine interface 1834. The speed information

may be processed at a synchronous rate (e.g., once per second) by the processor 1814.

The difference between consecutive speed measurements may be continuously measured

in the vehicle or after the device 1810 transmits data (eg, may comprise synchronously

recorded speed) to a remote site. A positive difference between a current speed and a

previous speed may indicate, for example, an acceleration event. A negative difference

may indicate a deceleration event. An aggressive acceleration event may be identified

when an acceleration value exceeds a programmable threshold. When analyzed in the

vehicle, the rate of acceleration may be stored in the data log 1822 and time stamped
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(and/or date stamped) by the processor 1814. When a deceleration rate exceeds a

threshold, the rate of deceleration may be stored in the data long 1822 and time stamped

(and/or date stamped) by the processor 814 when aggressive deceleration events are

identified in the vehicle.

[00137] In some systems, the rate of acceleration or deceleration may not be derived in

the vehicle or at a remote site. In these systems, one or more accelerometers may

transmit acceleration and deceleration rates that may be processed as described above.

[00138] In some systems, the program storage 1818 may retain relationship data and

instructions to preserve other data for retrieval. Program storage 1818 may direct the

processor 1814 to monitor and store raw data elements (such as vehicle speed) through

the machine interface 1834 at a synchronous rate. Speed and other data may be recorded,

and time stamped, at a regular interval and/or upon an asynchronous event (e.g., when a

speed threshold is exceeded). Other data may include trip start and stop times, device

1810 installation and de-installation times, seat belt use, turn signal use, location or route

information, entertainment system use, cell phone use, tire pressure, other safety and

performance parameters, and relationship data. Relationship data may comprise data that

establishes a connection between the monitored or recorded data and one or more vehicle

or driver characteristics. In some systems, data that establishes a connection between the

monitored or recorded data and an identifier (e.g., a unique identifier to the system) or

user account may comprise relationship data.

[00139] When physically connected to a vehicle, the machine interface 1834 may mate

with an in-vehicle connector (e.g., an onboard diagnostic connector), such as an OBDI,

OBDII and/or OBDIII connectors. Additionally, or alternatively, the machine interface

1834 may include connectors that mate with other connectors (e.g., such as those known

as SAE J-1962 connectors). Furthermore, the machine interface 1834 may include

electronic components that generate signals that interface the networks associated with

those connectors. For instance, the machine interface 1838 may comprise electronic

components compatible with a Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol, Media Oriented

Systems Transport/Transfer (MOST), J185O Variable Pulse Width (VPW), J1850 Pulse

Width Modulated (PWM), Keyword Protocol 2000 (KWP2000), J 1939, ISO9l41, and/or

protocols adopted by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Society of

Automotive Engineers, or an automotive (in-vehicle protocols) or OEM protocol.
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[00140] In some systems, an optional display interface 1838 may include one or more

connector and associated electronic components for communicating with a display,

computational platform, personal computer, and/or digital personal assistant. Some

display devices include an RS-232 connector and/or USB connector for receiving and

transmitting signals using one or more protocols. Additionally, or alternatively, one or

both of the interfaces 1834, 1838 may include wireless communication software and

hardware compliant with some or all of the wireless standards described above. These

interfaces may automatically identify and connect with other computers and devices.

[00141] In yet another alternative, the data log 1822 may comprise a removable storage

element, such as, for example, a memory chip, card or stick, or a movable media (e.g.,

rotatable media), such as, for example, a floppy disk, or recordable CD or DVD. In these

systems, the optional display interface 1838 may also comprise the removable storage

element. The removable storage element may communicate with a display device

through, for example, a memory reader or drive that transfers or copies data from the

removable storage element to a display device.

[00142] In some embodiments, the device 1810 receives power from the vehicle through

the machine interface 1834. In these embodiments, the internal power source 1830, such

as, for example, a battery, "super capacitor," or capacitor, may maintain the optional

clock 1826 when the device 1810 is disconnected from the vehicle. Additionally, in some

embodiments, the power source 1830 may provide power to the data log 1822 for

maintaining the recorded data when the device 1810 is separated from the vehicle or

machine. For example, if the data log 1822 includes CMOS memory, the internal power

source 1830 may serve as a battery backup for retaining the data.

[00143] In some embodiments, the device 1810 may receive power from the display

interface 1838 when the device 1810 is connected to the computational platforrn, display,

personal computer, and/or PDA. In some embodiments, the device 1810 may interface a

remote clock or timing device that synchronizes to remote time signals. Time may be

received from governmental or standards organizations, such as, for example, the

National Institute of Standards and Technology and associated radio stations, such as

WWVB, or through a wireless network. In some systems, the clock 1826 is calibrated

when the device 1810 connects to a vehicle. In other embodiments, the clock 1826

calibrates when the device connects to a computational platform, display, or a network.
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For example, a Web page, GPS network, or wireless network may provide a timing signal

that synchronizes the clock 1826. In these embodiments, an internal power source 1830

may be used to maintain the clock between update events.

[00144] Figure 19 is a network that may communicate with on—board portable mobile

devices 300. The host system may comprise two or more trip monitoring servers 1916

and 1918 or 1920 and 1922 (e.g., server farm or clusters) that operate and appear to the

on—board portable mobile devices 300 as if they were a single unit. The clusters 1916 and

1918 or 1920 and 1922 improve network capacity through load balancers 1912 and 1914

that spread work (e.g., requests and responses) between the servers 1916 and 1918 or

1920 and 1922. Before a request is parsed and forwarded, it must be passed through a

firewall 1908 or 1910 that incorporates filters that allow or deny a request to enter or

leave one or more local area networks serving the clusters. A packet filtering may be

used to accept or reject packets, including the exchange of short text messages that may

be exchanged between the device 300 and the clusters 1916 and 1918 or 1920 and 1922.

Some packet filtering may accept or reject packets based on their origin or content.

[00145] To access a cluster 1916 and 1918 or 1920 and 1922, the device 300 may access

a plurality ofAccess Point Names (APN) 1902 and 1904 that may interface external

wireless network nodes. One ofmany APNS 1902 and 1904 may be automatically

selected based on signal strength and a series of signal exchanges that acknowledge a

communication or the transfer of data without an error. The order of selection of an APN

1902 or 1904 may be based on configuration files that are automatically executed by a

communication controller or by one or more processors. The configuration files may

comprise files (e.g. text files, batch files) that identify the device 300 (e.g., a unique

identifier) and/or control the device 300 operating behavior. Commands or priorities in

the configuration files may enable or disable features, set limits on resources (e.g.,

memory allocations, number of sensor outputs that may be monitored, etc.) and extend

the functions of the device 300. Device extension may occur by loading device drivers

that control or support hardware specific to the device 300 or to a customized use (e.g.,

monitor specific outputs, derive specific elements, enable or drive an audio,.text, and/or

video transmission, transmit in a selected wireless protocol, etc.). An exemplary

configuration file may be created or modified by an insurer or third party (e.g., in other

versions, by the operating system at system installation) at any time, and contain
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commands that configure the system to establish monitoring (e.g., sample frequency,

storage frequency, error tracking, etc.,) and/or communication (e.g., sequential protocol

detection, network selection, connection conditions, network connection frequencies, file

formats, signal monitoring, transfer protocols, etc.).

[00146] System installation may set up applications in the device 300 to monitor a

vehicle 1902 or 1904 and communicate with remote destination(s). When a voltage

threshold is detected or reached (or the unit 300 identifies the desired vehicle), an

initialization file containing information about the initial configuration of the device 300

may be executed by a communication controller or one or more processors of the device

300. The initialization file may include commands that determine the source and

transmission protocol of the physical or virtual in-vehicle data bus. In—vehicle bus

protocol may be identified through a sequential handshake. The device 300 may cycle

through a plurality ofprotocols by transmitting requests in different protocols while

waiting for a valid response. When a valid response is received, the communication

controller or processors may store the identity of the validated protocol (or if more than

one protocol is used, store the identity of the valid protocols) in a cache or a non—volatile

memory and loads software routines (or a Basic Input / Output System, BIOS, from a

non—volatile to an operational memory) that support data transfer or exchanges between

the device 300, the vehicles 1902 and 1904, and input/output nodes. Some devices 300

may synchronize an internal timing device or clocks to an in-vehicle clock. In other

devices 300, clock synchronization to the vehicle does not occur when the internal timing

devices synchronizes to local time maintained on the out ofvehicle networks (e.g.,

external networks).

[00147] When a connection is established between the device 300 and the in-vehicle data

bus, the initialization file may request Vehicle attributes and manufacturers’ data. Some

systems may request Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN) through the in-vehicle bus. A

VIN may establish a manufacturer, assembly location, and vehicle characteristics, such as

the engine, transmission, differential ratio, year, make, model, and/or a unique vehicle

identifier of that vehicle. The initialization file may also establish other defaults and/or

user preferences that may be edited, modified, or updated by the operating system or

through software releases and/or updates from the insurer or third party.
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[00148] Before a device 300 initiates a connection with an external network and then a

session with a content provider (e.g., an insurer or third party), it may select between

multiple Wireless nodes. In some cellular applications, one or more nodes may support a

Wireless Application Protocol APN and other node(s) may support a World Wide Web

APN. The Wireless Application Protocol APN may provide access to known destinations

and/or information services provided to the users of that proprietary network. World

Wide Web APN may provide access to known destinations and any content (or server)

accessible through a publicly accessible distributed networks like the Internet.

[00149] Upon an initialization event, after a synchronous period (e.g., after a

predetermined time such as twenty-four hours fi'om a plug—in event), and/or an

asynchronous event (e.g., a trigger event), a wireless connection may be made and a

session established between the device 300 and the external Wireless network. When

established, the device 300 may synchronize its internal timing device or clock (e.g., time

ofday, date, and/or month) to the time, date, and/or month maintained by the external

network. In some networks, including cellular networks, data exchanges may occur

through wireless control protocols, wireless encryption protocols, and/or other

communication protocols. Wireless control protocol and a wireless transaction facilitator

may control the communication throttle (e.g., transmission rates across the network)

based on the available bandwidth of the network. Programming and instructions stored in

non—volatile memory (e.g. firmware) may be updated through a wireless control protocol

and/or a Wireless transaction facilitator.

[00150] A dynamic memory allocation processor or a dynamic memory allocation

process may allocate memory to maintain existing firmware (e.g., a legacy version that

may include startup routines, input/output instructions, etc.) when updated firmware is

transferred to the device 300 through a physical or virtual link. If a device self—diagnostic

or an error-detection coding detects an error during storage or transmission, the legacy

firmware may be automatically restored and the device 300 may be reset to the

preferences and defaults observed before the unsuccessful update. When an error

correction coding is used, a detection and correction of errors may be made during the

transfer or installation of the firmware to assure an error—fiee version is stored or installed

within the device 300. The update may be installed or the legacy firmware sustained

before the memory allocation processor or the dynamic memory allocation process de-
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allocates the memory retaining the uninstalled or inactive version of the firmware to free

the previously allocated memory.

[00151] An APN selection may select one of two private front end branches that

comprise substantially similar or identical processing functions in Figure 19. Firewalls

1908 and 1910 allow or deny entry to or exit from the local area network. Load balancers

1912 and 1914 pass commands, firmware, and/or data between two or more trip

monitoring servers 1916 and 1918 or 1920 and 1922 (e.g., to improve throughput and

response times). The servers 1916 — 1922 may support wireless control protocols (e.g., a

Web service), wireless encryption protocols, a wireless transaction facilitator, a Short

Message Service (e.g., a Web service that may support up to about 160 characters) and

other communication facilitators and protocols. The device 300 and servers 1916 — 1922

may be File Transfer Protocol compliant to support the download firmware to or upload

files from the device 300. Firewalls 1924 and 1926 may secure the middle tier and

backend networks shown in Figure 21 from the front—end networks shown in Figures 19

and 20.

[00152] A client may access a similar network of firewalls, load balancers, and servers

2008 - 2026 shown in Figure 20. Through a publicly accessible distributed network 2006,

distributors 2002, customers 2004, and other authorized users may transmit requests, and

receive, parse and render responses from an on—line services cluster 2016 and 2020 (that

may communicate through Web services) and/or Trip monitoring servers 1916 - 1922.

Some response may include scripts that display responses in a common window where

the request originated or in a different window. Some presentation choices may be made

by the user, by a selected link, or may be made as a result of a response as described

through this written description. Some responses contain scripts that may cause an output

to be rendered in a different visual window. In some instances, such as when output

highlights safety or cost content, a separate visual window may be rendered to attract the

user’s attention or focus. The impression characteristic of a response (e.g., choice of

fonts, color, graphics, positions, animations, styles, etc., may indicate a designator of

source) may be selected by or tailored to a sender’s desired format at the server—side (e.g.,

through an active server page).

[00153] Two or more application servers (e.g., clusters) 2102 and 2106 may reside in the

middle-tier of the server centric architecture. The servers 2102 and 2106 may provide
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middleware service for security and maintenance. In Figure 21, the application servers

2102 and 2106 are wireless transaction facilitator and device data transform compliant.

In some systems, the middle tier servers 2102 and 2106 may comprise batch servers

serving as a first location in which the raw data elements, calculated data elements, and/or

derived data elements may be temporarily stored, locally or across a distributed storage

devices or database(s) 2108. For longer term storage or data analysis, data may be

retained in database(s) 2108 and 2114 (e.g., relational databases that may comprise one or

more flat files (2-dimensional arrays) that may be transformed to form new combinations

because of relations between the data in the records or other databases, such as

hierarchical databases that retain searchable indices that reference distinct portions within

that database and/or other storage devices or databases accessible through an archive file

server 2104 and/or a database management server. A parallel database system (not

shown) may be accessed by one, two, or more processors that may service database

management requests, such as structured query language, transaction logging,

input/output handling, and data buffering. It may provide quick access to databases

across multiple storage devices.

[00154] While a data warehouse may be distributed across several servers and may

contain several databases and information from many devices in multiple formats, it also

may be accessible through a backup server 2112 as shown in Figure 21. Access to the

data warehouse 2114 may be transparent to the user, who may use commands to retrieve

and analyze all the data, details, metadata, summaries, etc. The data warehouse 2114 may

include data about the organization of the data warehouse 2114, where the data or

information may be found, sources of the data, and any relationships that have been

automatically or manually established between data.

[00155] Figure 22 is a high level View of an alternative risk management system 2200

that may communicate with the device 300 through a wireless medium. The device 300

may communicate with an insurer or other entity (through a publicly accessible or

privately accessible distributed network) through transceivers (e.g., transmitters or

receivers), antenna signaling controllers and base station controllers. Some exemplary

communication may occur because of a:

can Reason
48
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can Reason
Schedule Through the configuration file, the device 300 may call at synchronous

intervals (e.g., a programmable or repeatable period) and/or after

as chronous events e. ., after each “tri ,” after a number of “tri s,”yn

etc.).

Short Message A non-speech alert received from an insurer or other entity.

Service Page

Device Failure A hardware and/software failure occurs.

Memory Threshold Memory use approaches or exceeds a programmable threshold (e.g., a

percentage of a capacity).

When the device 300 receives power.
First Detection of After device initialization (e.g., source voltage exceeds a programmable

Protocol threshold, a vehicle is detected, a vehicle protocol is detected, etc.).

Speed Delta For a fixed or variable programmable period, a difference in sequential

Threshold speed readings exceeds a programmable threshold.

International cell The device locks to or interfaces an “international” cell or wireless site.

Callback If a call is interrupted or the device 300 may temiinate communication to

respond to a request (e.g., install a firmware upgrade). The device 300

may report the status of the last command the device 300 executed

during the subsequent communication or later call.

[00156] Information that may be transmitted through the wireless medium to an insurer

or other entities (such as their Web site or private server or cluster) may include:

Parameter Descri tion

Identifiers A wireless network identifier (e.g., may be retained in a portable

subscriber identity module within the device 300 that identifies a unique

user account to a wireless network, may handle device 300
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_authentication, and may provide data storage)

Firmware Versions May include version numbers of one or more processors, firmware,

wireless or cellular site protocol, vehicle protocol, and/or GPS versions,
etc.

Vehicle Protocol The protocol the device 300 uses to communicate with the vehicle.

Vehicle Vehicle Identification Number

Identification

Distance traveled (e.g., may comprise an end of a hip odometer reading

or a discrete measure of distance a user may travel for each trip).

Memory currently in use.
Call Reason Why a device 300 is communicating with the insurer or other entity

Signal Strength Magnitude of a desired electric field at a reference point.

Trip Identifier A marker of some type (e.g., a flag) that identifies when a vehicle’s

engine is started.

[00157] A list of some of the commands that an insurer or other entity may send to the

device 300 and some of the expected results may include:

Upload (!UL) The device 300 may transmit complete trips and events recorded by

the device 300 since a last memory clear command was executed.

The data may include a calculated value to test data (through a

sequential combination) to detect errors during transmission and/or

storage. Some systems data may be encoded through an error-

correction encoding that allows the detection and correction of errors

that may occur during transmission.
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Update UUD) The device 300 may be given a type and filename for firmware
and/or configuration files(s) that may be downloaded into the device

300. Through some update processes, the device 300 may disconnect

from content or other provider (e.g., an insurer or other entity) and

connect to another server to download the firmware and/or

configuration files to update the device 300.

Run Diagnostics Initiates one or more diagnostic tests that one or more processors may

(IDG) perform (e.g., a main processors, wireless processors, vehicle

interface processors, and/or GPS processor, etc.). If requested, the

success or failure may be transmitted to the insurer or entity.

Memory Clear The memory clear commands clear the content retained in local

(!MC, !MCO, memory of the device 300. Some commands will restore the device

!MCl, IMC2) 300 to a default others may clear memory to different initialization

levels (e.g., !MC may clear only existing trip data).

Reset (!RS) Resets the device 300. If a multiprocessing architecture, parallel

processing architecture, coprocessor architecture, or modular

architecture is used in the device 300, a rest command may reset each

or selected processors or modules.

[00158] When an upload command is received, the device 300 may transmit information

to a destination (e.g., an insurer or entity). Each response may be unique to a request.

Some of the information that may be transmitted by the device 300 may include:

Upload date The date and time the device started the upload to insurer or entity.

and time: (Always provided in some applications).

Trip Start time: The date and time that a trip was started. (Only provided if a trip has
been made since the last memory clear in some applications.)
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Information . Descri 4 tion

Duration and For each duration, (e.g., may be configured for a synchronous interval,

speed: e.g., about every 1 second) the speed in kilometers (or miles) per hour.

Trip end time: The date and time that a trip ended. (For each trip stored in local

memory, the information may include a trip start value, trip details, and

a trip end value in some applications)

Connect event: The date and time the device 300 was connected to the vehicle. This is

when the device gets power fi'om the vehicle or is in communication

with the vehicle. (May be recorded once until the next memory clear

command is received in some applications.)

Disconnect The device 300 may record a date and time stamp with the stored data at

event: synchronous intervals (e.g., a predetermined time period such as every 5

minutes). The time stamp may be stored in non—volatile memory (e.g.,

flash memory) when the device is in communication with the vehicle,

receives power from the vehicle, an ignition or speed event is detected,
etc.

Protocol event: The protocol that the device 300 is using to communicate with the

vehicle. (In some applications, this event may only occur after the first

ignition cycle or the starting of the vehicle and may be cleared when a

memory clear command is received).

Specific events: A - Processor-version, On Board Diagnostic-version, Global

Positioning System—version

B — Wireless (e.g., cellular) connection failure

C - Data connection failure on Wireless network

D — Unable to contact destination

E - Firmware, software, and/or configuration file(s) access failure

F — Checksum failure (e.g., firmware, software, configuration files, etc.)

G — Network “roaming”

H — Memory threshold event

I — Unknown trip log file entry

J — Unknown event log file entry

K - Number of records transmitted not equal number of records stored

L — Battery voltage exceeds alternator threshold, in—vehicle

Communication enabled

M — In—vehicle communication terminated due to an ignition off event
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The parenthetical information included in the table above reflects exemplary guidelines

that enable an efficient exchange ofdata and/or software. The frequency at which

information, data, etc., and inclusion of objects will change in alternative

implementations.

[00159] In some systems, the following settings may be configured in the device 300.

Profile Name The name of this configuration file reported when the device 300 calls

or transmits to a destination.

Checkin The number of hours the device 300 should Wait until it calls a

Interval destination for a scheduled call. A predetermined value (e.g., of “0”)

may indicate the device 300 should call the destination after a trip has

been completed.

Count a communication failure occurs.

Pause wait before retrying to connect to destination

Freuenc read information during a trip.

Based on the above Port Read Frequency, how many samples should beMultiple stored in memory for the trip.

Speed in kilometers (or miles) per hour; the device 300 may use thisThreshold parameter to initiate call home event.

Defines up to a predetermined number (e.g., 10) of networks that may beMCC/MNC considered “non—roaming” networks.

For each call to a destination, represents the number of times the device300 may call a destination if roaming.

APN Up to a predetermined number (e.g., 10) of APN or wireless nodes the

device should cycle through when attempting to connect to a wireless

network (e.g., a cellular network).

Communication Protocol server or other server to reach a destination.

used for communications.
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Descmaon
FTP Name The domain name service name for the FTP server at the destination

used to download firmware and/or configuration files.

FTP Username Username to login to the FTP Server

FTP Password Password to login to the FTP Server

FTP Directory The directory that the files are located

[00160] A block diagram of an alternative on—board portable mobile device 300 that may

communicate with in—vehicle local processor(s), controller(s), and/or directly with sensors

is shown in Figure 23. The device 300 may store executable programs, configuration

files, and vehicle based data. The data may include raw data elements, calculated data

elements, derived data elements, and/or subsets of these elements.

[00161] In Figure 23, the usage based monitor or device 300 comprises two or more

processors that execute multiple tasks (through programs or instructions sets) in tandem.

Each processor may work on a different instruction set or different part of the common

process of monitoring vehicle operation and/or driving behavior. While the functions

assigned to each processor may occur dynamically (assigned by the main processor 2302

and software), in Figure 23 the functions are pre—assigned. The processors 2302 — 2308

share a local and/or distributed memory 2310 and 2316 and an input/output bus or data

path. In some systems, the device 300 may have an asymmetric like architecture.

[00162] A single copy of the operating system and configuration file(s) may coordinate

program execution in the device 300. In alternative devices 300, each processor may

have its own operating system and/or memory, and in some cases, share memory and

interconnected data paths used to exchange data, receive firmware, or configuration files.

The coordinated processing of the architecture increases speed or computing power, like a

parallel processor or co—processor architectures used in other alternative devices 300.

[00163] To monitor vehicle operation or driver behavior, a main processor 2302 may

coordinate the wireless processor 2304, in—vehicle communication processor 2306, and

optional location processor 2308. In some devices 300, the main processor 2302 may

access the entire memory map and execute applications in support of its input and output
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nodes. The input/output nodes may include an optional Video 2312 node, audio node,

and/or tactile node 2314 that transmit video, sound, and output perceptible to a sense of

touch, respectively. The transmitted media may be transmitted directly to a user or

conveyed through an in-vehicle system (through in-vehicle amplifiers and loudspeakers,

for example).

[00164] In Figure 23, the main processor 2306 and/or firmware may offload an out—of

network communication component to the wireless microprocessor 23 04. The wireless

microprocessor 1204 and transceivers 2318 may be compliant with one or more wireless

protocols that include the transceiver protocols described above. In some systems, the

wireless microprocessor 2304 may comprise a single—chip cellular (or wireless) baseband

processor that may be GSM (“Global System for Mobile Communication” that may

include enhanced data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE)) and/or GPRS (General Packet

Radio Service) and/or CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) compliant. Some single-

chip cellular processors include a power amplifier controller and speaker-phone/car-

phone audio circuitry that may drive the audio output 2314. Some of the single-chip

cellular processors contain all analog and digital GSM, CDMA, and/or multi—slot GPRS

baseband processing functions within the single chip. Interface software, circuitry, and

drivers are integrated in the single-chip cellular (or wireless) processor to enable auxiliary

components, such as microphones, loud speakers, display devices or screens, keypads,

data terminal equipment and SIM modules (or other memory modules) to connect directly

to the wireless microprocessor 2304. A flexible baseband control interface supports a

wide range of transceivers, including GSM850, E-GSM900, GSMl8OO and GSM19OO

frequency bands.

[00165] In—vehicle communication may be offloaded to the in-vehicle processor 2306

and transceivers 2318 that may include one, two, or more embedded antenna element(s).

The embedded antenna element(s) may be configured and mounted such that a portion of

an upper surface, adjacent surface, or an entire upper or adjacent surface of the device 300

may be part of the radiating element (and/or the receiving element). In alternative

systems, the antenna element is configured and mounted such that, once the device 300 is

fiilly assembled, the device case itself or portions of it may be used as part of the radiating

and/or receiving element. In some systems, the embedded antenna may utilize integrated

circuit board designs and connecting links without additional parts. Since some
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embedded antenna elements are not be buried or embedded between other circuits in

some alternative devices, these antenna elements may better control radiation patterns.

The in-vehicle processor 2306 and transceivers 2318 may be compliant with one or more

in-vehicle communication standards that may include the in-vehicle protocols described

above. An optional navigation component may be offloaded to a location processor 2308

(or global positioning processor). The location processor 23 08 may be compliant with

one or more navigation protocols that may include the location protocols described above.

[00166] Figure 24 is an initialization process 2400 that may be implemented through an

initialization file. The initialization file may include the hardware configuration

information necessary to interface a vehicle and information about the initial

configuration ofdevice-based data exchanges. At 2402 and 2404 a vehicle voltage is

detected and compared to a programmed threshold (e.g., falls below a threshold in

alternative devices 300). When the vehicle voltage exceeds the programmed threshold, a

request is transmitted at 2406 across a Vehicle bus while Waiting for a response at 2408.

When a valid response is not received, the process repeats the cycle by sequentially

transmitting signals in different vehicle bus protocols at 2406 and 2408. A response may

be compared against a list of valid response, and if the process detects a match at 2408,

software that supports data transfer or exchanges between the device 300, the vehicle, and

a remote destination is loaded into operating memory. With a validated response, vehicle

attributes and manufacturers’ data requests are transmitted across a vehicle bus. Defaults

and/or user preferences Within the device 300 may be established.

[00167] Figure 25 is a process 2500 in which a device 300 transfers data to a destination.

The destination may be associated with an identifying number or may be contacted by

specifying or detecting a communication protocol. The data migration from the device

300 to the destination (e.g., an insurer’s or entities privately or publicly accessible site)

begins when data is not being recorded (e.g., in other devices 300, data transfer may

occur at anytime). That may occur at the end of a trip at 2502 and 2504. The process

2500 may automatically cycle through a programmable number ofAPNs or wireless

nodes as the process attempts to connect to a wireless network at 2506 and 2508. If a

connection fails, an error is stored at 2510 while the process waits to monitor additional

data or reconnect to the network at 25 02 and/or 2506. When a connection occurs, the
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process 2500 transmits an identifier to the network that identifies a unique user account.

The identifier may include a device 300 authentication.

[00168] When a connection is established and a destination acknowledged at 2508,

automated scripts or programs may attempt to transfer data from the local memory of the

device 300 to a remote memory at a destination (e.g., such as an insurer or other entities’

site) at 2512. In some processes, a method encodes data before the transfer so that errors

that may occur during storage or transmission of the data may be detected (e.g., error-

detection coding). In alternative processes, the method encodes the data before the

transfer to allow for the detection and correction of errors that may occur during storage

or transmission (e.g., error—correction coding). Error codes that correlate to a fault (e.g.,

error codes that may identify corrupted data, failure to contact a destination) may be

stored locally or at the destination and a diagnostic test performed at the request of the

destination (e.g., the insurer’s or entity). If a data migration is successful, a memory clear

command may be received from the destination that directs the device 300 to clear some

or all of the local memory at 2514.

[00169] An exemplary record that may be transferred to an insurer’s or other entities

destination may look like the text file shown in Figure 35. The data may comprise a

single file with the more recent entries appended to the end of the file or separated into

distinct files (such as an operational log, an error log, trigger log, etc.) that includes user

specific information. A device log analyzer that may be resident to or distributed across

the application servers 2102 and 2106 and/or archive servers 2104 ofFigure 21 may

parses the log files and derive indicators about vehicle operation, driving behavior, or

other usage based metrics. Documents and/or reports may be transmitted to remote

interfaces. Alternatively databases or database management servers may parse the log

files, derive indicators, and in some systems generate reports through server—side scripts.

The exemplary pages of Figures 9 — 17 and 30 — 34 may be derived by device log

analyzers and/or database management servers. An exemplary explanation of the entries

shown in Figure 35 explains that

U,89014104Z11472857203,2008/O4/01,16:16:00 (Name of transferred file)
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Entr Descri n tion

89014104211472857203 A unique user account to a wireless network that may

handle device authentication

2008/04/01 Date the log was uploaded

16:16:00 Time the log was uploaded

H,2008/04/01,16:O9:O1 (Header)

2008 /04/01 Date trip was started (e.g., date/time based on wireless

network)

16:09:01 Time trip started

D,1.000,10 (Detailed record: time & speed)

1.000 Frequency in time (seconds) from last monitored

parameter (e.g., speed)

Speed value (e.g., raw data element in kilometers per

hour)

T,2008/04/ 01 ,16:1 5:21 (Trailer record identifying the end of a trip)

2008/04/01 Date trip was ended (e.g., date/time based on wireless

network)

16:15:21 Time trip ended

X,7, E,832,2008/04/ 01 , 16:09:00 (Found Battery voltage above alternator threshold)

832 Measure ofbattery Voltage

2008 /04/ 01 Date of measurement

1 6:09:00 Time of measurement

X,7,D,0,2008/O4/O1,16:15:38

(Disabled communication after communication stopped due to an ignition off event)

2008 /04/01 Date when communication was disabled

16:15:38 Time when communication was disabled
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Entr
X,7,E,744,2008/O4/01,16:1 5:41 (Found Battery voltage above alternator threshold)

744 Measure of battery voltage

2008 /04/01 Date of measurement

[00170] When a trigger event occurs, a connection through a wireless network is made

and an interactive session begins with an entity or insurer at 2502 — 2508 or an error

logged at 2510. In Figure 26, a trigger event may direct the destination to perform an

action. The trigger event may be automatically evaluated at the destination (and in some

alternatives, by the device 300). In some circumstances additional data or information

may be needed. When needed, the destination may issue a command that causes the

device 300 to receive, parse, process a request, and transmit a reply at 2616 (if resolved

locally, cause the device to harvest additional information). If the trigger event relates to

a safety concern, the destination (or device 300) may automatically seek assistance by

sending a message or another alert to a call center, medical center, technical center, or

initiate another action. If a trigger event relates to an operational concern, the destination

may issue diagnostic or repair commands or firmware updates that may diagnose or repair

the device 300 (and/or vehicle in alternative processes).

[00171] When no activity is detected through an in-vehicle bus or out of vehicle network

or motion or changes in engine load are not detected (e.g., through a motion sensor,

manifold absolute pressure sensor, or another sensor that may detect changes in engine

load or speed), the device 300 may reduce power consumption by powering down the
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physical-layer circuitry to enter a sleep mode at 2702 of Figure 27. When an in—vehicle

or out—of vehicle activity or request is detected, the device 300 may automatically

negotiate the connection if it is available. To reduce battery drain, the transmission rate

may be automatically reduced to link to a predetermined transmission rate when on

battery power (whether it be from the vehicle and/or device 300). This power

management characteristic may comprise a built—in power management feature of the

device 300. If a connection to a destination is sought, a network connection may be

established at 2506 — 2508 and data transmitted at 2512, a text message sent, or an error

logged at 2510. If a connection to the vehicle bus is sought (e.g., when an activity is

detected) the device 300 may negotiate a connection through the vehicle bus.

[00172] A device 300 may receive firmware, configuration files(s), and other updates

that may be received from a destination associated with an insurer or entity such as a

vendor as shown in Figure 28. When an update is sought, a network connection may be

established at 2506 — 2508 or an error logged at 2510. A dynamic memory allocation

process may allocate additional memory from a device heap (e.g., memory reserved for

program or temporary data storage use) before receiving an update. Existing firmware,

configuration files, and other files (e.g., legacy versions) may be retained before software,

data, or other files are transferred from a destination to the device 300. The transfer of

software, data, or other files may fail. If that occurs, the update process may repeat a

predetermined number of cycles (e.g., three or more, for example) at 2804 — 2810. When

the error cannot be corrected the legacy versions may be automatically restored and the

device 300 may be reset to the preferences and defaults observed before the unsuccessful

update. The error may be logged and the dynamic memory allocation process may de-

allocate the memory retaining the uninstalled versions from the heap to free some

allocated memory. If a device self—diagnostic, an error—detection coding, error-correction

coding, or other method confirms or establishes a successfiil transmission and storage or

fails to identify an error, the updates may be installed and the memory allocation process

may de-allocate the memory retaining the legacy versions.

[00173] The methods and descriptions of Figures 1, 5, 6, 7, and 24 — 28 may be encoded

in a signal bearing medium, a computer readable medium or a computer readable storage

medium such as a memory that may comprise unitary or separate logic, programmed

within a device such as one or more integrated circuits, or processed by a controller or a
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computer. If the methods are performed by software, the software or logic may reside in

a memory resident to or interfaced to one or more processors or controllers, a wireless

communication interface, a wireless system, a powertrain controller, an entertaimnent

and/or comfort controller of a vehicle or non-volatile or volatile memory remote from or

resident to a the device 300. The memory may retain an ordered listing of executable

instructions for implementing logical functions. A logical function may be implemented

through digital circuitry, through source code, through analog circuitry, or through an

analog source such as through an analog electrical, or audio signals. The software may be

embodied in any computer-readable medium or signal-bearing medium, for use by, or in

connection with an instruction executable system or apparatus resident to a vehicle or a

hands-free or wireless communication system. Alternatively, the software may be

embodied in media players (including portable media players) and/or recorders. Such a

system may include a computer-based system, a processor-containing system that

includes an input and output interface that may communicate with an automotive or

wireless communication bus through any hardwired or wireless automotive

communication protocol, combinations, or other hardwired or wireless communication

protocols to a local or remote destination, server, or cluster.

[00174] A computer-readable medium, machine—readable medium, propagated—signal

medium, and/or signal—bearing medium may comprise any medium that contains, stores,

communicates, propagates, or transports software for use by or in connection with an

instruction executable system, apparatus, or device. The machine-readable medium may

selectively be, but not limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic,

infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, device, or propagation medium. A non-

exhaustive list of examples ofa machine-readable medium would include: an electrical or

tangible connection having one or more links, a portable magnetic or optical disk, a

volatile memory such as a Random Access Memory “RAM” (electronic), a Read—Only

Memory “ROM,” an Erasable Programmable Read—Only Memory (EPROM or Flash

memory), or an optical fiber. A machine-readable medium may also include a tangible

medium upon which software is printed, as the software may be electronically stored as

an image or in another format (e.g., through an optical scan), then compiled by a

controller, and/or interpreted or otherwise processed. The processed medium may then be

stored in a local or remote computer and/or a machine memory.
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[00175] When a device initiates a session with a destination (e.g., an insurer or other

entity such as a data repository or other content providers) in Figure 29, it may send and

receive discrete digital information such as objects through a wireless network. Objects

may be received in real-time or after some delay by the input and output nodes that may

interface one or more devices 300 at 2902 — 2906. Firewalls allow or deny entry or exit

from the local area or distributed network at 2908, 2922, and 2926. A correlation

analysis, inference programs or engines, insurance computational programs, data

modeling, or other statistical analysis may evaluate or assign a level of risk, insurance

scores, safety scores, and/or rating factors at 2910 — 2914. The level of risk scores or

factors may be based at least in part on the raw data elements, calculated data elements,

derived data elements, and/or other objects received from the device 300.

[00176] A quote, cost (e.g., an amount due or bill), or adjustment (e.g., cost, term, or

some other parameter) may be derived at 2916. While the quotes, costs, and adjustments

may comprise a fixed value, in alternative systems the value may comprise a fluid range

that may vary by user, a user’s behavior, or by an insurance parameter (e.g., an actuarial

class). Distributed databases 2918 may store the quotes, costs, adjustments, raw data

elements, calculated data elements, derived data elements, assigned levels of risk,

insurance scores, safety scores, rating factors, and/or other objects.

[00177] In some systems like those shown in Figure 29, one or more or of the collective,

distributive, or discrete databases may manipulate information in a way a user may find

logical or natural to use (e.g., an intelligent database). Intelligent database searches may

rely not only on traditional structured query language data—f1nding routines, but also rely

on predetermined rules governing associations, relationships, and/or inferences regarding

the data that may be established by the destination (e.g., the insurer or other entity) and

that may be retained (e.g., stored) in the database.

[00178] Clients or internal users may access the local area or distributed network through

firewalls 2926 and 2922, load balancers (not shown), and server clusters 1916, 1918,

2016, 2020 shown in Figure 29. Through publicly accessible or privately accessible

distributed networks, distributors, customers, vendors and other authorized users may

transmit requests, and receive, parse, and render responses from clusters of on-line

services 2106 and 2020 (that may communicate through Web services) and/or Trip

monitoring serversl9l 6 — 1922.
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[00179] An information management resource management server (or service within an

on—line server) may manage the resources for collecting and delivering content from a

destination to the user. The information management resource management server may

serve dynamic resources (through an active server side platform) or static resources such

as the risk classification page shown in Figure 30. Other exemplary content that may be

delivered to a remote interface is shown in Figures 31 — 34. In Figures 31 through 33 a

speed is graphically presented. The continuously plotted speed versus time data may

provide immediate feedback about the length of time a driver may have been on the road,

the driver’s continuous speed, and its effect on fuel economy. The level of detail or

resolution (compare Figure 31 to 32) delivered to a remote interface may be automatically

customized to the content delivered to a remote interface to highlight the significance of

certain high risk behavior such as driving at excessive speeds.

[00180] Additional trip details may be accessed by user activated links that may lead the

user to other content such as a trip log. The trip log may provide details that may be

sorted or searched and viewed. The exemplary log shown in Figure 34 provides a

chronological record of activities that may enable trip reconstruction or examination of a

sequence events and/or changes. The record of events may include the number of trips

made on a given date, a pictorial or textual based risk assessment, a measure ofdrive

time, time spent driving at or over a predetermined velocity, mileage, and/or a measure of

risk events. In Figure 34, a sudden acceleration or braking may suggest an aggressive or

unsafe driving behavior.

[00181] Other alternate systems and methods may include combinations of some or all of

the structure and functions described above or shown in one or more or each of the

figures. These systems or methods are formed from any combination of structure and

function described or illustrated within the figures. Some alternative systems or devices

compliant with one or more of the transceiver protocols may communicate with one or

more in—vehicle displays, including touch sensitive displays. In-vehicle and out—of-

vehicle wireless connectivity between the device 300, the vehicle, and one or more

wireless networks provide high speed connections that allow users to initiate or complete

a transaction at any time within a stationary or moving vehicle. The wireless connections

may provide access to, or transmit, static or dynamic content (live audio or video streams,

for example). The content may include raw data elements, derived data elements, or
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calculated data elements (e.g., vehicle—related data). Other content may be related to

entertainment and comfort, or facilitate electronic commerce or transactions. Some

devices 300 allow users to amend or enter into insurance policies through the wireless

connections of the vehicle or the wireless processor 2304 of the device 300. Some

devices 300 may provide tum—key access to insurance coverage to new vehicle buyers

before the vehicle leaves a sales lot. The interoperability of some devices 300 to in-

vehicle networks and external wireless protocols allows some devices 300 to provide

primary or back-up functionality to in-Vehicle equipment, including OEM and/or

aftermarket equipment.

[00182] Other alternative systems facilitate device 300 recovery. When a disconnection

event occurs or an unexpected motion is detected, some devices 300 may initiate an

asynchronous or periodic communication with a remote destination, like a control center

or another device 300. The device 300 may communicate raw, derived, or calculated data

elements including a current location of the device 300. The location may be provided

through a radio-navigation system such as a global positioning system, for example. In

some applications, devices 300 may monitor real-time traffic conditions. Through

synchronous or asynchronous communications, the devices 300 may transmit speed and

location readings to a remote destination (e.g., a central control). The remote destination

may retain data that may create a real-time picture of traffic speeds, travel times, and/or

other travel/road conditions. When compliant with a mesh network, some devices 300

may generate these profiles in areas where wireless service is unavailable. Some devices

300 not only conserve power, but also conserve bandwidth by not moving data

continuously across a persistent network. Instead, data is moved across stationary or non-

stationary nodes (e.g., a device 300) across relatively short distances until a wireless

network transceiver or destination is reached.

[00183] While various embodiments of the invention have been described, it will be

apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that many more embodiments and

implementations are possible within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the

invention is not to be restricted except in light of the attached claims and their

equivalents.
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What is claimed is:

1. (New) A risk management device comprising:

an automotive device that provides an interface that filters data that is sent and

received across an in—vehicle bus by selectively acquiring vehicle data related to a level of

insurable risk or safety of operation, the interface acquires the selected vehicle data from

one or more in—vehicle sensors;

a memory that stores the selected vehicle data with relationship data within the

vehicle that establishes a connection between the selected vehicle data and one or more

risk factors, safety standards, or operating characteristics, together with a unique identifier

and a user account; and

a wireless service provider interface that provides access to the selected vehicle data

and relationship data retained in the memory, where the wireless service provider

interface is responsive to a wireless request from a remote user to transfer the selected

vehicle data and selected relationship data retained in the memory to a remote server

when a wireless service provider indicates a capacity to transfer the vehicle data and

relationship data across a wireless network.

2. (New) The risk management device of claim 1 where the wireless service provider

interface is compliant with a wireless transaction facilitator that throttles the transmission

rates across the wireless network based on an available bandwidth of the wireless

network.

3. (New) The risk management device of claim 1 further comprising a dynamic memory

allocation processor that allocates a portion of the memory to retain a copy of a legacy

version of firmware that comprises input/output instructions when an updated firmware is

received through the wireless network and written to the memory, the dynamic memory

allocation processor de-allocates the portion of the memory when an error—free Version of

the updated firmware is stored or installed in the risk management device.
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4. (New) The risk management device of claim 1 where the wireless network comprises a

mobile broadband wireless network that provides full data exchange mobility to two or

more vehicles.

5. (New) The risk management device of claim 1 where the interface, the memory, and

the wireless service provider interface are linked within a portable device.

6. (New) The risk management device of claim 1 where the wireless service provider

interface comprises a single—chip cellular baseband processor.

7. (New) The risk management device of claim 6 where the single-chip cellular baseband

processor is Global System for Mobile Communication compliant, Code Division

Multiple Access compliant, or General Packet Radio Service compliant.

8. (New) The risk management device of claim 6 where the single-chip cellular baseband

processor is Global System for Mobile Communication compliant and General Packet

Radio Service compliant.

9. (New) The risk management device of claim 6 where the single—chip cellular baseband

processor comprises integrated interface drivers that enable auxiliary components

comprising loudspeakers, display, and memory modules to connect directly to the single-

chip.

lO. (New) The risk management device of claim 1 where the wireless service provider

interface comprises an embedded antenna element positioned adjacent to the interface and

the memory.

1 1. (New) The risk management device of claim 10 where the embedded antenna

element comprises a circuit board element.

12. (New) The risk management device of claim 1 where the wireless service provider

interface is further responsive to a trigger event by transmitting an alert to a third party
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when a driving incident occurs.

13. (New) The risk management device of claim 12 where the driving incident comprises

exceeding a speed threshold, traveling outside of a designated area, or a lock out

condition.

14. (New) The risk management device of claim 13 where the wireless service provider

interface is further responsive to receive a communication from a third party and the alert

comprises a text or an aural message.

15. (New) The risk management device of claim 3 where the wireless service provider

interface is compliant with two or more multiple packet architectures that are

automatically detected and one or more multiple packet architectures that are

automatically selected through two or more handshakes.

16. (New) The risk management device of claim 15 where the automatic detection and

automatic selection includes Internet Protocol roaming that maintains connectivity as the

vehicle moves from a first coverage area of a selected network to a second coverage area

of a second selected network.

17. (New) The risk management device of claim 15 where the wireless service provider

interface is responsive to a monitored event—driven request to transfer the selected vehicle

data and selected relationship data retained in the memory to a remote server when the

wireless service provider indicates the capacity to transfer data across the wireless

network.

18. (New) The risk management device of claim 15 where a unique identifier comprises

a unique identifier to the risk management device.

19. (New) The risk management device of claim 15 where a unique identifier comprises

a unique vehicle identifier.
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20. (New) The risk management device of claim 15 fiirther comprising a transceiver

tuned to receive continuously transmitted trilateral encoded signals through a bandwidth

that is separate from the wireless network.

21. (New) A system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

that is used to determine one or more levels ofrisk or is used to determine a cost of

insurance comprising:

a vehicle bus that sends and receives data between two or more in-vehicle controllers;

an in-vehicle monitor that filters the data that is sent and received across the vehicle

bus by selectively polling one or more of the in-vehicle controllers to transmit vehicle

data related to a level of risk in operating the vehicle, the selected vehicle data is acquired

at a predetermined interval or upon an event;

a processor programmed to store the selected vehicle data in an in-vehicle memory

inaccessible to the two or more in-vehicle controllers, the memory retains relationship

data that links the selected vehicle data to a vehicle identifier and a wireless network;

a wireless transceiver configured to encrypt and encode the relationship data and the

selectively acquired vehicle data and transmit the encoded data through a mobile

communication network that provides access to a distributed network.

22. (New) The system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

of claim 21 where the wireless transceiver is configured to transmit the encoded data

through a pulse position protocol without varying the power level or phase of a

transmitting signal.

23. (New) The system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

of claim 21 where the wireless transceiver is compliant with a wireless transaction

facilitator that throttles the transmission rates across the mobile communication network

based on an available bandwidth of the mobile communication network.

24. (New) The system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

of claim 21 further comprising a dynamic memory allocation processor that allocates a

portion of the memory to retain a copy of a legacy Version of firmware that comprises
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input/output instructions when an updated firmware is transferred to the in—vehicle

memory through the mobile communication network, the dynamic memory allocation

processor de—allocates the portion ofthe in—vehicle memory when an error—free version of

the updated firmware is stored or installed in the risk management system or when a copy

of the legacy version of the software is restored.

25. (New) The system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

of claim 21 where the mobile communication network comprises a mobile broadband

communication network that provides full data exchange mobility to one, two or more

vehicles in motion.

26. (New) The system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

of claim 21 where the wireless service provider interface is compliant with two or more

multiple packet architectures that are automatically detected and one or more multiple

packet architectures that are automatically selected when a series of signals acknowledge

that a communication or transfer of information may occur are received by the wireless

transceiver.

27. (New) The system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

of claim 21 where the wireless transceiver is responsive to an internal event—driven

request to transfer the selected vehicle data and the selected relationship data retained in

the in—vehicle memory to a remote server when the wireless service provider indicates an

available channel capacity to transfer the selected vehicle data and the selected

relationship data across the mobile communication network within a predetermined time

period.

28. (New) The system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

of claim 21 further comprising a location processor that processes external navigation

signals that are stored in the in—vehicle memory and are transmitted through the mobile

communication network.
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29. (New) The system that monitors data transferred among components within a vehicle

of claim 21 further comprising a receiver tuned to receive continuously transmitted

trilateral encoded signals through a bandwidth that is separate from the mobile

communication network.

30. (New) The risk management system of claim 21 where the in-vehicle monitor, the

processor, and the wireless transceiver are linked within a portable device.

31. (New) The risk management system of claim 21 where the wireless transceiver

comprises a single—chip cellular baseband processor.

32. (New) The risk management system of claim 31 where the single-chip cellular

baseband processor is Global System for Mobile Communication compliant, Code

Division Multiple Access compliant, or General Packet Radio Service compliant.

33. (New) The risk management system of claim 31 where the single—chip cellular

baseband processor is Global System for Mobile Communication compliant and General

Packet Radio Service compliant.

34. (New) The risk management system of claim 31 Where the single—chip cellular

baseband processor comprises integrated interface drivers that enable auxiliary

components comprising loudspeakers, display, and memory modules to connect directly

to the single—chip.

35. (New) The risk management system of claim 21 where the wireless transceiver

comprises an embedded antenna element positioned adjacent to the in-vehicle monitor,

the processor, and the memory.

36. (New) The risk management system of claim 35 where the embedded antenna

element comprises a circuit board element.

37. (New) The risk management system of claim 21 where the wireless transceiver is
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further configured to respond to a trigger event by transmitting an alert to a third party

when a driving incident occurs.

38. (New) The risk management system of claim 37 where the driving incident

comprises exceeding a speed threshold, traveling outside of a designated area, or a lock

out condition.

39. (New) The risk management system of claim 38 where the wireless transceiver is

further configured to receive a communication from a third party and the alert comprises

a text or an aural message.

40. (New) A system that monitors and facilitates a review of data collected from a

vehicle that is used to determine a level of safety or cost of insurance comprising:

a processor that collects vehicle data from a vehicle bus that represents aspects of

operating the vehicle;

a memory that stores selected vehicle data related to a level of safety or an insurable

risk in operating a vehicle;

a wireless transmitter configured to transfer the selected vehicle data retained within

the memory to a distributed network when a wireless network indicates a capacity to

receive the selected vehicle data; and

a monitor to display the selected vehicle data that represents one or more aspects of

operating the vehicle with data that reflects how the selected vehicle data affects a

premium of an insurance policy, safety or level of risk.

41. (New) A system that monitors and facilitates a review of data collected from a

vehicle of claim 40 where the wireless transmitter is configured to transfer the selected

vehicle data retained within the memory through a pulse position protocol without

varying the power level or phase of a transmitting signal.

42. (New) The system that monitors and facilitates a review of data collected from a

vehicle of claim 40 where the wireless transmitter is compliant with a wireless transaction
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facilitator that throttles the transmission rates across the wireless network based on an

available bandwidth of the wireless network.

43. (New) The system that monitors and facilitates a review of data collected from a

Vehicle of claim 40 further comprising a dynamic memory allocation processor that

allocates a portion of the memory to retain a copy of a legacy version of firmware that

comprises input/output instructions when an updated firmware is transferred to the

memory through the wireless network, the dynamic memory allocation processor de-

allocates the portion of the memory when an error-free version of the updated firmware is

stored or installed in the system or when a copy of the legacy version of the software is

restored to control the processor of the system.

44. (New) The system that monitors and facilitates a review of data collected from a

vehicle of claim 40 where the wireless network comprises a mobile broadband

communication network that provides full data exchange mobility up to vehicle speeds of

about 100 miles per hour.

45. (New) The system that monitors and facilitates a review of data collected from a

vehicle of claim 40 where the wireless transmitter is compliant with two or more multiple

packet architectures that are automatically detected and one or more multiple packet

architectures that are automatically selected when a series of signals acknowledge that a

communication or transfer of information or data may occur.

46. (New) The system that monitors and facilitates a review of data collected from a

vehicle of claim 40 where the wireless transmitter is responsive to an in-vehicle event-

driven request to transfer the selected vehicle data retained in the memory to a remote

server when the wireless network indicates an available channel capacity to transfer the

selected vehicle data across the wireless network.

47. (New) The system that monitors and facilitates a review of data collected from a

vehicle of claim 40 further comprising a receiver tuned to receive continuously
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